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DATA STRUCTURE THROUGH ‘C

UNIT-1
Problem solving concepts, top down and bottom up design structured programming.
2. Concept of data type and data structure, differences between data type and data
structures, view of data structures at logical level, implementation level and
application level, built-in-data structures and user defined data structures.

UNIT-2
Concepts of dynamic variables, difference between static and dynamic variables,
concepts of pointer variables. 4. Study of the following user define data structures
using static and variables. □ Built-in data structures like arrays, records. □ User
defends data structures like stacks, queues, linked. User defend data structures like
stacks, queues, linked lists, circular linked lists, doubly linked list.

UNIT-3
Non-linear data structures: trees, terminology of trees, concepts and applications of
binary trees, tree traversal techniques and algorithms.

UNIT-4
Sorting and searching- algorithms and their
Considerations for choice of proper data structure.

efficiency

considerations.

7.

Unit-1
PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGIES

1.1 INTRODUCTION
A program is a sequence of instructions writte in a programming language. There are
various programming languages, each having its own advantages for program
development. Generally every program takes an input, manipulates it and provides
an output as shown below :

, Input

4
4
•4
.*4

*

Program code

>
/

output

John You Neumann proposed that if a program was stored memory, program
instructions could be easily changed just by loading a new program. Also as the
program executed, it could easily change the instructions in memory". This is called
the stored program concept.
For better designing of a program, a systematic planning must be done. Planning
makes a program more efficient and more effective. A programmer should use
planning tools before coding a program. By doing so, all the instructions are properly
interrelated in the program code and the logical errors are minimized.
There are various planning tools for mapping the program logic, such as flowcharts,
pseudo code, decision tables and hierarchy charts etc. A program that does the
desired work and achieves the goal is called an effective program whereas the
program that does the work at a faster rate is called an efficient program.
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The software designing includes mainly two things—program structure and program
representation. The program structure means how a program should be. The
program structure is finalized using top-down approach or any other popular
approach. The program structure is obtained by joining the subprograms. Each
subprogram represents a logical subtask.
The program representation means its presentation style so that it is easily readable
and presentable. A user friendly program (which is easy to understand) can be easily
debugged and modified, if need arises. So the programming style should be easily
understood by everyone to minimize the wastage of time, efforts and cost.
Change is away of life, so is the case with software. The modification should be
easily possible with minimum efforts to suit the current needs of the organization.
This modification process is known as program maintenance. Flowcharting
technique is quite useful in describing program structure and explaining it. The other
useful techniques for actually designing the programs are :
(i) Modular programming
(ii) Top-down design (Stepwise refinement)
(ill) Structured programming.

1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OFA GOOD PROGRAM
The different aspects of evaluating a program are..: efficiency, flexibility, reliability,
portability and robustness etc. These characteristics are given below:
(i) Efficiency. It is of three types : programmer effort, execution time and memoryf
space utilization. The high level languages are used for programmer efficiency. But/
a program written in machine language or assembly language is quite compact and
takes less machine time, and memory space. So depending on the requirement, 1
compromise between programmers effort and execution time can be made.
2

(ii) Flexibility. A program that can serve many purposes is called a flexible program.
For example, CAD (Computer Aided Design) software are used for different
purposes such as : Engineering drafting, printed circuit board layout and design,
architectural design. CAD can also be used in graphs and reports presentation.
(iii) Reliability. It is the ability of a program to work its intended function accurately
even if there are temporary or permanent changes in the computer system.
Programs having such ability are known as' reliable.
(iv) Portability. It is desirable that a program written on a certain type of computer
should run on different type of computer system. A program is called portable if it can
be transferred from one system to another with ease. This feature helps a lot in
research work for easy movement of -programs. Fligh level language programs are
more portable than the programs in assembly language.
(v) Robustness. A program is called robust if it provides meaningful results for all
inputs (correct or incorrect). If correct data is supplied at run time, it will provide the
correct result. In case the entered data is incorrect, the robust program gives an
appropriate message with no run time errors.
(vi) User friendly. A program that can be easily understood even by a novice is called
user friendly. This characteristic makes the program easy to modify if the need
arises. Appropriate messages for input data and with the display of result make the
program easily understandable.
(vii) Self-documenting code. The source code which uses suitable names for the
identifiers is called self-documenting code. A cryptic (difficult to understand) name for
an identifier makes the program complex and difficult to debug later on (even the
programmer may forget the purpose the identifier). So a good program must have
self-documenting code.
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1.3 TECHNIQUES OF PROBLEM SOLVING
Computer problem-solving can be summed up in one word—it is demanding ! It is a
combination of many small parts put together in a complex way, and therefore

f-

difficult to understand. It requires much thought, careful planning, logical accuracy,

I

continuous efforts, and attention to detail. Simultaneously it can be a challenging,

J

exciting, and satisfying experience with a lot of room for personal creativity and

I

expression. If computer problem-solving is approached in this spirit then the chances

I

of success are very bright.

I

For solving a problem on a computer a set of explicit and unambiguous instructions
is written in a programming language. This set of instructions is called a program. An
algorithm (step by step procedure to solve problem in unambiguous finite number of
steps) written in a programming language is a program. So, an algorithm
corresponds to a solution to a problem which is independent ofany programming
language.
Problem solving is a creative process which largely defies systematization anc
mechanization. Everyone acquires some problem-solving skills during his/her
student life which he/she may or may not be aware of.
Some steps for problem solving improve the performance of the problem solver. No
universal methods are available for it. Different people use different .strategies. In
simple words we can say logically that computer problem solving is about
understanding.

1.3.1 Understanding of the Problem
When lot of efforts are made in understanding the problem we are dealing with
chances of success are also bright. We cannot hope to make useful progress in
solving a problem until it is clear, what it is we are trying to solve. The preliminaryinvestigation may be thought of as the problem definition phase. The problern
4

definition defines what the problem is without any reference to the possible solutions.
It is a simple statement, may be one to two pages and should sound like a problem.
The problem definition should be in user language and it should be described from
the user's point of view. It usually should not be defined in technical computer terms.
As the analyst assigns the programs to different programmers module-wise, the
programmers understand the problem given to them. The programmers define the
problem of each program on a document and proceed for the next step. In simple
words, a lot of care should be taken in working out precisely what must be done.
The problem solver should obtain information on the following three aspects of the
problem after the analyses :
1. Input specification
2. Output specification
'3. Special processing, if any.

1. Input Specifications
The input specifications should give the following information :
(i) specific data values to be used as input in the program.
(ii) Input data format i.e., order, spacing, accuracy and units.
(iii) The valid range of input data.
(iv) Restrictions, if any, on use of these data values and what to do if an input data is
not accepted by the computer, should it be ignored or modified.
(v) The indication of end of input data (if specified by a special symbol).

5

2. Output Specifications
The output is obtained on executing a program. The output specifications must
clearly define the values required and their formats etc. The output specifications
must include the following information :
(i) The output data values required.
(ii) Output data format i.e., precision (number of significant digits), accuracy, units,
the position on the output sheet and suitable headings for making the output
readable.
(iii) Amount of output required because the program has to be coded according to
the number of output data values required.

3. Special Processing, if any
It means processing of input data under some conditions. If conditions are'violated,
certainly results are going to be incorrect. The processing under special condition(s)
and the recovery action should be handled carefully. If the special processing
conditions are ignored and left in the problem definition phase, it may be a costly
affair later on.
So, in the problem definition phase, detailed in formation about input, output and
special processing is gathered. These conditions are taken into consideration while
solving the problem. The method of solution is not specified in this phase.

1.3.2 Step by Step Solution for the Problem
There are many ways to solve most of the problems and also many solutions to most
of the problems. This situation makes the job of problem-solving a difficult task.

6

When we have many ways to solve a problem it is usually difficult to recognize
quickly which paths are likely to be fruitless and which paths may be productive.
A block often occurs after the problem definition phase, because people become
concerned with details of the implementation before they have completely
understood or worked out an implementation-independent solution. The problem
solver should not be too concerned about detail. That can be taken into account
when the complexity of the problem as a whole has been brought under control. The .
old computer proverb states, "the sooner you start coding your program the longer it
is going to take".
An approach that often allows us to make a start on a problem is to take a specific
example of the general problem we wish to solve and try to work out the mechanism
that will allow us to solve this particular problem (e.g., if you want to find the top
scorer in an examination, choose a particular set of marks and work out the
mechanism for finding the highest marks in this set). This approach of focusing on a
particular problem can often give us a platform we need for making a start on the
solution to the general problem. It is not always possible that the solution to a
specific problem or a specific class of problems is also a solution to the general
problem. We should specify our problem very carefully and try to establish whether
or not the proposed algorithm (step by step procedure in a finite number of steps to
solve a problem) can meet those requirements. If there are any similarities between
the current problem and other problems that we have solved or we have seen
solved, we should be aware of it. In trying to get a better solution to a problem,
sometimes too much study of the existing solution or a similar problem forces us
down the same reasoning path (which may not be the best) and to the same dead
end. Therefore, a better and wiser way, to get a better solution to a problem is, try to
solve the problem independently.
Any problem we want to solve should be viewed from a variety of angles. When all
aspects of the problem have been seen, one should start solving it. Sometimes, in
some cases it is assumed that we have already solve . the problem and then try to
7

work backwards to the starting conditions. The most crucial thing of all in developing
problem-solving skills is practice.
Probably the most widely known and most often used principle for problem-solving is
the divide-and-conquer strategy. The given problem is divided into two or more sub
problems which can hopefully be solved more efficiently by the same technique. If it
is possible to continue in this way we will finally reach the stage where the sub
problems are small enough to be solved without further splitting.
This way of breaking down the solution to a problem has been widely used with
searching, selection and sorting algorithms.

1.4 STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
The main objectives of structured programming are :
• Readability
• Clarity of programs
• Easy modification
• Reduced testing problems.
The goto statement should be avoided so far as possible. The three basic building
blocks for writing structured programs are given below :
1. Sequence Structure
2. Loop or Iteration
3. Binary Decision Structure
1. Sequence Structure:
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It consists of a single statement or a sequence of statements with a single entry and
single exit as show above.

2. Loop or Iteration :

i

l

■ .- i

. Fig. 3. Loop or iteration.

It consists of a condition (simple or compound) and a sequence structure which is
executed condition based as shown above
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3. Binary Decision Structure :
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Fig. 4. Binary decision structure.

It consists of a condition (simple or compound) and two branches out of which one is
to be followed depending on the condition being true or false as shown above.

1.5 MODULAR PROGRAMMING
Breaking down of a problem into smaller-independent pieces (modules) helps us to
focus on a particular module of the problem more easily without worrying about the
entire problem. No processing outside the module should affect the processing
inside the module, ft should have only one entry point and one exit point. We can
easily modify’a module without affecting the other modules. Using this approach the
writing, debugging and testing of programs becomes easier than a. monolithic
program. A modular program is readable and easily modifiable. Once we have
checked that all the modules are working properly, these are linked together by
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writing the main module. The main module activates the various modules in a
predetermined order. For example, Figure 5 illustrates this concept:
Main Module
Main Module
Perform A
Perform B
Perform C

1

Perform D

s

Module D

Independent modules
arc activated by the
main module.
Each module returns
the control bacle to
the main module

<

r

Module B

Module A

Module C

Fiu-

It must be noted that each module can be further broken into other submodules.

1.5. Characteristics of Modular Approach
(i) The problem to be solved is broken down into major components, each of which is
again broken down if required. So the process involves working from the most
general, down to the most specific.
(ii) There is one entry and one exit point for each module.
(iii) In general each module should not be more than half a page long. If not so, it
should be split into two or more sub modules.

ii

(iv) Two-way decision statement are based on IEN, IF..TI IEN..ELSE, and nested IF
structures.
(v) The loops are based on the consistent use ofWI U LE..D0 and REIT:VI...UNTIL
loop structures.

1.5.2 Advantages of Modular Approach
(i) Some modules can be used in many different problems.
(ii) Modules being small units can be easily tested and debugged.
(iii) Program maintenance is easy as the malfunctioning module can be quickly
identified and corrected.
(iv) The large project can be easily finished by dividing the modules to different
programmers.
(v) The complex modules can be handled by experienced programmers and the
simple modules by junior ones.
(vi) Each module can be tested independently.
(vii) The unfinished work of a programmer (due to some unavoidable circumstances)
can be easily taken over by someone else.
(viii)A large problem can be easily monitored and controlled.
(ix) This approach is more reliable.
(x) Modules are quite helpful interfaces ofthe interfaces between major parts ofthe
problem.
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1.6 TOP-DOWN PROGRAMMING
Program development includes designing, coding, testing and verification of a
program in any computer language. For writing a good program, the top down design
approach can be used. It is also called systematic programming or hierarchical
program design or stepwise refinement. A complex problem is broken into smaller
sub problems, further each sub problem is broken into a number of smaller sub
problems and so on till the sub problems at the lowest level are easy to solve.
Similarly a large program is broken into a number of subprograms and in turn each
subprogram is further decomposed into subprograms and so on. Suppose we want
to solve a problem S, which can be decomposed into sub problems Si, S2 and S3
and so on. Let the program for S, S 1, S2, S3 be denoted by P, P1, P2, P3
respectively. Further suppose that S2 is solved by decomposing it into sub problems
S21 and S22 and program P21 and P22 are written for these. This operation of
coding a subprogram in terms of lower level subprograms is known as the process of
stepwise refinement. Figure 6 shows the hierarchical decomposition of P into its
subprograms and sub-subprograms.

p

P3

P2

PI

P22

P2I
Via. <i.

The advantages of the top-down design approach are :
1. A large problem is divided into a number of smaller problems using this approach.
The decomposition is continued till the sub problems at the lowest level become
easy to solve. So the overall problem solving becomes easy.
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2. If we use the top-down approach for a problem then top-down programming
method can be used for coding modules at various stages. So, the top level modules
can be coded without coding the lower level modules earlier. This approach, is better
than the bottom-up approach where programming starts first at the lowest level
modules. I
3. It helps in top-down testing and debugging of programs.
4. The programs become user friendly (that is easy to read and understand) and
easy to maintain and modify.
5. Different programmers can write the modules for different levels.

1.7 BOTTOM-UP PROGRAMMING
The bottom-up programming approach is the reverse of the top-down program-ming.
The process starts with identification of a set of modules which are either available
or to be constructed. An attempt is made to combine the lower level modules to form
modules of a high level. This process of combining modules is continued until the
program is realised. The main drawback of the bottom-up programming approach is
the assumption that the lowest level modules can be completely specified
beforehand, which in reality is seldom possible. Thus, in the bottom-up approach,
quite often it is found that the final program obtained by combining the
predetermined lowest level modules does not meet all the requirements of the
desired program.
Here no attempt is made to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the topdown and bottom-up programming. However, program development through topdown approach is widely accepted to be better than the bottom-up approach.
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1.8 SUMMARY
•A program is a sequence of instructions written in a. programming language.
• John vohn Neumann proposed that the programs be stored in memory. This is
called the stored program concept.
• Modular programming is breaking down ofa problem into smaller independent
pieces (modules).
• The main objectives of structured programming are readability, clarity of programs,
easy modification and reduced testing problems.
• Top-down" programming is also known as the process ofstepwise refinement.
• Bottom-up prouamming approach is the reverse of the top-down programming.

1.8 TEST YOURSELF
Answer the following questions :
1. What arc the characteristics of a good program?
2. Discuss the techniques of problem solving.
3. Write a short note on the following
(a) Structured programming concepts
(b) Modular prov ramming
4. Explain the concept onop-down and bottom-op programming.

15
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UNIT-II
CONCEPTS OF DATA TYPES AND DATA STRUCTURES

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The fundamental nature of programming and data processing requires efficient
algorithms for access of the data in main memory and storage devices. The
effectiveness is directly (inked to the structure of the data being processed. The data
structure describes the way the data is organized and stored in memory for the
convenience of processing. This Chapter gives an introduction to Data Types and
Data Structures.
Generally learners are asked to write programs which solve simple problems and
use small amount of data. Therefore, they need not concern themselves about how
the data arc stored in computer's main memory and how slowly or quickly the
operations of retrieval and updations are performed; However, when a complex and
time—consuming problem is to be solved or when a large amount of data is to be
used then it is very important that the data be organized in main memory so as to
give faster access to data and the program be Written accordingly. Otherwise, main
memory space as well as computer time required for various operations may be
wasted.

2.2 CONCEPT OF DATA
A collection of facts, of observations, of occurrences etc., is called data. Elements of
this collection are called data items. It is something raw that is processed by the
computer program to give useful information. Data can be represented numerically,
. alphabetically, using special symbols such as
16

v,

etc.

2.3 CONCEPT OFDATATYPE
Data is a collection of facts, observations etc. This collection of data items can be
divided into groups such that the members of each group share a common set
ofpropertics. Such groups are called data types.
For example, integers. These can be added, subtracted, multiplied and compared.
Consider another example of the set of sets-elements of this set are sets which man
undergo the operations of union, intersection and difference.
Consider a collection of 3 x 3 matrices—These can be added, multiplied and inverted
(non-singular ones).
Consider a collection of strings—Strings can be compared, concatenated and broken
into parts. The first example shows that integers have a number of properties in
common viz. all integers can be added, all integers can be subtracted, all integers
can be compared etc. Integers are commonly written as -3, —2, —1, 0, 1, 2, 3, In
this case, values of data type integer can be from the set of integers.
Similarly, all 3 x 3 matrices can be added, multiplied etc., and these can be
commonly Written in the following form :

a,)

a 12

a.M3

a■21

a• ''22

^23

a31

a 32

a33

In this case, the data type 3x3 matrix can assume values from the set of all 3 x 3
matrices.
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Thus,

different

data

items

belonging

to

different

groups

have

different

representations and have different sets of operations that can be performed on them.
This gives rise to the concept of a data type. Commonly known data types are
integers, real numbers and characters.

2.3.1 Definition of Data Type
A data type is a name given to the set of all data items possessing a given ensemble
of properties. When we say that the number 7 is an integer, 7 shares a number of
properties with other integers. In case of integers, we need not specify what
properties are shared and how the various operations can be performed on integers
because it is automatically understood. However, in the case of other data types, the
properties and the operations must be specified by means of a set of axioms. Thus,
we can define many data types by means of an appropriate set of axioms.

2.4 CONCEPT or A DATA STRUCTURE
New data types can be defined in terms of previously defined one or more data
types. Suppose data types A, B and C have already been defined and a new data
type D is defined in terms ofA, B and C. Then values of data type D, can be
decomposed into values of previously defined data types A, B and C. We call A, B
and C as component data types. For example, consider an employee with attributes :
Name, Age and Salary. Name is of- String type, Age is of integer type and salary is
of real number type. By combining three different types, we build a new data type
and call it EMPLOYEE which has its component types as string, integer and real.
The string data type itself is defined in terms of another data type character.
Such data types that are composed of previously defined data types are called Data
Structure. 'EMPLOYEE' is an example of a value or instance ofa data structure
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called record. The Name itself is an instance of data structure called string. The
organization of data items in a data structure is characterized by accessing
mechanisms that are used to store and retrieve individual data items.

2.5- CONCEPT OF PRIMITIVE DATATYPE
In the above example 'EMPLOYEE' is an instance of a data structure. As in this
example, it is possible that components of a structured data type may themselves be
structured. Components of the components of structured data type may again be
themselves structured and so on. Therefore, values of data structure may be
decomposed into values, of component data types, values of component data types
may further be decomposed into values of component data types and so on. Finally,
we reach a stage, where we can not further decompose a value of component data
types, i.e., it is indivisible or atomic. The data types that are atomic are commonly
called primitive, unstructured data types. (Truly speaking what one person may
regard as indivisible, the other person may regard it as divisible. However, here we
regard those data types as indivisible, whose further decomposition is not
meaningful).
Examples of primitive data types arc integers, real numbers, characters and boolean.
On most computers, these data types are available as their built-in features. These
primitive data types are discussed below :

2.5.1 Integer
Integer is the simplest data type. Mathematically, it is an element ofthe set of
integers {, — n, —(n— 1), —2, —1, 0, 1, 2, In case of computers, integer data type
can assume values only from a subset of the set of integers which is determined by
the Word length of the computer. For example, if the word length is of 16 bits and
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two's complement method is used for storing negative integer, the data type integer
can assume values in the range of-32768 to 32767.
Operations that can be performed on pairs of integers arc standard arithmetic
operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and integer division. Integer
division gives the quotient after ignoring the remainder. Negation can be performed
on single integers.

2.5.2 Real
Real is another simple data type which is also used very commonly. A variable of
data type real can assume values from a subset of real numbers. This subset of real
numbers is again determined by representation and number of bits used to store the
number.
Operations that can be performed on them are addition, multiplication, division and
subtraction. The result of arithmetic operations performed on real numbers may not
be accurate. Accuracy again depends on real number representation in computer
memory.

2.5.3 Boolean
Third simple data type is Boolean or logical data type. A variable of this type can
have only one of the two values denoted by "True" or "False".
The operations that can be performed on these are 'AND', 'OR' and 'NOT*. These
operations are defined as given in Table 1

20

Table 1. Operations on Boolean Data Type
X

Y

XAND Y

X OR Y

NOT X

True

True

True

True

False

True

False

False

True

False

False

True

False

True

True

False

False

False

False

False

The True' or ’False' values may also arise as a result of comparisons such as 12 >
16 gives 'False' value and 12 < 19 gives True' value.

2.5 A Character
Fourth primitive data type is character. Values that can be assumed by a variable of
the type character, are from the set of characters defined for the computer system.
Different computers may have different character sets.
For example, a character set might be ;0, 1, 9. A, 13....... 1. a, b, z, +, *, /1 which
includes dias, upper and lower case alphabets and special characters. The character
set defined by American National Standard Institute is the ASCII character set which
is the most commonly available on computers. The set of characters is ordered and
therefore operation of comparison of characters can be performed.

2.5.5 Data Type : Pointer
The data type pointer is an unstructured data type. The pointer type variable
contains the address of the location of another variable.
Operations that can be performed on pointers are comparison of pointer variable for
equality/inequality assigning value of one pointer variable to another pointer variable

21
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and assigning NULL pointer i.e., no valid address. In C language, pointer variables
are declared using the symbol*.

2.6 LOGICAL VERSUS PHYSICAL REPRESENTATION
The primitive data types discussed in this chapter and the structured data types
mentioned earlier are at logical level. A programmer can use these data types in
his/her programs and can perform operations defined on them without requiring any
knowledge of how these data types are represented in memory and how the
operations are implemented. For any given data structure, there may be several
different physical representations in memory. Following are the examples of different
physical representations of integers and characters.

2.6.1 Integers : Physical Representation
One method of storing an integer in main memory is sign and magnit ude form. In
this method, one bit is used to represent sign and rest of the bits of the computer
word are used to represent magnitude of the integer.
Second method of representing an integer in memory is using one’s complement
method.
Third method is two's complement method. Each method has its advantages as well
as disadvantages. The range of values assumed by integers and the algorithms for
addition, subtraction, division and multiplication all depend on the physical
representation of integers. The user need not concern himself herself about the
physical representation. 1-lis/ller concern is at logical level only.

22
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2.6.2 Characters : Physical Representation
Characters are represented in main memory using some encoding scheme. Most
commonly used encoding schemes are ASCII and EBCDIC. There are other
encoding schemes also such as BCD code. EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code) was developed by IBM for IBM computers where as
ASCII (American Standard Code for information Interchange) was developed by the
American

National

Standard

Institute.

Both

codes

have

different

physical

representation. EBCDIC always uses 8 bits per character and ASCII uses either 7
bits or 8 bits-per character. When it uses 8 bits per character then 8th bit is either for
parity check or for extending the character set, because with 7 bits only 128
character can be encoded. Order of ASCII characters I S 0-9 digits followed by
letters A-Z and a-z respectively whereas in EBCDIC code the order is a-z, A-Z
followed by 0-9. The order of characters is called a collating sequence. The
operation of comparison of character strings depends on the coding scheme used.

2.6.3 Conclusion
The physical representation ofa data type determines :
(i) The values, a data type can assume and
(ii) algorithms for various operations that can be performed on the data type.
Therefore, while choosing the most appropriate representation for a data type one
must consider the following :
(i) The range of values the data type must have.
(ii) The operations that have to be performed on the data type.
(iii) The Word length of main memory.
(iv) The other relevant characteristics of computer.
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Various physical representations and algorithms for operations on logical data type
will be discussed in this book.

2.7 PRIMITIVE SIMPLE DATA STRUCTURES
The important aspect to be considered is the structuring of data at their most

i

primitive level within a computer i.e., the data structures that typically are directly
operated upon by the machine level instructions. Primitive data constitute the
numbers and characters, which are built into a programming language: The
examples of Primitive Data Structures are Integer, Boolean and Characters. The
other data structures can be constructed from one or more primitives. The simple
data structures built from primitives are Strings. An aye, and Records supported-by
many programming languages.

Table 2. Types of Data Structures
i

Data Structures

types

Primitive data

Integer
Boolean
Character
String

Simple data structures

Array
Record
Compound Data structures
Stack'

Linear

Queue
Linked List
Non-linear
Binary Trees

Binary
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binary Search Tree

N-ary

Graph
General Tree
M-way Search Tree
B-Tree

File organizations

Sequential
Relative
Indexed-Sequential

2.8 TYPES OF DATA STRUCTURES
A data structure is a logical method of representing data in memory using the simple
and complex data types provided by the language.
The data structures can be classified into following two types :
2.8.1 Simple Data Structures
These data structures are generally built from fundamental data types i.e., int, float,
char etc. Following data structures can be termed as simple data structures :
(i) Array

(ii) Structure.

2.8.2 Compound Data Structures
These data structures are formed by using simple data structures and arc more
complex. Its two typ» is are :
(i) Linear data structures

(ii) Non-Linear data structures
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(i) Linear data structures. These, are single level data structures, having their
elements in a sequence. Examples of linear data structures are :
(a) Stack

(b) Queue

(c) Linked list.

(H) Non-linear data structures. These are multilevel data structures. Examples
ofnon-linear data structures are :
(a) Tree

(b) Graph.

Figure 1 show all the data structures :
Dnla Structures

I

1
Compound Data
Structures

Simple Data
Structures

r~
Array

1
J

Linear

Structure

1

1

i

Queue

Stack

Linked List

Non Linear

Tree

|

1

Graph

1. Different types ofdata structures

2.8.3 Array
It is a collection of homogeneous (similar type) data elements. An array is also called
linear data structure. Its elements are stored in computer memoiy in a linearfashion.
Figure 2 shows this :
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Memory Address

0

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Beginning of array

40

15
03
70
24

<■

end of array

Fig. 2. Sequentialrepresentation ofan array having 5 elements

2.8.4 Structure
It is a collection of logically related fields in which the fields may be of some or
different types. The fields that construct the structure are called members of the
structure. For example, a student record or structure may contain the following fields
Roll Number, Student Name, Class, Address, Marks.

2.8.5 Stack
It is defined as a list (a linear data structure) in which all the insertions and deletions
are performed at one end called the TOP of stack. The insertion operation is known
as PUSH and the deletion operation as POP. The information is processed in LIFO
(Last In First Out) way. For example, Pile of books.
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Top

Bottom

mastering 0++ Programs

Computer Science XII

Fig. 3. Books kept in the form of a stock

2.8.6 Queue
It is defined as a list (a linear data structure) in which deletion and addition (insertion)
operations are performed at FRONT and REAR respectively. The information is
processed in FIFO (First In First Out) or FCFS (First Come First Served) way. For
example, Persons entering airway reservation counter.

9

Q'1?"* offx-rxons at tt n-sermtioa counter
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2.8.7 Linked List
It is defined as a linear collection of data elements called nodes, where each node
consists of two parts i.e., information and pointer to next node. The last node
contains NULL pointer. A. list pointer variable FIRST or START contains the address
of the first node in the list. A linked list having no node is called NULL list or empty
list. Figure 5 illustrates a linked list having 4 nodes :

Stan

NULL
Fi{». 5. A linked list

It is a dynamic data structure which can grow or shrink as per our requirement.

2.8.8 Tree
It is defined as a non linear collection of nodes (having no loops) having a specially
designated node called the root and the remaining nodes can be partitioned into m
(m > 0) disjoint subsets. In computer science the conventional way of representing a
tree is upside down i.e., the root on the top and the remaining nodes downward.
A special class of tree in which each node except root can't have more than two
nodes known as left and right subtrees of the original tree is called binary tree.
Figure 6 illustrates a binary tree :
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Fig. 6. Binary Tree

2.8.9 Graph
It is defined as a set of nodes (or vertices) and a set of arcs (or edges) where each
arc in it is specified by a pair of nodes. Figure 7 shows a graph :

Fig. 7. Graph representation

In case the arcs are ordered pairs, the graph is said to be a directed graph (or
diagraph). Figure 8 illustrates a diagraph :
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VI

Tig. S. Diugniph ^presentation

2.9 OPERATIONS ON THE DATA STRUCTURES
The operations performed on the data structures include the following :
Traversal is a technique in which each element is processed individually and
separately.
Search is an activity in which a particular record or item is to be found.
Insertion is a process in which a new element is added into the structure.
Deletion is a process in which a given item is removed from the structure.
Sorting is a process in which all elements are arranged in a specific order so that
each item can be retrieved easily.
Merging is a process in which two structures are combined into a single structure.

2.10 SUMMARY
• A data structure is a logical method of representing data in memory using the
simple and complex data types provided by the language.
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• Data structures can be classified into two types—simple data structures and a
compound data structures.
■ Simple data structures are generally built from fundamental data types.
• Compound data structures are formed using simple data structures and are more
complex..
• The two types of compound data structure are linear and non-linear.
• Linear data structures are single level data structures, having their elements in a
sequence. For example, stack, . queue, linked list.
• Non-linear data structures are multilevel data structures. For example, tree, graph.
• The operations performed on the data structures are—traversal, searching,
insertion, deletion, sorting and merging etc.
♦ A linear data structure may be implemented using either a sequential storage
allocation or linked storage allocation.

2.11 TEST YOURSELF
Answer the following questions :
1. Describe, in brief, the various data structures.
2. Define the following: (a) Data (b) Data Type
3. Discuss the concept of primitive data type.
4. Describe the various operations that, in general, can be performed on different
data structures.
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Unit-Ill
CONCEPTS OF POINTERS

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Pointers are very useful and important feature of C language. A beginner may find it
a little confusing to start with But once the concept of pointer' is clear the user can
write complex code with great ease, using this powerful tool, making C an excellent
language.
A pointer is a variable which holds a memory address which is the location of some
other variable in memory. As a pointer is a variable, its value is also stored in
another memory location. Any variable declared in a C program has two components

(i) Address of the variable .
(ii) Value stored in the variable.
For example,
int x = 587;
The above declaration tells the C compiler for:
(a) Reservation of space in memory for storing the value.
(b) Associating the name x with this memory location.
(c) Storing the value 587 at this location..
It can be represented with the following figure :
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X

location name
Value at location

> 587

location number

* 4000

I. JtrpivscnUilion of a wiriuhle
Here, the address 4000 is assumed one, it may be some other address also.
Remember that the address of a variable is the address of the first byte occupied by
that variable in memuly Also the values are stored in binary form inside the memory.
Let the address of x be assigned to a variable ptr having address 4036. Since the
value of ptr is the address of the variable x, the value of x can be accessed using the
value-of ptr or in other words we can say that the variable ptr 'points to* the variable
x so it is called a 'pointer'. The above concept can be represented as given below :
Variable
name .

Contents
587

ptr

Location

«-|

| 4000

4000

4036

Fij*. 2. Illustration ofa pointer as a variable

Pointers are frequently used in C language, as they offer a number of benefits to.the
users. They include :
1. Pointers are more efficient in handling arrays and data tables.
2. Pointers can be used to return multiple values from a function via function
parameters.
3. Pointers permit references to functions and thereby allowing passing of functions
as parameters to other functions.
4. For saving the storage space by using the pointer arrays for character strings.'
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5.

Pointers

allow

C

to

support

dynamic

memory

management

(i.e.,

allocation/deallocation of memory at run time).
6. Dynamic data structures such as structures, linked lists, stacks, queues and trees
can be easily manipulated using pointers.
7. For reducing the size and complexity of programs.
8. For fast execution of programs.

3.2 DECLARINGANDINITIALIZINGAPOINTER
For storing the address of a variable, we must declare the appropriate point variable
for it. The syntax for a pointer declaration is given below :
type *ptr name;
Here, type specifics the type ofthc variable that is to be pointed to by the pointer
ptr_name.
* represents the variable pt[ __name as a pointer variable and it needs a memory
location too. For example,
int *ptr; /* declaration of an integer pointer */
intx = 547;
ptr = &x; /* ptr stores the address of x */
The actual address of a variable in memory is not known to us. So the & (address
operator) is needed for returning the address ofthe variable following it i.e., a variable
name is followed after &. Similarly, the following statements
float *fptr, fvalue;
char '*cptr, ch;
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fvalue = 40.5;
Ch = TV ;
fptr = &fvalue;
cptr = &ch;
show the pointer initialization, by first declaring the pointer variables and then making
the pointer variables to point to their respective data type variables. A pointer
variable contains garbage until it is initialized. We should not use a pointer before
initializing it.
Remember that the definitions for a pointer variable allocates memory only for the
pointer variable, not for the variable to which it is pointing.
NOTE -The data type of the pointer must be same as the data type of the variable to
which it points.
In C, the assignment ofan absolute address is not allowed to a pointer variable. For
example,
int *iptr;
iptr = 258; /* invalid assignment, */
We can initialize a pointer variable while declaring it, as given below :
int num = 85 ; *
int *iptr = &num; /* initialization while declaration */
Note that variable iiuiii is first declared and then its address stored in pointer variable .
iptr.
The following program prints the different types of variables and their addresses. As
the memory addresses are unsigned integers so we can use %u or %lu format for
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printing the address values in integer form or %x format for printing the address
values in hexadecimal form.
/* illustration of address of (&) operator for getting address */
’#include<stdio.h>
main()
{
char ch;
int x;
float y;

x=376;
y=12.5;
ch-J"; /* ASCII value of' gets stored in ch */
clrscr ();
printf ("The addresses are shown in decimal form\n\n");
printf ("You may get some other addresses.on your system\n\n");
printf ("\nValue of ch = %c",ch); printf ("\nAddress of ch is %u", Scch);
printf (" \n\nValue of x = %d", x); printf ("\nAddress of x is %u", &x);
printf ("\n\nValue of y ='%.-2f',y); printf ("\nAddress of y is %u", &y);
getch();/* freeze the monitor */
}
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PROGRAM 1
The output of Program 1 will be :
The addresses are shown in decimal form
You may get some other addresses on your system
Value ofch=J
Address of ch is 65489
Value of x = 376
Address ofx is 65490
Value of y = 12.50
Address of y is 65492

3.3 ACCESSING A VARIABLE USING POINTER
In C, the value of a variable (once its address has been assigned to a pointer
variable) can be accessed using the unary operator* (asterisk) known as the
indirection operator.
The operator * is followed by an address and it can be kept in mind as Value at
address'. For example,
int value, num, *iptr;
value = 2007;
iptr = &value;
num = *iptr;
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after the execution of the above statements num and value both have 2007. In C, the
pointers and addresses are utilized by means of symbolic names. A statement like
*376 will not work at all. The following program prints the value of variables using the
indirection operator' *' along with the addresses.
/* illustration of address of (&) operator for getting address */
'#include<stdio.h>
main()
{
charch;
int x;
float y;
x=376;
y=12.5;
ch='JM; /* ASCII value of' gets stored in ch */
clrscr ();
printf ("The addresses are shown in decimal form\n\n");
printf ("You may get some other addresses.on your system\n\n");
printf \nValue of ch = %c",*cptr);
printf "\nAddress of ch is %x", cptr);
printf "\n\nValue of x = %d", *iptr);
printf "\nAddress of x is %x", iptr);
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printf "\n\nValue of y = %.2r,*fptr);
printf \nAddress of y is %x", fptr);
getch (/* freeze the monitor */}

PROGRAM 2
The output of Program 2 will be :
The addresses are shown in Hexadecimal form
You may get some other addresses on your system
Value of ch= J
Address of ch is ffcb
Value of x = 376
Address of ch is ffcc
Value ofy = 12.50
Address of y is fTce
The operation of writing the value or manipulating it by using * as a prefix with a
pointer variable or pointer expression is called dereferencing pointers. In C, a pointer
stores the address of another variable which in turn can store address of another
variable and so on. Therefore we can have a pointer that stores another pointer's
address.
For example,
int val=336, *ptr, **ptrto ptr;
ptr=&val;
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ptr to ptr=&ptr;
Here *ptr denotes'an integer pointer
**ptr_tO_ptr denotes a pointer to an integer pointer.
The following program illustrates different ways to print the value of addresses and
data pointed to by simple variable, pointer and pointer to pointer:
/* illustrate concept of pointers *
/ #indude<stdio.h> ,
main ()
{
int val=336, *ptr, **ptr_ to _ptr;
ptr=&val; /* store address of val in ptr
ptr to ptr=&ptr; /* store address of ptr in ptr to ptr */__
clrscr () ;
printf ("The addresses are shown in decimal form\n");
printf ("\nYou may get some other addresses on your system\n");
printf ("\nAddress of val is %u", &val); printf ("\nAddress of val is %u", ptr);
printf ("\nAddress of val is %u'\*ptr _ to _ptr);
printf (" \nAddress of ptr is %u", &ptr);
printf ("\nAddress of ptr is %u,,,ptr_to_ptr);
printf ("\nAddress of ptr_to_ptr is %u", &ptr_to_ptr);
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printf ("\nValue of ptr is %u",ptr);
printf ("\nValue of ptrtoptr is %u,,,ptr_to_ptr);
printf ("\nValue of val = %d”,val);
printf (’AnValue of val = %d",*(&val));
printf ("\nValue of val = %d",*ptr);
printf ("\nValue of val = %d",**ptr_to_ptr);
getchQ; t* freeze the monitor */

PROGRAM 3
The output of Program 3 will* be :
The addresses are shown in decimal form
You may get some other addresses on your system
Address of val is 65490
Address of val is 65490
Address ofval is 65490
Address of ptr is 65492
Address ofpa is 65492
Address ofptr_to_ptr is 65494
Value ofptr is 65490
Value ofptr_to_ptr is 65492
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Value of val = 336
Value of val =336
Value ofval = 336
Value of val =336 Figure 3 makes th'e output of the above program more clear:

Contents

Location

val

336

ptr

65490

ptr_toj>tT

65492

65490
.65492
65494

Variable name

Fig. 3. Illustration ofa pointer as a pointer

3.4 STATIC VARIABLE
In computer programming a static variable is a variable that has been allocated
statically—whose lifetime i extends across the entire run of the program. This is in
contrast to the more ephemeral automatic variables, whose storage is allocated and
deallocated on the call stack; and in contrast to object whose storage is dynamically
allocated.
In many programming languages, such as Pascal, all local variables are automatic
and all global variables are allocated statically. In these languages, the term "static
variable" is generally not used since "local" and "global" suffice to cover all the
possibilities.
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Unit-IV
ARRAYS, STACKS, QUEUES AND LINKED LIST

4.1 INTRODUCTION
An array is the most commonly used data structure. Almost all programming
languages have arrays as their built-in data types. We may have one dimensional
arrays or multi-dimensional arrays.
An array is a FINITE, ordered set of homogeneous elements. By ordered set, we
mean that each element of the set has .a unique position and can be accessed by.
referring to its position within the set. By homogeneous, we mean that ad the
elements ofthe set are of same type. All the elements are either real or integer or
character or any other type.
Stack is an important subclass of list in which insertion or deletion of an element are
allowed only at one end insertion and deletion operations are known as PUSH and
POP respectively. A queue is a subclass of lists in which insertion and deletion take
place at specific ends i.e., REAR and FRONT respectively. The term 'list' means a
linear collection of elements. In a linked representation of a simple list, the address
of the next element must also be stored explicitly with each element.

4.2 ARRAYS
An array is a collection of the homogeneous (same type) elements that are referred
by a common name. It is also called a subscripted variable as the elements ofan
array are used by the n of name oan array and cm index or subscript. Arrays are
oftwo types : ti) one-dimensional arrays (ii) multi-dimensional arrays (2 or more).
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4.2.1 One-dithensional Arrays
The syntax ofdeclaring a single-dimensional array in C is as follows :
type variable_name {SIZE];
An array must be explicitly DEFINED so that the compiler can allocate memory for it.
In the above declaration, type defines the base type off the array i.e. type ofeach
element. SIZE defines the number of elements the array can store. For example,
int arr[ 1 0]
Here arr is the name of the array, SIZE is 10 and it is of int type. The array subscript
always starts from zero. So, arr where 4 would refer to the fifth clement in the array
arr where 4 is the array index or subscript. The entire array can be shown as in
figure 1.

Element number LB
or index

UB

0
|
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Contents
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

- arr(0]
- iirr[ l ]

-;,rr[2]
- arr[3]
- arr[4]
- arr[5]
- arr[6]
-arr[7]
- arr[8]
- air[9]

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of an array arr [10]

Here LB denotes lower bound of the index or subscript and UB the upper bound. The
elements of one dimensional array are stored in the memory locations by sequential
allocation technique.
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In the memory arr actually refers to the starting position or the address of the area
which gets allocated for storage of elements of the array. So, arr stores the address
ofarr[0], the starting element of the array.
A vector is a mathematical term used for the collection of numbers which are
analogous i.e. one-dimensional (linear) array. So in C, a vector can represent only
integers and floating point numbers.

4.2.2 Address Calculation
The array elements are stored in contiguous memory locations by sequential
allocation technique. The address of ith element of the array can be obtained If we
know:
1. The starting address i.e. the address of the first clement called Base address
denoted by B.
2. The size of the element in the array denoted by S.
Consider the array arr in which LB<=UB, i.e. arr [LB : UB] Where LB denotes the
lower bound of the index and UB the upper bound of index. The address of
ith.element is given by :
address of arr[i] = B+(i—LB)f*S

where LB <=i<=UB
Note - In C array index always start from 0 for one-dimensional arrays.
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4.2.3 Two-dimensional Arrays (Multi-dimensional Array)
A two-dimensional array is a grid having MIA'S and columns in which each element
is vccified by two subscripts. It is the simplest ofmuiti-dimensional arrays. The first
subscript identifier is the volt' number and the second subscript identifier is the
column numbo: For example,
An array a [m] [ii) is an ni by n table having In rows and n columns containing in x n
elements. The size of the array (total number of elements) is obtained by calculating
m x n.
jj

♦

+

Columns
1

2

3

i

n-1

n

2

I <= i <=m
1 <= j <=n
m Rows

a(i]U)

i

m-1
hi

Fig. 2.

\

Here a [i] [i] denotes the clement in the ith row and jth column. Size of the array is m
x n.

The syntax of declaring a two-dimensional array in C is as follows :
type variable_name [number of rows] [number of columns];
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For example, int 45] [5];
j

j

Here ‘a* is the name of the array of type int of size 5 by 5.
The array elements are'a[0] [0], a[0] [1],

a[4][4].

So, the two dimensional array is defined using two subscripts in. the form ofa matrix.

4.2.4. Sequential Allocation for Two-dimensional Array
Suppose we have a two dimensional array a[ 1 : 3,1 : 4] of type int. An integer
requires two bytes of storage. Since the main memory of a computer is linear, twodimensional array cannot be stored in its natural grid form. The array elements are
stored linearly using one of the following methods :
(i) Row Major Storage
(ii) Column Major Storage.
The 'Row Major Storage is shown in figure 3. Using this method a two dimensional
array is stored with all the elements of first-row in sequence followed by the elements
of second row and so on.
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Main Memory

Address

O
3

a[.unj
amizj
•>[ • Jf3'J
col
I

col
2

col
3

col
4

h[IJM

row I

)

row 2

i

row 3

i

nt—][2]

n[2]

:>l2][3j
a[2][4]
af3jfl]

al3][2j

n[3]

a[3][3]
a[3][4]

Fig. 3. Raw major storage ofarray a[I : 3J[1 : 4]

4.2.5 Address Calculation of Elements of Array a [LB1 : UB1, LB2 : UB2]
Let i, j denote the row and column index where LB l<=i<=UB 1 and LB2<=j<=UB2
Address of an element = B+(number of elements before it) * S
Where B is base address and S denotes size of each element.
Also the number ofrbws = M = (UB 1- LB 1 + 1)
and the number of columns =N = (UB2 - LB2 + 1)
Using Row Majoi order the address of a [ii [j] is given by,
Address of a [i] [ i] = B + (Number of elements before a [i] [j]) * S
= B + (Number of elements in (i - LB 1) rows
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+ number of elements in ith row before column j) * S
=B + [(i—LB1)*N + (i —LB2)]*s
The Column Major Storage of the array a[1 : 3,1 : 4] is shown in figure 4.
Main Memory

Address

0
1

*

n[2][l]
n(3][l]
I

2

3

A

1

n[23[2]

2

n(3]l2j

3

Array ar3][4]

a[2](3]

al3Jl3j

°C2]f4]
nt3][4)

Flj*. 4. Column Major Storage ofarray af! : 3J[J : 4]

The Column Major Storage stores all the elements of first-column in sequence
followed by the elements of second column and so on.
Using Column Major order the address of a[i] [j] is given by,
Address of a[i] [1] = B + (Number of elements before a(i][i]) * S V
r

= B + (Number of elements in jth column before row i
+ number of elements in (j —LB2) columns) * S
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=B + [(i-LB1)+(j-LB2)*MrS
The array index for row and column for tit dimensional arrays always start from 0 in
C
Example 1. An array X[7] [20] is stored in the mentor with each element requiring 2
bytes of storage. If the base address ofarray is 2000, calculate the location ofX[3] [5]
when the array X is stored in column major order.
X[7][20] means valid row indices are 010 6 and valid column indices are 0 to 19
Solution. Here, Base address

B = 2000

Size ofan element

S = 2 bytes

Number of rows

M=6 — 0 +1= 7=
I'.* M=UB1-LB1+1(LB1=0)

Number of columns

N=19-0±1=20
N=UB2—LB2 l(LB2 =0)

The array is stored in column major order.
Address ofX[i]lj]

= B ± [(i - LB 1) — LB2) * M] * S *

.* Address ofX[3][5]

= 2000 —1(3 - 0) (5 —0) * 7] * 2 =
= 2000 [3 — 35] * 2=2001 76 = 20.76.

4.3 ONE-DIAIENSIAONALARRAY
Traversal It means visiting each element yrum shit ';Ji one k.litcr the Qthe,: For
example, traversal in the array shown in figure 5 :
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Index

T<

12

HO

4V

3*!

♦* w

1

0

•*»■5

4

<;

75

6
Army a( 10)

50
7

92
8

63
y
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10

n*:, 5.
would be processing °fa[l]. a[2]; a[ 10].

4.3.1 Algorithm for Traversal
Let A be an array of size N. We have to traverse through the array (i.e., visit each
element) and perform some desired operation on each element. Let the desired
'Operation be denoted by OPERATE. 1 denotes the array index. Assuming lower
bound starts with I.
1. Repeat for 1 = 1,2, N
OPERATE on A[l] End
In C the array index start.sfrom 0.
The following function in 'C illustrates the concept of traversal in a one dimensional
array:
int i; /* local variable */
float total=0.0
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
total += a [i];.
return (total);
}
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4.3.2 Insertion of an Element in an Array Let A be an array of size N, having M
elements (M < N). DATA is the element to be inserted at position POS (POS 3 M +
1). For insertion elements from positions M, M -1, M- 2, .... POS are shifted
downward by one position and the element DATA is inserted at position POS. After
insertion there are M + 1 elements in the array. Figure 6 illustrates this concept:

index 1

10

2

2S

3

59

4

40

5
6
7
jM

index 1

10

2

99

3

"• 28

Position of
Insertion
(POS)

4

59

51
47

5
6

40

51

32

7

47

M 8

32

8

•<---- New element

clement arc
shifted
downwards

N-J

N-l
N

N
Array after Insertion
of 99 at position 2

Array before Insertion

Fig. 6. Insertion in an array at a specific position

NOTE - Insertion is not possible lithe array is alreadyfitll but replacement of an
existing element is possible.

4.3.3 Algorithm Insertion of an Element in an Array at a Specific Position
Let A be an array as explained above. I denotes the array index. Assuming array
index starts at 1..

1..

Repeat

for

l=

M,

M

A[l + 1] =AII]
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1,

M-2,

POS

2. A[POS] = DATA
.3. M=M+1
4. End
The following function in ’C illustrates the above concept:
/ function definition insert () */
void insert(int, int n,int data, int position)
{
int i; /* local variable */
/* back shifting of elements */
for (i=n-1; imposition—I; i—j)
a [i+l] =a [i];
/* insertion of element */
a [position-1]-data;
}

4.3.4 Insertion of an Element in a Sorted Array given in Ascending Order
Let Abe an array of size N, having M elements in ascending order (M < N). DATA is
the element to be inserted. It is required that the array remains sorted after insertion.
As the element is to be placed at its proper position, insert the
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7

73
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N-l
N

N-l
N

Sorted array before insertion

New element

Sorted array after
insertion of 33
Fig. 7. Insertion in a sorted array

DATA in the end if it is greater than or equal to last element otherwise the position of
insertion is found first by using linear search method and we stop at the location
where an element greater than DATA is present. 'Start from beginning and after
getting the position of insertion (say POS), the elements are shifted downwards from
last position (i.e., M) to POS and then DATA is inserted. After insertion there are M +
1 elements in the array. Figure 7 illustrates this concept.

4.3.5Algoritlnn Insertion of an Element in a Sorted Array
Let Abe an array having M elements in ascending order of size N (M <N). DATA is
the element to be inserted. Array remains sorted after insertion. I and POS denote
array indices. Assuming array index begins with 1.
1. If (DATA 2 A[M]) Then
{
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A [M+ 1 ]=DATA
}
2. POS = 1
3. Repeat while (A[POS] S DATA) A
POS =POS + 1 .
4. Repeat for I =M, M -1, M-2,
A[l + 1) =A[II
5. A[POS] = DATA_
6. M = M + 1
7. End
The following function in 'C' illustrates the above concept with array index beginning
at 0
i #

function definition insertf!) */

void insert (int a [1, int n, int data)
{
int i,position; /* local variables
if (data>=a[n—I]) /* when data is >=
a [n] =data;
else
{
position=0; /* initialise posi
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while (a [position] <= data)
position++;
/* back shifting of elements */
for (i=n-1 ; i>=position-1 ; —)
a [i+1] =a [i];
/* insertion of element */
a [position] =data;
}
}

4.3.6 Deletion of an Element from an Array
Let A be an array having N elements. Deletion of an element means its removal from
the array. Deletion may not be possible if the element does not exist Deletion can be
done in any one of following ways :
(i) Deletion of an element from an array from a specific position
(ii) Deletion of an element from an unsorted array
(iii) Deletion of an element from a sorted array (say ascending order).

(ii) Deletion of an Element from an Array from a Specific Position
In this case the elements are shifted from the next position to the last position one
position upwards taking into consideration the position of deletion. For example,
figure 8 shows the deletion of element from position 5 in arrayA having 8 elements.
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73

8

N 8

*1

77
45

After shifting 0 stored
at last position

0

Array A after deletion
of element from position 5
Fig. 8. Dctc/ion ofan dementfrom an arrayfrom a specific position
Original array A .

4.3.7 Algorithm Deletion of an Element from an Array from a Specific Position
Let A be an array having N elements. POS is the position of deletion (POS <N). Let I
denote the array index. Assume that the array index begins at 1 and the value 0 is
stored in the last position after deletion of element. N —1 elements are left after the
deletion.
1. Repeat for I = POS + 1. P()S + 2,.... N A[I-1]=A[I1 I
2. A[N] = 0

3. N=N-1
4. End.
The following function in ’C illustrates the above concept with array index beginning
at 0
/* function definition del () */
void del (int a 0 , int n, int pos)
{
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/

t

int i; /* local variable */
/* deletion of element */
for(i=pos;i<n;i++)
a [i-1] =a [i] ;
a[n-l]=0; /* enter 0 for last element *1
}

(ii) Deletion of an Element from an Unsorted Array
In this case the element to be deleted is searched first using linear search and then
deleted (if present). Only first occurrence of the element will be deleted. For
example, figure 9 shows the deletion of element 66 from an array A having 8
elements.
indox
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. 38
88

7

45

-5

0 .
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Original array A

____ After shifting O stored
at iast position

Array A nftcr deletion
of element 66

Fig- 9. Octmion ojon dementJ’rom an■iotsorteelarray

4.3.8 Algorithm Deletion of an Element from an Unsorted Array
Let A be an array having N elements. DATA is the element to be deleted. L POS
denote the array indices. If DATA is available then its first occurrence is deleted.
Assuming array index begins at 1. N-1 elements are left after deletion (if possible).
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1. Repeat for 1 = 1,2, ...,N
{
If (AM =DATA) Then
Repeat for P0S=I41,1+2
{
A[P0S-1) = A[P0S)
}
A[N] = 0
N = N-1
goto step
}
2. Write (DATA." Can't be deleted")
3. End
The following function in 'C illustrates the above concept with array index beginning
at 0
F function definition dr!1() */
int del (int a , int data, int. n)
{
. int i, pos; / local variable:, *N
I* deletion of data only first occurence ’I
for(i-0;1<n;i+4)
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if(a[1]-- data)
{
for(pos. J+1 ;pos<n;pos++)
a pos-1)-a fpos);
a (n-1) -0; /* enter 0 for last element *!'
I return (i);
}
}
return (-1);

iii) 'Deletion °f an Element from a Sorted Array (say ascending order)
First of all it is checked whether the element to be deleted is smaller than first
element or larger than the last element; if so the deletion is not possible.
The element in a sorted array can be searched by any one of the two searching
techniques i.e., linear search or binary search. If the' element is found, it is removed
and the remaining elements after it are shifted upwards by one position. For
example, figure 10 shows the deletion of element 50 from array A.
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4.3.9 Algorithm Deletion of an Element from a Sorted Array (given in ascending
order)
Let A be an array having N elements in ascending order. DATA is the element to be
deleted. I, POS denote array index. If DATA is available then its first occurrence is
deleted (using linear search method). Assuming array index begins at 1. N-1 element
are left after deletion.
1. If (DATA <A [1]) OR (DATA > A[N]) Then
{
write ’(DATA," Can t be deleted")
goto step 3
}
2. Repeat for I = 1, 2, 3,... N
{
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write (DATA," Can’t be deleted")
goto step 3
}
else
{
If (A[l] = DATA) Then
{
Repat for POS -1 + 1, I + 2, . . . N
A[N] =0
N = N -1
goto step 3}
}
}
}
3.. End.
The following function in 'C illustrates the above concept with array index beginning
at 0
/‘function definition del () */
int del (int a [1, int n, int data)
{.
int i, position; /* local variables */
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r deletion of only first occurence of data (if possible) */
if (data<a [0] 11 data>a [n-1]) /* when data out of range */
return (-1); position=0;' V
while (a [position] <data) po6ition++;
if (a [position] == data)
{
/* shifting of elements */
for (i=position+1;i<n:i++) i alt-1] =a [t] ;
a [n-1] = 0; /* enter 0 for last element */
return (position)
'}
return (-1); /* when data not found */
}

4.4 TWO-D1IVIENSIONALARRAYS
Traversal
It means visiting each element one after the other

4.4.1 Algorithm for Traversal
Let A be an array of size M x N. We have to traverse through the array and perform
some desired operation on each element. Let the desired operation be denoted by
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OPERATE. I, J denote the array indices. Assuming lower bound start at 1 for both
row and column.
1. Repeat for l= 1, 2, ..., M
{
Repeat for J=1,2, . . . ,N
OPERATE on A [I, J] 4
}
2. End 4
Note- In C the array indices startfrom 0.
The following program illustrates the concept of traversal in a two dimensional array
a of order 5 x 5 by displaying the elements we will enter and then the elements
divisible by 10. When a two dimensional array is read or displayed, actually we are
traversing through it.
/* Traversal of a two dimensional array I
display elements of a two dimensional array divisible by 10 */
#include < stdio.h >
void main()
{
void displaylO (int a [5] [5]); /* function prototype
int a[5] [5],iJ;
clrscr (); >
print f ("Enter the array of order 5 * 5\n");
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/* row wise reading */
for (i=0; i<5; i++)
}
for (j=0;j<5;j++)
scan f ("yod", &a [i] G );
}
/* echo the data */
print f ("\n Given array is: \n\n”);
for (i=0; i<5; i++)
{
for (j=0;j<5;j++) I

printfr%d",a[il 00;
print fOn”);
}
displaylO (a); /* function call */
getch 0 ; /* freeze the screen until some key is pressed */
}
r function definition displaylO */
Void displaylO (int a [5] [5])
{
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int i j, count = 0; /* local variables */
printf ("\n Elements divisible by 10 are : \n\n");
for (i=0;i<5;i++)
{
for (j=0;j<5;j++)
{
if (a [i]0']%1O ==O)
{
print f (" % d ", a [i] [j]);
count + + ;1
}
}
if (count = = 0)
Print ("Not present in the array/n/");

PROGRAM 1
The output ofprogram 1 will be :
Enter the array of order 5'* 5

35

10

.30

50

26

67

19

28

40

32

80

18

56

90

20

67

12
29

34

16

10

88

68

75

70

22

Given array is : .

35
67

10

30

50

26

19

40

32

80
12

18
34

28
56

90

20

68

75

70

29

16

10

88 22

Elements divisible by 10 are :

10

30

50 40

80

90 20

70

10

Enter the array of order 5*5
11

76

28

49

37

93

41

54

78

13

32
51

98

39
26

16

29

45

81

61

37
26
61

87 84 91

47 71

Given array is :"

11

76

28

93

41

32

49
54

78
16
87 84 91

13

51

98

29
71

45

81

47

Elements divisible by 10 are :
Not present in the array

68

39

In the above program first of all an array a of size 5 x 5 is read and then echoed or
displayed. So in writing each element of the array we are traversing through it. The
function display 10() is called, having argument—the array. The function displays all
the elements which are divisible by 10 and keeps their count also, so that if no
element in the array is divisible by 10 an appropriate message is displayed.
Let us consider some additional examples to perform the specified operations on the
two dimensional arrays : *.

4.4.2 Algorithm Finding Sum of Elements on Either Diagonals of a N x N Array
Let A be an array of size N x N. I, J denote array indices for row and column
respectively. SUM stores the sum of elements on both diagonals. Assuming array
indices I, J begin with 1.
1. SUM—0
2. Repeat for I =1,2,N {
{
Repeat for J=1,2, ...,N
{
If ((l=J) OR ((l+J) =N+1 )) Then
SUM = SUM + A [I, J]
}
}
3. Write SUM
4. End.
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The following examples show the two dimensional arrays of order 2x2 and 3x3
along with the sum on either diagonals :
g

8
4

7

Here sum of elements on either diagonals is 28, and the array
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

has sum of elements on either diagonals as 25 (element 5 is added only once). The
following function in 'C implements the above concept with array indices beginning
at 0
’* function definition sum_diagonal(} */
inc sum Wdiagonal (int a [SIZE] [SIZEj.int order)
.{
int i, j, sum = 0; /*
sum of elements on both diagonals */.
for (i=0; i<order; i++)
{
for (j = 0 ;j < order; j++)
{
if((i= = j) I} (i + j = = order-1))
sum + = a [i] [j];
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}
}
return (sum);
}

4.4.3 Algorithm Printing of the Upper Half and Lower Half of a N x N Array 4
Let A be an array of size N x N. We want to print the upper half of the array. I, .1
denote the array indices for row and column respectively. Assuming that indices
begin with 1. 1. Write ('Upper Half is1)
2. Repeat for I =1, 2, .... N
{
Repeat for J=l,l+1,. N
write (A [ I, J]) properly
}
3. Write ('Lower Half is').
4 .-Repeat for 1 = 1,2,
{
Repeat for J=1,2,
Write (A [I, J]) properly M
}
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5. End
The following function in ’C implements this concpet with array indices beginning at
0:
/*- function definition print triangles () *1
void print triangles (int a [SIZE] [SIZE], int order)
{
int i, j, k; /* local variables
/* upper triangle */
print f On Upper triangle of matrix is\nM);
for (i=0; i<order; i++)
{
for (k = 0; k < i; k++)
print f ("U");
for (] = >;]< order; j++).
print f (,,%8d", a [i] G );
print f("\n");
}
/* lower triangle */ m
print f ("\n Lower triangle of matrix is\n")
for (1 = 0; i < order; i++)
{
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for (j = 0; j < = i; j ++).
print f ("%8cT , a [i] 0']);
print f ("\n"); \
}

4.4.4 Matrix Multiplication
Let A and B be matrices of orders m x n and q x p respectively. The product AB of
matrices A and B is defined only when the number of columns in A equals the
number of rows in B, i.e., n = q, When n= q, the product is amxp matrix C with the
property
C(i, j) = A(i,k) * B(k,j), 1 < i < m, 1 j 5_ p
In the product AB, A is called the pre-factor of AB and B, the post-factor of AB.'
The procedure of writing elements of AB is shown below diagrammatically:

m

, i

35®W5

X

m
mxn

ith row of A

jth column ofB
Fig. ii.
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mxp

qxp

(i, j)th element of AB

For

example,
- "D

ail

letA=

ai2

and B =

a21 a 22

bn
b 21

t)|2
b 22

b13
b 23

Here the product AB is defined, because the number of columns (=2) of A equals the
number of rows (=2) of B. In this case;

AB

a,,

a,2

^21

^22

t>i2

^13

b2Mr b22

b23

a„

a,,bn + al2b2l
a2ibn

anbn + aJ2b23

a22bl2 a2,b]2.+ ^bzz a2ibi3

. To take another example,

i

letA=

6 9
2 3

2 6 0
and B = 7 9 8

The product AB is defined, because number of columns (=2) of A is equal to number
of rows (=2) of B. The order of product AB is 2 x 3.
The product AB is calculated by following the procedure given below :
For first row of AB
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m$*)A

V

■g(2)-^9(7);| ^(6)^9(9)-j [,mmm

0

2:

x

2

srj-

:8'

;9 •

3

Fi». 12.

For second row of AB

6

9
X

li
I

Wt

117

75

1

72

\mmmm

Pi

&

Fia. 13.

In short, the product AB is written as

6 9
2 3

2
6
_7 i 9

0
8

6(2) + 9(7) 6(6) + 9(9) 6(0) + 9(8)"
_2(2) + 3(7) 2(6)+ 3(9) 2(0) + 3(8)_
12 + 63 36 + 81 0 + 72
4 + 21 12 + 27 0 + 24

75

75 117 72
25 39 24

Fr the above matrices, the product BA is not defined, because number of columns =
3) of B is not equal to number of rows (=2) of A.

4.4.5 Algorithm : Matrix Multiplication
Given two matrices A and B of orders mm and qxp respectively. This algorithm
multiplies the two matrices (if possible) and stores the result in matrix C (of order
mxp). 1, J and K denote array indices.
1.

Ifn

Then

q

Begin
Repeat

for

I

2,

=1,

•t

m

Begin
for

Repeat

J

1,

..;p

2

Begin
<—

C[I,J]
Repeat

for

K

0

1,

2,

n

C[I,J]<C[I,J1 + <A[I1K])*B1K,J1)
End
End
End
Else
Write ('Matrix multiplication not possible1)
2. End.
The following function in ’C1 illustrates the above concept with array indices
beginning at 0 :
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5* function definition matmul () */
void matmul (int x[] [S], int y[] [S], int z [| [S], int rowl, int colml, int colm2)
{
int i, j, k; /* local variables */
if (colml = = row 2)
{
for (i = 0; i < rowl; i + +)
{
for (j = 0;j < colm2; j ++)
{

Zlil |j1=Q;
for (k=0; k<colml; k++)
zlil [lll-t=X[il [kl *1/ [kl [fl];
}
}
}.
else
print f ("\n\nMatrix multiplication not possibletn");
}
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4.5 RECORDS
In commercial data processing, we need to store information about one object at one
place and that it as a single unit., For example, in a payroll application, we need the
following information about an employee : Employee number, Employee name,
Department, Basic Pay, Date of increment and Pay scale. In examination
processing, we need to store data about students. This' data may be : Student roll
number, Student Name, Class, Section, Marks and Student Address.
In both the above cases, we have a collection of elements which are of different
types but still they are to be treated as a single unit. A finite, ordered set of elements
of same or different types is called a record structure. It is a compound structure
made up from constituent type elements. Thus the complete information about an
employee or a student may be called a record. The constituent types in these cases
are of types integers, real number and string. The string itself is a data structure
madefivin data type character
In general, we have a record structure R = {Rl, R2, .... Rn), in which there are
elements R1, R2, ..., Rn of different types. These Rl, R2,..., Rn are called fields of a
record. A field which may further be divided into other fields is called a group //dd.
For example, 'Date' field may be divided into /Year', 'Month', 'Day'. So 'Date' is a
group field. Afield which cannot be divided into subfields is called an elementary
field. In C, we can create and use the data types other than the fundamental data
types. These are known as user-defined data types. Data types using the keyword
struct are known as structures. As seen earlier arrays have similar data type
elements. In C, a structure is a collection of mixed data types referenced by a single
name. It is a group of related data items (structure elements) of arbitrary types.
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4.6 DEFINING A STRUCTURE
The, general syntax of declaring a structure is
struct <name>
{
<type> <memberl> ;
<type> <member2> ;

<type> <member N>;
} < struct variables>; /* this semicolon is a must */
where <name> — is the name of the structure i.e., name of the new data type. The
keyword struct and <name> are used to declare structure variable(s).
< struct variables > — name(s) of structure variables.
The individual members of a structure can be ordinary variables, array, or other
structures. The member names within a particular structure must be distinct from one
another, though a member name can be the same as the name of a variable defined
outside of the structure. A storage class however, can't be assigned to an individual
member, and individual members can't be initialized within a structure type
declaration.

Note- We can omit either the <name> or the < struct variables > but not both.
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For example,
struct employee
{
int empino;
char name [30];
char designation [20];
char deptt [20];
} emp;
The structure variable can also be declared as
struct employee
{
int empino;
char name [30];.
char designation [20];
char deptt [20];
};
struct employee emp;
Thus; emp is a variable of type employee. In other words, emp is structure type
variable whose composition is identified by the tag employee.
When we declare, a structure, a data type is defined, that is no memory space is
reserved. The C compiler automatically allocates sufficient memory to store all the

so

elements that constitute the structure, when we declare structure variable. All the
members of the structure are stored in contiguous memory locations in the order of
their declaration. More than one variables can also be declared at the same time.

4.7 STACK
It is an important subclass of lists in which insertion or deletion of an element are
allowed only at one 'end. The insertion and deletion operations are known as PUSH
and POP respectively. The most accessible element denotes the top and least
accessible element the bottom of the stack. It is known as a LIFO (Last In First Out)
list as the elements are removed in the opposite order from that in which they were
added to the stack. For example, pile of trays in a cafeteria figure 14, railway
shunting system for cars as shown in figure 15:
Top tray of pile

— Stacked troys

Spring-

Fig. i 4. cafeler/a-lray holder.

From a pile of trays in a cafeteria, only one tray is made available to any person from
the top by the action.of a spring at the tray counter. When a top tray is removed, the
load on the spring becomes lighter and next available tray appears at the surface of
the counter. When a tray is placed on the top of the pile the entire pile is pushed
down and this tray appears above the tray counter.
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I
Output (<li-lclton)

Input (insertion)

I

A
X
Suck

I

Jj‘g. f 5. roitfny shunting ^yucm shown in theform o/u sfacl.

I

In the railway shunting system shown in the form of ’a stack. In the railway shunting
system, the last car to be placed on the stack will be removed as the first one. From
above discussion we conclude that a stack is an ordered collection of elements into

i

which new elements may be inserted and from which existing elements may be
deleted at one end, called the top of the stack.
i

4.8 STACK AS AN ARRAY (ARRAY IMPLEMENTATION OF STACK)
We know that array is a static data structure. So the space is allocated according to
maximum number of elements present at that point of time. Therefore, creation of a
stack as an array requires the number of elements in advance. Figure 16 shows the
representation of a stack as an array :

45

Deletion
Insertion

«

..Top

20
97
50

38
12
85 '
42

*---- OoJtom

Fig. 16. /irroy iniplemmtoib'i of stack having size JO.
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4.9 OPERATIONS ON STACK
When we add an element to a stack, we say that we PUSH it on the stack and if we
delete an element from a stack, we say that we POP it from the stack. Let us see
how stack of figure 16 grows or shrinks when we PUSH or POP an element.
I’US! I (-«); on [he sinck

PUSH <<tf) on ific suck
•Top

40

60

(,<s

45

45

20

20

97

07

SO

50

38

38

!2

12

85

85
42

<—.notions

•42

•a-----Top

4-----Bottom

rig. is.

Rg- *7.

Now, we cannot PUSH any other element as the stack is already full. If we do so, an
overflow takes place. When POP operation is performed the stack looks like,
POP an element from the stack
I'USIUM) tin llte snick'
4—Top

45

Popped element» 40

20
97

50
38
12

85
42

♦■i—Bottom

Fig. 19.
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When a stack is empty it contains no element, and it is' not possible to POP the
stack. Therefore, before popping an element, we must check that the stack is not
empty. If we do so, an underflow takes place.
4.9.1 Algorithm Insertion (PUSH) in a Stack as an Array
Let S be a stack having size N and DATA \an element to be inserted. TOP denotes
the position of the top element in the stack. Assuming the index in stack begins with I
and go upto N..
1. lf(TOP =- N) Then
{
Write {’ Stack Overflow')
goto step 4
}
2. TOP= TOP + 1
3. S[T()P] = DATA
4. EndIn C the array index always begins with 0 and if the array size is N it varies from 0 to
N-1.
4.9.2 Algorithm Deletion (POP) in a Stack as an Array
Let S be a stack having TOY as the position of the top element. DATA stores the
value of the deleted element (if possible). Assuming the index in the stack begins
with I.
1. .If (TOP = 0) Then
{
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write ('Stack Underflow on POP')
goto step 4
2. DATA= SfTOP]
3. [TOP = TOP— 1
4. End.
The following functions in C implements the PUSH and POP operations discussed
above with array index beginning with 0
/* function definition PUSH 07
void PUSH (int S [], int data) /* function to insert element */
{
if (t0p==SIZE-1)
{
.else
{
print f ("\nStack Overflow\n");
exit (1);
}
Else
{
S [+ + top] = data;
if .(top = = SIZE-1) A
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•H

print f ("\nNo element will be inserted next time\n");
•}
}
/* function definition POP() to delete element */
void POP (int S Q )
{
if (top < 0) {
>

else
{
print f ("\nStack Underflow^"); exit (1);
print f (" \nPopped element: %d", S [top—]); if (top < 0) '
print f ("\n\nNo element left in the stack now\n");
}

4.10 STACKAS A LINKED LIST (LINKED IMPLEMENTATION OF
STACK)
e

When the number of elements are not specified in a stack, the array implementation
■ may not be useful. As mentioned earlier a linked list is a dynamic data structure and
it can store any number of elements (The limitations of the memory are always
there).
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Let us assume that an available area of storage (memory) for the node structure
consists of available nodes as shown in figure 20, where AVAIL is a pointer variable
storing the address of the top node in the stack.
Here, NEWPTR stores the address of next available node which was originally
pointed to by AVAIL. LINK(AVAIL) shown in figure 20 (i) becomes AVAIL after taking
topmost node from the availability stack as shown in figure 20 (ii). Anode cannot be
taken if AVAIL is NULL. Availability stack is also known as free storage pool.

To successor node
in list which will have
this node

NEWPTR

AVAIL
LINK (AVAIL)

AVAIL

(ii) After

(i) Before

Fi«. 20* Availability stack before and after taking a node from it.

4.10.1 Algorithm for Getting a Node from Availability Stack
1. If (AVAIL = NULL) Then1
{
Write ('Availability Stack Underflow)
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goto step 4.
}
2. NEWPTR—AVAIL
3. AVAIL = LINK(AVAIL) •
4. End.
After getting a node it can be used as per our requirement. The dynamic allocation of
memory in C is done by using the junction mallocO as shown :
The node structure can be declared first as
typedef struct node type /* declare node type */
{
int info;
struct nodetype *next;
}node;
Now the following statement creates a node dynamically :
node *newptr = (node *) malloc (sizeo f (node));
if (newptr= = NULL)
print f ("\n Availability Stack Underflow^");
When a node is deleted (when it is ho longer required) it is returned to the availability
stack for fln'ther use. If the
address of the deleted node is given the variable FREEPTR, then the link field of this
node is set to the current value of AVAIL and then FREEPTR becomes the new
value of pointer AVAH. Figure 21 illustrates this :
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FREEPTR

l

AVAIL

Previous
Address

freept: i

AVAIL

AVAIL

t
I
(ii) After

<j> Before

21. Availability stock before and after returning a node to it

4.10.2 Algorithm for Returning a Node to Availability Stack
1. LINK(FREEPTR) =AVAIL
2. AVAIL = FREEPTR
3. End.
The de allocation of memory (when we do not require it) in C is done by using the
function freeQ as shown : If free ptr is the address of a node which we want to delete
where the appropriate changes have been performed in a linked list, the following
statement deletes the node and then the memory again becomes available for use.
free(freeptr); /* make the memory free for use */
As the basic concepts of taking a node from availability stack and returning it back
when it is no longer required have been explained. SO, let us concentrate on actual
implementation of stack as a linked list. We know that stack is a linear data structure
in which insertions and deletions are done only from one end called TOP of the
stack. Linked implementation of stack is preferred over array implementation when
length of the stack is unpredictable. Figure 22 shows the linked implementation of a
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stack having 5 elements 20, 25, 15, 17 and 42 with the element 20 at the top of stack

C3-

TOP

♦

20

t

25

i

15

t

17

42

NULL

Bottom

Fig. 22. Linked representation of a stock.

Here, TOP is a pointer variable that contains a pointer to the top node of the stack.
After. PUSH operation of DATA having value 55 the linked list» looks as shown in
figure 23 :
• TOP

o

^3
t
17

42

NULL

Boiiora

n». 23. Linked nyrcscMativn ofa Hack after i'USH;

When POP performed is performed the stack look like.
POP an element from the stack
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O

TOI*

2n
.4

I'niijvd ek’inwit - 55

25

15

17

42

1

NULL Bottom

I'i};. 24. Linked n-pn'seottifion ofa slock after POP.

POP an clement from the stack

D

TOI >

25
I’oppcd ckmcnl*3 55
15

17

42

t

i

NULL Bottom

Fig. 25. Linked ^presentation of astock after POP.

When a stack is empty, TOP points to NULL and it is not possible to POP the stack.
If we try to pop an element now, an underflow takes place.

4.10.3 Algorithm Insertion (PUSH) in a Stack as a Linked List
Let DATA be the element to be inserted in a stack having TOP as the pointer
containing the address of the top element. AVAIL is a pointer to the top element of
the availability stack. NEWPTR denotes address of new node.
I.lf (AVAIL = NULL) Then
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{
Write ('Availability Stack Underflow')
goto step 6
}
2. NEWPTR =AVAU_
•3. AVAIL= LINK(AVAIL)
4. INFO (NEWPTR) = DATA LINK (NEWPTR) = TOP
5. TOP =NEWPTR
6. End.
Using this representation we are using the pool of available nodes and we will never
have to test whether a particular stack is full.

4.10.4 Algorithm Deletion (POP) in a Stack as a Linked List
Let TOP be the pointer having the address of the top element of the stack. After
deletion the node is returned back to the availability stack having its top pointer as
AVAIL.
I. lf(TOP =NULL) Then i I
{
WriteCEmpty Stack, Underflow’)
goto step 7
}
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2. FREEPTR = TOP
3. Write('lnfo of deleted node is \ 1 NFO(FREEPTR))
4. TOP = LINK(TOP) P
5. L INK(FREEPTR) =AVAIL
6. AVAIL= FREEPTR
7. End.
The C implementation for getting a node when required and deleting a node have
been given earlier. Following functions in C implements the PUSH! and POP
operations on a stack using linked implementation
/* function definition PUSH! () */
void PUSH (int data) /* function to push a node */.
{
/* get memory for a node */
node *newptr= (node *) malloc (sizeof (node));
if (newptr)
{
newptr—>info= data
newptr-^>next= top;
»'top=newptr;
}
else
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{
print f ("\nCannot create new node\n\n")
getch ,();
exit (1);
.

}
}
r function definition POP () */
void POP () /* function to pop a node from a linked stack */
{
node *freeptr = NULL;
if (! top)
{
printf ("\n Empty Stack, UnderflOw\n\n");
exit (1);
}
else
{
freeptr = top;
printf ("\nPopped element: %d\n" [freeptr->info)
top=top->next; V
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•vy. v

free (freeptr); /* make the memory free for use */
if (! top).
printf ("\nNo element left in the stack now\n\n");

4.11 RECURSION
One of the important applications of stacks is recursion. It is an important facility in
many programming languages such as PASCAL, C and

Many problems can

be described in recursive manner. Recursion is the name given to the technique of
defining a process in terms of itself for example,
The factorial function can be recursively defined as

FACTORIAL (N) =

1, ifN = 0
N * FACTORIAL (N - I), otherwise

Here FACTORIAL (N) is defined in terms of FACTORIAL (N —1), which in turn is
defined in terms of FACTORIAL (N-2), etc., until finally FACTORIAL (0) is reached,
having value as 1. A stack is used for calculating, the factorial of a number.
One more example of recursion is the algorithm for finding the greatest common
divisor of two integers, i.e., Euclid's algorithm defined as :

GCD(m, n)

GCD (n, m), if n > m
m? if n = 0
GCD (n, MOD) (m, n», othenvise
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Here MOD (in, n) is in modulo n—the remainder on dividing In by n. A stack is used
for finding the GCD or HCF (highest common factor) 05 two integers.

4.12 QUEUE
A queue is a subclass of lists in which in section and deletion take place at specific
ends Rear and Front respectively. It is a FIFO (First In First Out) or FCFS (First
Come First Served) data structure which is often used to simulate real world
situations. Figure 26 represents a queue and illustrates how an insertion is made to
the right of the right most element in the queue i.e., Rear, and how a deletion is
made 1w deleting the leftmost element of the queue i.e., Front.

Deletion*— 70

25

20

40

80

5.5 *— Insertion

i

t

Rear

Front

FI". 26. licptvscniadon ofa queue.
Some examples of a queue are
(i) Persons entering a cinema hall.
(i i) A lime sharing computer system where any users share the system
simultaneously. Here the user programs that are waiting to be processed form a
waiting queue. The queue may not be operated in FIFO basis, but . on some
complex priority scheme known as a priority queue.
(iii) The line of vehicles waiting to proceed in some fixed direction at intersection of
roads.
(iv) Selection of next file to be printed from a list of files on a printer.
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4.13 OPERATIONS ON QUEUE
The basic operations that can be performed on a queue are :
(i) Creation of queue
(ii) Check for empty queue
(iii) Check for full queue
(iy) Insert an element in queue
(v) Delete an element from queue
(vi) Display queue.
A queue can be either implement as an array or a linked list depending on
requirement.

4.14 QUEUEAS INARRAY
Empty

tF Rt
Insert 70

'70

tF Itt
70 .

Insert 23

25

t

r

70

25

20

25

20

F_____ R

Insert 20

t

I

R
IDclele 70

tF______Rt
Delete 20,

20

TI- KT
20

«H>

Insert 40

TH____ HT
20

r

i--

40

Insert 80
R (Overflow)

Fig. 27. insert anti <te.te.tc operations

<7 simple tfutsue.
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Consider an example where the size of the queue is four elements. Initially, the
queue is empty. It is required to. insert elements 70, 25 and 20, delete 70 and 25
and insert 40 and 80. The queue status is shown in figure 27. Note that an overflow
occurs on trying to insert element 80, even though the first two locations have no
elements. Here F and R denote Front and Rear position respectively.

4.14.1 Algorithm Insertion in a Queue as an Array
Let Q be queue having size N. DATA is the element to be inserted. F and R denote
the front and rear positions in the queue. Assuming the index [begins at 1. Initially F
and R are 0.
1 . f (R=N) Then
{
Write ()lnsertion not possible')
goto step 5
}
2. R=R+1
3. 'Q [R] = DATA
4.

If

0)

(F

F=1
5. End.
4.14.2 Algorithm Deletion from a Queue as an Array
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Then

Let Q be a queue. F and R denote the front and rear positions in the queue. DATA is
a temporary variable which stores the deleted element (if possible). Assuming the
index begins at
1. If (F = 0) Then
{
Write ('Deletion not possible')
goto step 4
}
2. .DATA=Q[F]
3. If (F = R) Then {
FR=0
}
Else
F=F+1
4. End.
The above algorithms can waste to lot of memory if the front index F never reaches
upto rear index R. Actually, an arbitrary large amount of memory would be needed to
store the elements. This method should be used only when the queue is emptied at
certain intervals.
Note - In C the array index always begins with 0.
Following functions in C implement the queue as an array with array index beginning
at 0 and performs the insert and delete operations :
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I* function definition insert () */
void insert (int, int data)
{
if (rear == SIZE-1)
{
print f ("\nlnsertion not possible\n”);
‘ exit (1);

}
else
Q [+ + rear] = data;
if (rear = = 0) /* if first element was inserted 7
front=rear; if (rear == SIZE-1)
printf ("\nNo element will be inserted next time\n\n");
}
/‘.function definition del () 7
voil del (int QQ )
if. (front < 0)
{
printf ("\nDeletion not possible\n");
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exit (1);
}
else
{
printf (" \nDeleted element: %d\n", Q [front]);
if (front==rear)
front=rear=-1;
else front++;
}
Using the above method, it is possible to come across a situation when the queue is
empty but it is not possible to insert any new element in the queue. So this
implementation is not acceptable.
To overcome this drawback, we can implement the queue like a stack where one Ell
of the stack is fixed i.e in the queue also, we fix the front of the queue so that it
always represents the first element .of the array. On deletion of an element (if
possible) the entire queue is shifted towards the beginning of the array. In this case
only the rear index is required, since the front element often queue is always at the
starting position of the array.
This technique can be easily implemented but it is too inefficient as each deletion
requires shifting of elements and the logic is not correct. If a large number of
elements are present in the queue, the shifting takes a lot of time and in turn makes
it a costly affair.
A better solution to this problem is to use the array holding the queue as a circular
array.
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4.15 LINKED IM MEM ENTATION OVA QUEUE
Another way to implement queues is as linked lists. It overcomes the drawback of a
queue used as an array because many times the locations in an array remain
unused or the array size may not be enough to store the desired num of elements if
we wish more than the array size at run time. In linked implementation two pointers,
front and rear point to the first and last element of the list as shown in figure 28

rear
!

□—►

50

*

!()

front

♦PETZl

Fig. 28. Linked representation of a having three nodes.
We can check whether a queue is empty or not by checking its front pointer, whether
it is NULL or not.
A new element can be inserted at the end of the list after the last node which is
pointed to by the pointer rear. A care must be taken when an element is inserted into
an empty queue as in this case we need to adjust the front pointer to the new node.
When an element is to be deleted from a queue, we must check that the queue is not
empty. If only one node is present in the queue and we are deleting it, we must set
rear to NULL, indicating that the queue is now empty.

4.15.1 Algorithm Insertion in a Linked Queue
Let DATA be the element to be inserted in a queue having FRONT and REAR as the
pointers containing the addresses of the front and rear elements. The new element is
always inserted only at the rear end, i.e., REAR gets modified when insertion takes
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place. AVAIL is a pointer to the top element of the availability stack. NEWPTR
denotes address of new node. Initially FRONT and REAR are NULL.
1 . If (AVAIL = NULL) Then
{
Write (' Availability stack underflow')
goto step 6
}
2 . NEWPTR = AVAIL
3. AVAIL = LINK (AVAIL)
4

INFO

(NEWPTR)

LINK (NEWPTR) =NULL
5 . If (REAR = NULL) Then
{
FRONT = NEWPTR
REAR=NEWPTR
}
Else
}
LINK (REAR) =NEWPTR
REAR=NEWPTR
}
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DATA

6. End.
Using this representation we are using the pool of available nodes and we will Inner
have to test whether a particular queue is full.

The insertion in 'a linked queue is shown in figure 29 :
REAR

FRONT

1

OO

1 so I

35

Fi”. 29. (a) Linked queue having three nodes.
REAR

C3-----H

50

[

FRONT 1------------ L

CKJ

OI

?

r 24 i

Fiy- 29. (10 Linked queue after insertion ofa node, data 24.

415.2 Algorithm Deletion from a Linked Queue
Let FRONT be the pointer having the address of the first element of the queue. As
the deletion always takes place from the front of the queue, so FRONT gets modified
when deletion takes place, The deleted node is returned back to availability stack
having its top pointer as AVAIL. TEMP is a temporary pointer.
1 . If (FRONT=N 1 U ’ LL) Then i
{
Write (' Empty Queue')
goto step 8
}
2. TEMP = FRONT .
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3. Write ('Deleted element is '1 INFO (TEMP))
4. FRONT = LINK (FRONT) .
5.

If

(FRONT

NULL)

Then

REAR = NULL
6. LINK (TEMP) = AVAIL
7. AVAIL = TEMP
8. End
Here steps 6 and 7 are used for making the memory free for further use i.e., the
node is returned to availability stack after deletion.
The deletion in a linked queue is shown in figure 30 :

REAR
'r

□----► 50
FRONT 1-------

>

H 35

10

Fig. 30. (a) Linked queue having three nodes.

REAR
^r

B

*

4 35

10

FRONT
Fig. 30. (b) Linked queue after deletion ofa node
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Following function in C implements the insert and delete operations on queue using
linked implementation : t
/* function definition insert (}
void insert (int data)
{
/* allocate memory for a node */
node *newptr= (node *) malloc (sizeof (node));
newptr -> info = data;
newptr -> link = NULL;
if (front == NULL && rear == NULL ) / function call
front=rear=newptr;
else
{
rear->link=newptr;
rear=newptr;
}
}
r function definition del() */
int del ()
{
node *temp; /* local variable declared */
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if (! front)
{
print f ("\n Queue Underflow\n");
return (1); /* return error signal */
}
else
{
temp=front:
front=front->link; »
if (I front) /* if queue becomes empty on deletion */
rear=NULL;
print (" \n Deleted element: %d\n", temp—>info);
return (0);
}
}

4.16 IMPLEMENTATION OFA QUEUE AS A CIRCULAR LINKED LIST
A queue can be implemented as a circular linked list also. In a circular linked list we
need only a REAR pointer and the following node is its front. For inserting an
element into the rear of a circular queue, the element is inserted into the front of the
queue and the circular list pointer is then advanced one element, so that the new
element becomes the rear. Figure 31 illustrates a circular list:
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l-osl Node

First Node

I

Rear

r
l'i

3 I. /~ir'si anti Iasi nodes of a circular list.

4.17 DEQUEUE (DOUBLE ENDED QUEUE)
It is a linear list in which insertions and deletions are made to orfrom either end of the
structure. Figure 32 illustrates this :

Deletion
Insertion

40

I5

90

24

77

36

Insertion
Deletion

!

Rear

Front
Fig. 32. y/ deque.

It is more general than a stack or Pa queue. It is of two types :
(I) Input-restricted deque : Insertion allowed at only one end but deletions, allowed at
both ends. Figure 33 ' illustrates this :.

Insertion

Deletion

Deletion
Fig. 33. Input restricted deque (insertion allowed at only one end).
(ii) Output-restricted &clue : Deletion allowed at only one end but insertions allowed
at both ends. Figure 34 illustrates this :
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«■

, Insertion

Insertion
Deletion

l’i«. 34, Output restricted deque (deletion allowed at only one end).

4.18 PRIORITY QUEUE
A queue in which we can insert or delete (remove) items from any position
depending on some priority is known as a priority queue. For example, in a multiuser
system, the CPU is needed by many programs and it is utilized by the programs one
at a time depending on some priority. The CPU is first used by the program having
the highest priority. A priority queue can be splitted into several queues if needed.
Figures 35 and 36 illustrate a priority queue :
Task identification
A

Aj

A,

B

b2

Bh

C,

C2

Q_,

l

J

l

2

2

2

3

3

3

Priority
Q

B,

A,

fjo. 35. A priority queue as a single queue with insertions allowed at any position.
Priority 1
A

A2

.
♦

A,

Bh

«-

Bj

C, -i

«-

•••

Aw

•••

••■

•••

Priority 1
B

B;

Priority 1
C,

C

Fig. 36. A priority queue viewed as set of queues.
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1.18.1 Priority Queue Using Array To maintain a priority queue in memory, we use
multidimensional array, i.e., use a separate queue for each level of priority (priority
number). Each queue will appear as a separate circular array and have its own set of
pair of pointers . called Front and Rear. Assume that each queue is of same size.
So, we need only a two-dimensional array in which number of rows is equal to
number of priorities and the elements are added to the respective queue depending
upon its priority number. Figure 37 illustrates a priority queue of size 5.
0
0

1

I

1

0

2

2

-1

-1

3

3

4

2

1

3

4

G

H

A
B

c

X

Fi«. 37. Priority queue using arrays.
In the above priority queue, F[i] and R(i] contain the front and rear elements sfrow i of
queue, i.e., the row maintains the queue of elements with a priority number i.
Whenever we are performing the insertion operation, we have to read the data' item
along with priority number. Then it will search for that row for empty cell, if it is found
then place the item in that cell and rear and front pointers are modified as in a
circular queue. If it is full, then it indicates overflow condition for that row or priority
number. To delete an item from the priority queue, first it will check for the element in
first row, if it is not empty, simply.it deletes the element like normal queue. If it is
empty, then it check for next row,
if it riot empty, delete the element from that row otherwise it checks for next row. If all
front and rear items are -I, when it indicates underflow condition if We try to delete
the-element. So, the deletions are taken first from first row to last row.

no

4.18.2 Priority Queue Using Singly Linked List
In a singly linked list, the data items are maintained according to the priority. Each
node in this queue contains three fields. One is actual data item, the second field is
the priority number of the data item and the third field is link to next item in the list. At
any point of time the highest priority element is in the front of the list, so that directly
we can delete the item from the front of the list. If the two data items have the same
priority, then we can consider their entry sequence in FIFO order. Figure 38
illustrates the implementation of priority queue using linked list.

-* B.

2

* C

2

* D

-.5

T

Front

* E

6

Rear
Fig. 38. Priority queue.

4.19 LINKED LIST
The term ’list’ means a linear collection of elements. Array is an example of linear
lists which we studied earlier. However, the problems of sequential representation of
lists (e.g., of arrays) are fixed size, wastage of time in shitting of elements for
insertions and deletions and requirement of. homogeneity of elements. Thus, if size
of memory required is not known in advance, or if many insertions, and deletions are
expected or the elements are of different types, linked representation can be used.
Here, we will study linked representation of only, simple lists in which all the
elements are of same type.
In a linked representation of a simple list, the address of the next element must also
be stored explicitly with each element. For example, if we have list of names say
(Apoorva, Aanchal, Aman, Ankit, Anjali) then assuming that one name is stored in
one memory location, figure 39 shows the linked representation:

ill

START

[ToooV

im

Apoorvn

1001

1004

1002
1003
1004

Armchal

1005

1006

1006

A man

1007

1010

I00S
1009

1010

Ankit

1011

• 1012

1012

Anjali

1013

Null

Fig. 39. Linked implementation ofa list ofnames

Here, Null means that no next element exists in the list. This linked list can be shown
as follows:
START

Apoorva

1004

Aancha!

1006

Aman

1010

Anikit

1012

Anjali

1000

Fig. 40. Linked list of 5 nodes

Here, START contains the address of first element. The elements of linked list are
called nodes. In general, a node must have some information and a link or pointer for
storing the address of next node (if any) as shown in figure 41.
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DATA

Pointer or
ADDRESS

INFO

NEXT or
LINK

Fig. 41, A node in a linked list
We follow the addresses to access the elements in the logical order. It must be noted
that the list in memory may not be physically contiguous or sequential. Also the
binary search method cannot be applied on linked lists due to the fact that the
location numbers of the elements may not be continuous.
The memory allocation for arrays is always static, as the number of elements is
generally known in advance.
The Memory allocation during program run time is known as dynamic memory
allocation. Memory can be allocated or used (when required) and released or de
allocated (when not required any more) using this technique. Data structures like
linked lists, trees and graphs use this technique for their memory allocation.

4.20 ADVANTAGES OF LINKED LIST OVERARRAYS
The main advantages of linked lists over arrays are : 1. It is not necessary to know
the number of elements and allocate memory for them beforehand. Memory can be
allocated as and when necessary. 2. Insertions and deletions can be handled7
efficiently without having to restructure the list. 3. The individual elements i.e., nodes
can be scattered anywhere in memory and no contiguous space is required like
array elements.
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4.21 TYPES OF LINKED LISTS
There are different types of linked lists. These are given below
(i) Singly linked lists
(ii) Circular linked lists
(iii) Doubly or two-way linked lists
(iv) Circular doubly linked lists.
(i) Singly linked lists, (n a singly linked list each node contains data or info and a
single link which attaches it to the next node in the list. It is shown in figure 40.
(ii) Circular linked lists. A circular linked list contains a pointer from the last node to
the first node as shown in figure 42. In fact, there is no first or last node, as all the
nodes are linked in a circular way. One can always start traversing the list from any
node and visit all the nodes,' provided, pointer to any node in the list is known.

I'lj*. 42. Illusirctlloit <j/a circular linked list

(iii) Doubly linked lists. In a doubly linked list each node contains data and two
links, one to the previous node and one to the next node. Figure 43 illustrates a
doubly linked list.
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FIRST
or
START
Fig. 43. lliusiraiion of a doubly linked list

(iv) Circular doubly linked lists. For reaching any node from any other node, a
circular list is very useful. In a similar way, it is useful to make a doubly linked list
also a circular list. Figure 44 illustrates a circular doubly linked list.

START

Fig. 44. ilhisiration ofa circular linked list

4.22 OPERATIONS ON SINGLY LINKED LISTS
Like other languages having pointer facility, we can treat a linked lists as a abstract
data type and perform the following basic operations :
(i) Creation of a list
(ii) Traversal
(iii) Count the number of elements (nodes)
(iv) Searching
(v) Insertion of a node Deletion of a node
(vii) Modifying the contents of node
(viii) Reversal of a list
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(ix) Concatenation of two lists
(x) Merging of two lists'
(xi) Splitting of a list
(xii) Dividing a list into odd positioned and even positioned nodes
(xiii) Sorting etc.
Before we discuss the algorithms and implement the basic operations, we give below
the variables that are used in the algorithms with their meanings
FIRST or START This variable is of data type pointer which contains the address of
the first node in the linked list. If FIRST or START contains NULL it means an empty
linked list.
PTR This is a variable of type pointer and contains the address of a node.
INFO(PTR) or NEXT(PTR) This variable contains the value stored in the data portion
of the node pointed to by the pointer variable PTR.
LINK(PTR) or NEXT(PTR) This variable contains the value stored in 'the link field or
next field of the node pointed to by the pointer variable PTR, which is the address of
■ the next node in the linked list. ^

Successive nodes of the linked list can be accessed through the pointer variable
PTR (say). The s) mbol <— in algorithms denotes the assignment operation.

4.22.1 Algorithm for Traversal in a Linked List
Traversing in a linked list means accessing each node in it successively starting from
the beginning and making the desired changes in one or more data fields of the
node. Let the desired operation be denoted by CHANGE without actually specifying
what changes are to be made. For example CHANGE may specify printing: data of
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ail the nodes, count the number of nodes currently available etc. Initially, the PTR
must have the value of START or FIRST and then successively, it must have the ,
address of the next node so as to access the next in the linked list. The algorithm will
terminate when the entire linked list has been traversed, i.e., when PTR is NULL.
The nodes contain INFO and LINK fields as information and address to next node.
1. PTR START
2. Repeat upto step 4 while PTR 0 NULL and goto step 5
3. Apply CHANGE to INFO(PTR)
4. PTR LINK(PTR)
5. End
Figure 45 illustrates the concept discussed above showing the different addresses
stored at different times in variable PTR (initially having START and finally NULL
pointer):

SJARIf—^
PTR 1....

UNK(PTR)
PTR

LINK(PTK)
40

PTR

LINK(PTR)
15

LINK(PTR)
—*■

PTR

62

. NULL

PTR

Fig. 45. Traversing a Linked List

4.22.2 Algorithm 'for Counting Number of Elements (Nodes)
Given FIRST, a pointer to the first element of linear list whose node contains INFO
and LINK fields as information and address to next node. Suppose we want to count
the number of nodes in linked list then the following algorithm will accomplish it:
1. COUNT F-0
2. PTR START ' 1
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3. Repeat upto step 5 while PTR NULL and goto step 6
4. COUNT COUNT+ I
5. PTR LINK(PII'R)
6. Write COUNT
7. End.

4.22.3 Searching an Element
As mentioned earlier, the binary search method cannot be applied on linked lists due
to the fact that the location numbers of the elements (nodes) may not be continuous.
It is one of the limitations of linked lists as there is no way to find the location of the
middle element of the list. Further, we may have the linked list as sorted or unsorted.

4.22.4 Linked List is Unsorted
Suppose we have a list of elements stored in a linked list. We want to find out
whether the element VALUE is in the list or not. The pointer variable PTR is
assigned the address START, i.e., the address of the first node in the linked list.
The searching process continuous until VALUE is found or the entire linked list is
traversed. LOG gives the address of the desired element (VALUE). LOC is NULL if
VALUE is not found in the linked list. The algorithm is given below :
1. PTR <— START
2. Repeat steps 3 and 4twhile PTR 0 NULL and uoto step 5
3. IflNFO(PTR) = VALUE Then A* goto step 5
4. 1)TR LINK(PTR)
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5. LOC <— PTR
6. End.
Figure 46 shows the searching of a node having VALUE-8 in an unsorted list
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Searching is unsuccessful in case the desired element (VA LUE) is not present in the
linked list. The following function in C implements the above concept:
* function definition search ()
void search (int value)
{
node ptr—start; /* local variable */
while (ptr) /* while ptr != NULL */
}
if (ptr->info == value) I
{
print f (" \n \n%d found at location number %lu\n", value, ptr); return;
}
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ptr=ptr->link;
}
print: f ("\n%d not found in the link list", value)
}

4.22.5 Linked List is Sorted
Suppose we have a list of elements given in ascending order in a linked list, we want
to find whether the element VALUE is in the list or not. The pointer variable PTR is
assigned the address START, i.e., the address of the first node in the linked list. The
searching process may terminate when we get the desired VALUE or if any element
of the linked list is found greater than VALUE or the entire linked list is traversed;
Lk/C gives the address of the desired element (VALUE). LOG is NULL if VALUE is
not found 111 the linked list. The algorithm is given below :
1. PTR <— START
2. Repeat while (LINK(PTR) 0 NULL and 1NFO(PTR)< VALUE)
PTR LINK(PTR)
3. If INFO (PTR) = VALUE Then
LOG PTR
Else
LOG NULL
4. End Figure 47 shows the searching of a node having value 5;; in a sorted linked
list:
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START
PTR

10

♦

27

15

58

84

NULL

84

NULL

Fig. 47. (a) Linked list having 5 nodes in ascending order of info

start^

10

PTR

27

15

58

PTR
Fig. 47. (b) Appropriate location searchedfor VALUE 5S in the ordered linked list

Search is unsuccessful in case the desired element (VALUE) is not present in the
linked list. Following function in C implements the above concept:
/* function definition search () */
void search (int value)
{
node *ptr=start; /* local variable */
While ( ptr->link != NULL && ptr->info < value)
ptr=ptr—>link;
if(ptr—>info == value)
{P
rintf (" \n\n%d found at location number %lu\n'\ value, ptr); \
}
else
print f (11 \n\%d not found in the link list", value);
}
}
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4.22.6 Insertion into a Linked List For inserting an element in a linked list, we first
of all get a free node, assign the element to be inserted to the INFO field of the node,
and finally place the new node at the appropriate position by proper pointer
adjustment. The insertion can take place at any of the following positions :
• Insertion in the beginning of the linked list.
• ’Insertion in the end of the linked list.
• Insertion at the desired position in the linked list.
• Insertion into, an ordered linked list (say in ascending order).

4.22.7 Insertion in the Beginning
Given VALUE a new element- to be inserted, START a pointer which points to the
first elements of the linear list whose node contains INFO and LINK fields as
information and address of the next node. This algorithm inserts VALUE before the
node being pointed to by START. AVAIL is a pointer that points to the top element of
the availability stack. NEWPTR is a temporally pointer variable.
Figure 48 shows the insertion of a node in the beginning of linked list:

start

72

15

80

34

NULL

36

NEWPTR

Fig. 48. (a) Bcfotv inserting the node
•• t

START

36

80

IS

72

Fig. 48. (b) After inserting the node in the beginning
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34

NULL

The algorithm for insertion in the beginning is given below :
1. [Check for memory availability?]
If AVAIL = NULL Then
Write (’Availability stack underflow')
goto step 6
2. [Obtain address ofnext free node]
NEW PTR 4—AVAIL
3. [Remove free node from availability stack]
AVAIL LINK(AVAIL)
4. [Initialise fields of the new node obtained]
INFO(NEWPTR) VALUE
LINK(NEWPTR) <— START
5. [Make newnode as the first node of the list]
START NEWPTR
6. End.
The above concept has been implement in Program 1.

4.22.8 Insertion in the End
Given VALUE a new element to be inserted, START a pointer which points is the
first element of the linear list whose node contains INFO and LINK fields as
information and address of the next node. This algorithm inserts VALUE in the end of
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the linked list. AVAIL is a pointer that points to the top element of the availability
stack. NEWPTR and PTR temporary pointer variables, figure 49 shows the insertion
of a node in the end of linked list :
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Ki". 49. (b) After inserting the node in the end

The algorithm for insertion in the end is given below :
1. [Check for memory availability ?]
IfAVAIL =NULL Then’
{
Write ('Availability stack underflow')
goto step 9.
}
2. [Obtain address ofnext free node]
NEWPTR <—AVAIL
3. [Remove free node from availability stack]
AVAIL LINK(AVAIL)
4. [Initialize fields of the new node obtained]
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58

NULL

INFO(NEWPTR) <—VALUE
LINK(NEWPTR) NULL
5. [Check whether the link list is empty ?]
If START = NULL Then
{
START E— NEWPTR
goto step 9
6. [Initialise search for the last node of list]
PTR <— START T
7. [Search for end of the list]
Repeat while (LINK(PTR) 0 NULL)
PTR LINK(PTR)
8. [Add the node in the end]
LINK(PTR) NEWPTR
9. End.
The above concept has been implemented in Program 2

4.22.9 Insertion at the Desired Position
This involves adding a new node to the linked list. The node can he added
anywhere. Figure 50 shows the insertion ofa node at the 4th position in the list:
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For insertion we'perform the following steps :
(i) Allocate memory for the new node.
(ii) Enter data for the info part of the node..
(iii) Search for the appropriate position of insertion.
(iv) Modify the pOinter(s) so that the new node is inserted at the desired position.
The algorithm for insertion of VALUE at the desired position (POSITION) is given
below 1. [Check for memory availability I
lfAVAIL= NULLThen
{
write 'Availability stack underflow')
goto step 8
}
2.. [Obtain address of next free node]
NEWPTR AVAIL
3. [Remove freenode from availability stack]
AVAILS—LINK(AVAIL)
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4. [Initialise fields of the new node obtained] .
INFO(NEWPTR) <—VALUE
LINK(NEWPTR) NULL
5. [Initialise search for the desired position]
PTR START
STEPS 1
6. [Search for the desired position]
Repeat whi lc(STEPS < POSITION -1)
{
PTR <—LINK (PTR)
STEPS STEPS + 1
}
7. [Add the node in the list]
Ifteosrrion = 1 ) Then
{
LINK (NEWPTR) E— START
STARTS—NEWPTR
}
Else
{
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LINK (NEWPTR) LINK (PTR)
LINK (PTR) NEWPTR
8. End
The following function in ’C inserts a node at the desired position in a linked list:
/* function definition insert ()■*/
void insert (int position, int data)
{
node *newptr=NULL; /* local variable */
node *ptr=start;.
int steps=l;
i* create a new node */
newptr= (node*) malloc (sizeof (node));
newptr->info=data
/* search for the desired position */
while (steps<position-1 )
{
ptr=ptr->]ink;
steps++;
}
if (position==1) /* if node is to be inserted at the first place
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{
newptr->link=start;
stalt=newptr;
}
else
{
newptrl>link=ptr->link;
ptr->link=newptr
}

4.22.10 Insertion in an ordered (ascending order) linked list
This involves adding a new node to the linked list. The node is added in such a way
that the ordering is preserved (i.e., linked list remains sorted after insertion). Figure
51 shows the insertion ofa node in a sorted linked list:
START
PTR
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9

LINK(PTR)

PTR
NEWPTR
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NULL
INFCKLIK. (PTR))

NULL

Fig. 51. (n) Before inserting the node
START

9

26

42

30

Fig. 51. (b) After inserting the node
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77

NULL

4.22.11 Algorithm for Insertion in an Ordered Linked List
Given START the pointer variable having the address of the first node in the linked
list having its elements in ascending order. VALUE is the new clement to be inserted.
AVAIL is address of the topmost node of the availability stack. NEWPTR and PTR
are temporary pointer variables. It is required that after insertion of new element the
ordering of into fields is preserved.
1. [Check for memory availability ?]
lfAVAIL=NULLThen
{
Write ('Availability stack underflow*)
goto step 6
2. [Obtain address of next free node]
NEWPTR <— AVAIL
3. [Remove free node from availability stack]
AVAIL <— LINK(AVAIL)
4. [Initialize info field of the new node obtained]
INFO(NEWPTR) 4— VALUE
5. [Check if list is empty or new node proceeds all other nodes '.)]
If( (START= NULL) OR (1NFO(NEWPIR) 3 INFO(START)) Then
{
LINK(NEWPTR) <— START
START <— NEWP-I R
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}
Else
{
[Search for the properplace of insert ion, i.e., intialize search]
PTR 4— START
Search for predecessor of node].
Repeat while( (LINK(PTR) - NULLJAND (1 NFO(LINK(PTR))< INFO(N[WITR)))
PTR LINK(PIR)
[Insertion]
LINK(NEWPTR) UNK(PTR)
LINK(PTR) NEWPTR
}
6. End
The following fimction in C implements the above concept:
/* function definition insert () */
void insert (int data)
{
node *newptr=NULL; /* local variable */
node *ptr;
/* create a new node and initialise it */
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newptr= (node *) malloc (size of (node));
newptr->info=data;
r check if list is empty or new node preceedes all other nodes */
if ((start-NULL)f} (newptr->info <= start->info))
{
newptr->link=start;
start=newptr;
}
Else
{
/* search for the proper place of insertion */
ptr=start; /* initialse ptr with start */
while((ptr->link!=NULL)&&((ptr->link)->info<(newptr->info)))
ptr=ptr->link;
/* insertion Y .
newptr->link=ptr->link;
ptr->link=newptr;
}
}
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4.22.12 Deletion of at Node
This involves the deletion of node from the linked list. The deletion can be from any
where in the list. For example,
START
I'TR

S

22

k>

72

54

20

NULL

Ki«p. 52. (u) Linked tixr before, dek'lion.
START |

22

72

16

20

NULL

Fig. 52. (b) Linked list after deletion of node from position 5.

The following steps are followed to delete a node from a given position :
(i) Store the address of START in a temporary pointer (say PTR).
(ii) Search for the desired position by traversing the list.
(iii) If the first node is to be deleted then make the pointer LINK (START) as the new
START and free i.e., deallocate the memory occupied by the temporary pointer
which was having the address of initial START poitner and stop.
(iv) Store the pointer of the LINK field of the node to be deleted in the LINK of the
previous' of the node to be deleted and free the memory occupied by the temporary
pointer having the address of the node to be deleted.
The algorithm for deletion from any position in a linked list is given below : Given
POS the position of deletion, START a pointer which points to the first element of the
linear list whose node contains INFO and LINK fields as information and address of
the next node. This algorithm deletes the node from the specified position (if
possible). AVAILis a pointer that points to the top element of the availability stack.
PTR and TEMP are temporary pointer variables After deletion the deleted node is
returned to the availabltiy stack. START will be changed only when POS is 1. Also
POS lies between 1 and TOTAL (total number ofnodes in the linked list).
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1. If (START =NULL) Then
{
Write (’Linked list has no nodes so deletion not possible')
goto step 8
)

2. If (POS 5 0 OR POS > TOTAL) Then
{
Write ('Wrong position number given')
goto step 8
}
3. If POS = 1 Then
{
TEMP <— START
START E— LINK (START)
goto step 7
}
4. STEPS 4- 1
t

PTR<—START
5. Repeat while (STEPS < POS — I)
{
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PTR E— LINK (PTR)
STEPS = STEPS + 1
}
6. TEMP LINK(PTR)
LINK(PTR) LINK(LINK(PTR))
7. [Return node to availability stack]
LINK(TEMP) AVAIL
AVAILf-TEMP
8. End.
The following function in C implements the
/* function definition del node ()*/
void del_node (int position)
{
node *temp, *ptr=NULL; /* local variable
int steps-1;
/* search for desired position */
if (position-1) /* if element is to be deleted from start 7
{
temp = start;
start=start->link;
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free (temp); /* deallocate memory */
}
else
{
ptr=start;
while(steps<position-1)
{
ptr=ptr->link;
steps++;
}
temp = ptr->link;
ptr-$1ink=ptr->link->link;
free (temp); /* deallocate memory */
}
}

4.22.13 Modifying the Contents of a Node
This involves the replacement of the info of an existing node by a new value. It is
shown in the following example:
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I'i”. 54. (b) Linked list after modification ofcontents of mode number 5

The following steps are followed to delete a node from a given position :
(i) Store the address of START in a temporary pointer (say PTR).
(ii) Search for the desired position by traversing the list.
(iii) Replace the old contents by new contents (value), if node found.
The algorithm for modifying the contents ofa node is given below :
A Given START a pointer variable storing the address of the first element in the
linked list. Each node in the linked list (if any) has INFO and LINK as its information
and pointer field (having the address of new node) respectively. PTR is a temporary
pointer. OLDVALUE is the info to be replaced and NEWVALUE is the info to replace

it.
1. If (START = NULL) Then
{
Write (' Linked list has no nodes so modification not possible')
goto step 5
2. PTR<—START
3. Repeat while (INFO(PTR)0 OLDVALUE) AND (LINK(PTR) NULL))
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PTR LINK(PTR) i
4. If (INFO(PTR) = OLDVALUE)
INFO(PTR) -NEWVALUE
Else
Write(The node to be modified not found in the linked list')
5. End
The following function in C implements the above concept:
function definition modify () */
void modify (int oldvalue, int newvalue)
{
node *ptr—start; /* initialise ptr with start */
r search for the desired info (first occurence only) */
while (ptr->info != oldvalue && ptr->link 1= NULL)
ptr=ptr->link;
/* if info found then replace oldvalue by newvalue */
if (ptr->info == oldvalue)
ptr->info=newvalue;
else
{
printf ("\n\n%d not found in the linked list\n",oldvalue);
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del list (); /* deallocate the memory */
getch ();

exit (); }
}

4.22.14 Reversal of a Linked List
Given a linked list pointed to by START Whose nodes have INFO and LINK fields
respectively. PREVIOUS, CURRENT and NEXTPTR are temporary pointer variables
used for swapping of pointers and traversal in the linked list. Let us take a linked list
of4 nodes as shown below :

START*

30

*

25

70

>

12

NULL

Fig. 54. (a) Linked list having 4 noes
The following steps are followed for reversing it:
1 . We begin traversing the linked list by initially taking the-address of first node as
CURRENT and address of its predecessor node as PREVIOUS which is presently
NULL. While traversing the linked list we perform the following changes in the
address ofnodes (i.e., pointers) until we reach in the end of the linked list.
(i) Store the LINK(CURRENT) in NEXTPTR
(ii) Replace the LINK(CURRENT) by PREVIOUS
(iii) Make the CURENT pointer as PREVIOUS
(iv) Make the NEXTPTR as CURRENT
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2. At last when CURRENT is NULL, set START to store the address of the last node
in the given linked list, i.e., PREVIOUS.
These pointer changes are shown in figure 54(b): R
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Fig. 54. <7/7 illustration of reversal of alinked list.
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The algorithm for reversing a linked list is given below :
Given START the address of the first node in the linked list. PREVIOUS, CURRENT
and NEXTPTR and temporary pointer variables for swapping of pointers. The node
of the linked list has INFO and LINK as information and address of next node
respectively.
1. If (START = NULL OR LIN K(START) = NU LL) Then
goto step 5.
2. PREVIOUS NULL
CURRENT START
3.. Repeat while (CURRENT# NULL)
{
NEXTPTR L INK (CURRENT)
LINK (CURRENT) PREVIOUS
PREVIOUS <— CURRENT
CURRENT <—NEXTPTR
}
4. START <— PREVIOUS
5. End

4.22.15 Concatenation ofTwo Singly Linked Lists
Suppose we arc given two linked lists having FIRST and SECOND as the addresses
of their first nodes as shown below :
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Fig. 55. faj Linked lists before concatenation
We want to produce a new singly linked list which is to be pointed to by a pointer
variable THIRD. This new list is to beobtainedby concatenating the two linked lists
pointed to by FIRST and SECOND, as shown below :
The following steps are performed for concatenation :
1. Copy the pointer FIRST to THIRD.
2. Traverse the first list until the end of the linked list is reached, using a temporary
pointer variable PTR."
3. Change the NULL pointer in the last node of the first linked list so as to point to the
first node of the second linked list pointed to by pointer variable SECOND.
The algorithm for concatenation of two linked lists is given below : Given two linked
lists being pointed to by pointer variables FIRST and SECOND respectively. We are
to concatenate these two linked lists such that they second linked list is joined after
the first linked list. PTR is a temporary pointer variable.
1. THIRD FIRST
2. If (FIRST= NULL)
{
THIRD E— SECOND
goto step 7
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3. If (SECOND,- NULL) Then _
gotostep 7

4. PTR FIRST
5. Repeat while (LINK(PTR) 0 NULL)
PTR LINK( PTR)
6. LINK(PTR) <— SECOND
7. End

4.23 CIRCULAR LINKED LINEAR LIST
So far we have discussed linked linear lists in which the last node contains the NULL
pointer. A slight change in the linked linear list results in a further improvement in
processing of list. This is done by replacing the NULL pointer in the last node of a
linked list with the address of its first node. Such a linked list is called a circular
linked linear list or simply a circular list. Figure 56 illustrates the structure ofa non
empty circular list having no NULL pointer.
START

T_
Fi". 56. Ciraihif linked list having 5 nodes

In a circular linked list travessal is only in the forward direction.

4.23.1 Advantages of Circular List Over Singly Linked Lists
Main advantages are given below :
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1. In a circular list every node of the list is accessible from a given node. That is,
from this given node, all nodes can be visited by simply chaining through the list.
2. The deletion of a node does not require the address of the first node of the linked
list (as in case of singly linked list, where searching takes place from the first node of
the list). The searching of an element can take place from the address of node itself,
when its address is given.
3. Operations like concatenation and splitting become more efficient in case of
circular lists.
The memory declarations and allocation for representing circular linked lists are the
same as for linear linked list. All the operations that are allowed on singly linked
linear lists can be easily implemented for circular linked lists, except the following :
1. The LINK field of the -newly inserted last node in the linked list points to the first
node.
2. While checking for the end of the circular linked list, we compare the LINK field
with the address of the first node.

4.23.2 Disadvantage of Circular Lists
When we are traversing a circular list, we must be careful as there is a possibility to
get into an infinite loop! In processing a circular list, it is important that we are able to
detect the end of the list. We can help guarantee the detection of the end' by placing
a special node which can be easily identified in the circular linked list. This special
node is often called the header node of the circular linked list. The main advantage
of this technique is that the linked list can never bee empty. As most of the
algorithms require the testing of a linked list as to whether it is empty, we observe
that this advantage is really important. Figure 57 shows’a circular linked list with a
header node, where the variable HEAD denotes the address of the header node.
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HEAD

HEADER
mi

VM

Eiy. 57. A circular linked list with ci heder node

Note.that the INFO field in the header node is not used, which is shown by shaded
field. Header node ’may contain length of the list or any other information in its INFO
field. An empty circular linked list is represented by having LINK (HEAD) = HEAD, as
shown in figure 58 :

HEAD HEADER
7777

Fig. 58. An empty circular linked list with a header node
The algorithm for insertion of a node at the head of a circular linked list with a header
node is given below : Given a circular linked list having starting address denoted by
HEAD. Avail denotes the address of the top most node of the availability stack.
NEWPTR is a temporary pointer. VALUE denotes the INFO of the node to be
inserted.
1. [Check the availability stack ?]
IF (AVAIL =NULL) Then
{
Write ' No free memory')
goto step 5
2. [Obtain address of next free node]
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NEWTPR 4—AVAIL
3. [Remove free node from availability stack]
AVAIL 4— LINK(AVAIL)
4. [Initialize fields of new node and its link to the list]
INFO(NEWPTR) 4— VALUE
LINK(NEWPTR) LINK(HEAD)
LINK(HEAD) NEWPTR
5. End
• Figure 59 illustrates the insertion of a node at the head of a circular linked goto step
5 list:
HEAD HEADER
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'Fig. 59. (a) A circular linked tist luiviiig 3 nodes
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Fig. 59. (b) Circular linked list after insertion ofnode at the head with info 22
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4.24. APPLICATIONS OF LINEAR LINKED LISTS
Like arrays, linked list is' a very useful data structure. It can be used for implementing
the following :
(i) To model many different abstract data types such as stacks, queues, trees and
graphs. 1
(ii) Polynomial representation and manipulation.
(iii) To maintain a dictionary of,names, s
(iv) To perform arithmetic operations to some arbitrary precision.
(v) To represent sparse matrices. Let us describe polynomial representation and
manipulation.

4.24.1 Polynomial representation and manipulation using linked lists
We can represent a polynomial such as :
x4 + 5x2 — 7x + 4

using a linked list shown in figure 60 :
Coefficient
/
-ST^RT

1

4

Power
>5

♦ -7

2

1

♦ 4

0

Tig. 60. Representation of a polynomial using a linked list
Here, each term of the polynomial is represented by a node. A node is of fixed size
having three fields, first representing the coefficient, second representing the power
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or exponent and the third is a pointer to the next node of the list. So the node
structure is represented as shown in figure 61 :

Coefficient of term Power of exponent

Link

Fig. 61. Node structure to represented a polynomial term

Thus the declaration of above shown node type in C language, having integer
coefficients are given below :
typedef struct nodetype /* create node type */
{
int coeff;

int power;
struct nodetype *link;'t* pointer to the next node */.
}node;
node *start;
In order to achieve greater efficiency in processing, the polynomial can be stored in
decreasing order of powers by term.

4.25 DOUBLY. LINKED LIST OR TWO WAY CHAINS
So far, we have been restricted to traversing linked linear lists in one direction. There
are situations, when it is required and many times indispensable that a list be
traversed in both directions, that is, either forward or backward. In such a situation
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each node must have two link or pointer fields instead of usual one link field. The
links are used to denote the predecessor and successor of a node in the doubly
linked list. The link or pointer storing the address of the predecessor of a node is
called the left link, and the link or pointer that storing the address of its successor its
right link. A linked list having this type of node is called a doubly linked list or a two
way chain. Figure 62 represents a doubly linked list, where START and LAST are
pointer variables storing the address of the left-most and right-most nodes in the
linked list, respectively
START *

RPTR
45

17

♦

33

t LAST

LPTR
Fig. 62. A doubly linked linear list having 3 nodes

A doubly linked linear list having 3 nodes The left link of the left-most node and the
right link of the right-most node are both NULL, representing the end of the list for
each direction, that is, the first node in a doubly linked list has no predecessor and
the last node has no successor. The variables LPTR and RPTR are used to denote
the left and right links of a node, respectively.

4.25.1 Representation of Doubly Linked Lists
Suppose we wish to have a doubly linked list storing integers, then the following
declaration in C language can be used for a node structure :
typedef struct doubly 1 ist
{
struct doublyjist *lptr;
int info; L
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struct doublyjist *rptr;
} node;
node *start, *last;
Now the following statement creates a node dynamically :
start = (node *) malloc (sizeof (node));
if (start = = NULL)
printf("\nAvailability stack underflow^");

4.26 OPERATIONS ON A DOUBLY LINKED LIST
The following operations can be performed on a doubly linked list:
1. Make an empty doubly linked list
2. Traverse the given doubly linked list
3. Insert’ new nodes in the doubly linked list
4. Delete existing nodes from the doubly linked list

1. Make an empty doubled linked list
After declaring the node structure an empty doubly linked list is created just by the
following statement:
start = last = NULL;
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2.. Traverse the given doubly linked list Arm
Traversing a doubly linked list is similar to traversing a singly linked list. But in a
doubly linked list traversing can be done in both directions. For traversing the doubly
linked list in forward direction, we make use of forward links whereas for traversing
the doubly linked list in reverse direction there are two ways
(i) First we traverse the list in forward direction and then in the backward direction.
This type of traversal is generally used when the LAST pointer is not mentioned.
(ii) Traverse the doubly linked list from end to beginning, that is, in the backward
direction using the pointer LAST to begin the traversal and using backward.links.
The algorithm for traversal in a doubly linked list is given below:
Given START and LAST, the pointers to the first and last nodes of the doubly linked
list whose node contains LPTR, INFO and RPTR fields as left link, information and
right link respectively. MOVE denotes a temporary pointer variable. Let the desired
operation while traversing be denoted by CHANGE.
1. MOVE START
2. [Traversing in the forward direction]
Repeat while MOVE .NULL
{
Apply CHANGE to INFO (MOVE)
MOVE <- RPTR (MOVE)
}
3.. MOVE <— LAST
4. [Traversing in the backward direction]
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Repeat while MOVE #NULL
{
Apply CHANGE to INFO (MOVE)
MOVE LPTR (MOVE)
}
5. End

3.. Insert new nodes in the doubly linked list
For inserting an element in a doubly linked list, We first of all get a free node, assign
the element to be inserted to the INFO field of the node, and finally place the new
node at the appropriate position by proper pointer adjustment. The insertion can take
place at any of the following positions :
• Insertion in the beginning of the doubly linked list
• Insertion in the end of the doubly linked list
• Insertion at the desired position in the doubly linked list
• Insertion into an ordered doubly linked list (say in ascending order)

4.26.1 Insertion in the beginning of the doubly linked list
Given VALUE a new element to be inserted, START and LAST the pointers which
point to the first and last element of the doubly linked list whose node contains
LPTR, INFO and RPTR fields as left link, information and right link respectively. This
algorithm inserts VALUE before the node being pointed to by START. AVAIL is a
pointer that points to the top element of the availability stack. NEWPTR is a
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temporary pointer variable. Initially START and LAST arc NULL.. Figure 63 shows
the insertion of a node in the beginning of the doubly linked list:
START

45

17

33

LAST

91

NEWPTR
Fig. 63. (u) livjbrc inserting the nvcli'
START

45

17

LAST

... . .Fig. 63. (I>J After inserting the node in the beginning

The algorithm for insertion in the beginning of the doubly linked list is given below :
1 . [Check for memory availability?)
IF AVAIL = NULL Then
{
Write ('Availability stack underflow')
goto step 6
}
2. Obtain address of next free node]
NEWPTR 4—AVAIL
3. [Remove free node from availability stack]
AVAIL UNK(AVAlL)
,4. [Initialize fields of the new node obtained]
INFCXNEWPTR) VALUE »
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LPTR(NEWPTR) NULL
RPTR(NEWPTR) <— START
5. [Make new node as the first node of the doubly linked list]
If (LAST = NULL) Then'
{
START 4— NEWPTR
LAST NEWPTR
}
Else
{
LPTR (START) 6— NEWPTR
START 4— NEWPTR
}
6. End

4.26.2 Insertion in the end of the doubly linked list
Given VALUE a new element to be inserted, START and LAST the pointers which
point to the first and last element of the doubly linked list whose node contain LPTR,
INFO and RPTR fields as left link, information and right link respectively. This
algorithm inserts VALUE in the end of the doubly linked list AVAIL is a pointer that
points to the top element of the availability stack. NEWPTR is a temporary pointer
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variable. Initially START and LAST are NULL. Figure 64 shows the insertion of a
node in the end of the doubly linked list:
START

12

70

56

LAST

34

NEWPTR
Fig. 64. (a)'Before inserting the node
START

12

70

56

Fig. 64. (b) After inserting the node in the end of the doubly linked list

The algorithm of insertion in the end of the doubly linked list is given below :
1. [Check for memory availability ?]
IF AVAIL = NULL Then {
{
Write ('Availability stack underflow')
goto step 6
}
2. [Obtain address of next free node]
NEWPTR 4— AVAIL
3. [Remove free node from availability stack]
AVAIL 4— LINK(AVAIL)
4. .[initialize fields of the new node obtained]
INFO(NEWPTR) 4— VALUE
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LAST

RPTR(NEWPTR) 4— NULL
5. [Make new node as the last node of the doubly linked list]
If (LAST = NULL) Then
{
LPTR (NEWPTR) NULL
START E— NEWPTR
LAST E— NEWPTR
}
Else
{
RPTR (LAST) NEWPTR
LPTR (NEWPTR) E—
LAST LAST E— NEWPTR
}
6. End
The following functions in 'C implement the insertion In the beginning and at end of a
doubly linked list:
/‘function definition insert beginningQ */
void insert beginning (int data)
{
j.

node newptr = (node *) malloc (size of (node))
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/.* create a new node and initialise it */
*newptr-NULL; /* local variable */
newptr->info=data;
newptr—>lptr=NULL;
newptr->rptr=start;
/*make new node as the first node of the doubly linked list */
if (last==NULL) if the linked list is empty */
start=last=newptr;
else
{
start->lptr=newptr;
start=newptr;
}
}
/* function definition insert end()
void insert end (int data)
{
node *newptr=NULL;7* local variable 7
/* create a new node and initialise it 7
newptr = (node *) malloc (size of (node))
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newptr - > info = data;
newptr - > rptr = NULL;
/*.make new node as the last node of the doubly linked list */ if (last==NULL) /* if the linked list is empty */
{
newptr->lptr=NULL;
start=last=newptr;
}
else
}
/* insert the node in the end of linked list /
last->rptr=newptr;
newptr-'>lptr=last;
last=newptr; 11
}
}
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4.26.3 Insertion at the desired position in a doubly linked list
This involves adding a new node to the doubly linked list. The node can be added
anywhere. Figure 65 shows the insertion of a node at the 3rd position in the doubly
linked list:

START

32T/}

59

LAST

77

NEWPTR .
Fig. 65. (a) Before inserting the node
START

77

59

£T 132IPV LAST

Fig. 65. (b) After inserting the node at 3rdposition

For insertion we perform the following steps :
(i) Allocate memory for the new node.
(ii) Enter data for the info part of the node.
(iii) Search for the appropriate position of insertion.
(iv) Modify the pointers so that the new node is inserted at the desired position.
The algorithm for insertion of VALUE in a doubly linked list (having COUNT number
of nodes) at the desired position is given below:
1. [Check for memory availability ?]
IF AVAIL = NULL Then
{
Write ('Availability stack underflow')
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goto step 8
2J [Obtain address of next free node]
NEWPTR 4— AVAIL .
3 . [Remove free node from availability" stack]
AVAIL 4—• LINK (AVAIL)
4. [Initialize info field of the new node obtained]
INFO (NEWPTR) VALUE
5. [Check if insertion is in the beginning]
IF (POSITION = 1) Then
{
LPTR (NEWPTR) 4— NULL
RPTR (NEWPTR) 4— START
If LAST = NULL Then
{
START NEWPTR
LAST <—NEWPTR
}
Else
{
LPTR (START) <— NEWPTR
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START NEWPTR
}
goto step 8
}
6.. [Check if insertion is in the end]
IF (POSITION = COUNT + 1) Then
{
RPTR (NEWPTR) 4— NULL
RPTR (LAST) E— NEWPTR
LPTR (NEWPTR) E— LAST
LAST NEWPTR
goto step 8
}
7. - [Search for the desired position and insert]
MOVE - START
STEPS 1
REPEAT WHILE (STEPS POSITION)
{
MOVE <~RPTR(MOVE)
STEPS E— STEPS+ 1
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}
LPTR(NEWPTR) LPTR(MOVE)
RPTR(NEWPTR)<— MOVE
LPTR(MOVE) f— NEWPTR RPTR
LPTR(NEWPTR))<—NEWPTR
8. End

4.26.4 Insertion into an ordered doubly linked list (ascending order)
This involves adding a new node to the doubly linked list. The node is added in such
a way that the ordering is preserved (that is, linked list remains sorted often
insertion). Figure 66 shows the insertion of a node in a sorted doubly linked list:

START

13

40

4

♦

*

55

~7l4

last

44

NEWPTR
Fig. 06. (a) Before inserting the node

•START
40

44

Fig. <>(». (b) After inserting the node
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4. Deletion of a node from a 'doubly linked list
This involves the deletion of a node from the doubly linked list. A number of
possibilities are there. If the doubly linked list has a single node, then a deletion
results in a empty list with the lelt-most and right-most pointers being set to. NULL.
The node being deleted could be the left-most node of the doubly linked list. In this
case the pointer variable START must be changed. Similar situation can arise in
case we want to delete the right-most node of the doubly linked list. The deletion of a
node can take place from the middle of the doubly linked also.
For example

START

♦

16

♦

43
4

25

Fig. 67. (4) Doubly linked Us! before deletion
START

16

25

LAST

Fig. 68. (b) Doubly linked list after deletion of node from position 2

The following steps are followed to delete a node from a given position :
(i) If the doubly linked list is empty then write underflow and return.
(ii) If the doubly linked list has only one node then
Set the left and right pointers of the list to NULL
Else
If the leftmost node in the doubly linked list being deleted then
Delete the node and change the left pointer of the list
Else
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LAST

Search for the position of the node to be deleted
If the rightmost node in the doubly linked list being deleted then
Delete the node and change the right pointer of the list
Else
Delete the node from the middle of the doubly linked list
(iii)" De-allocate the memory used by the node and return

4.27 SUMMARY
• An array is a collection of the homogeneous (same type) elements that are referred
by a common name.
• An array is also called a subscripted variable as the elements of an array are used
by the name of an array and an index or subscript.
• Arrays are of two types :
(i) one-dimensional arrays
(ii) multi=dimensional arrays (2 or more).
• Stacks and Queues can be implemented using arrays.
• Traversing means visiting each element (from start to end) one after the other.
• Insertion is not possible if the array is already full but replacement of an existing
element is possible.
• Stack is an ordered collection of items into which new items may be inserted and
from which items mays be deleted at one end, called top of the stack.
• Insertion in a stack is called PUSH and deletion as POP.
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• Stack is a container, which follows LIFO principle.
• Stack can be implemented as an array and as a linked list.
• A queue is an ordered list in which all insertions take place at one end, the rear,
where as all deletion takes place at other end, the front. Therefore, 'Queues' work on
the concept of First In First Out (FIFO) principle.
• The process of inserting items is called enqueueing, and removing item from a
queue is called dequezteing.
• A Deque is a linear list in which the elements can be added or removed at either
end but not in middle.
• A Priority Queue is a collection of elements such that each element has been
assigned a priority and based on the order in which elements are deleted and
processed.
• Linked list is possible to grow and shrink size at any time.
• A linked list is a chain of structures in which each structure consists of data as well
as pointers, which store the address (link) of the next logical structure in the list.

4.28 TEST YOURSELF
Answer the following questions :
1. What is an array ? Discuss its different types.
2. Write an algorithm for insertion of an element in a sorted array.
3. List the disadvantage(s) of implementing stacks as arrays. Describe means for
overcoming the problems.
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4. Write a C program to read an array A of integers and push all even numbers and
odd numbers read into two stacks and then display them by popping the stacks.
5. Declare a stack using array that contains iht type numbers, and define pop and
push function using C syntax.
6. How will you know that a linear queue is full ?
7. Write two applications of queue.
8. What is the drawback of— linear queue ?
9. What is a dequeue ?
10. What is a priority queue ?
11. List some of the disadvantages of implementing queues as arrays. How will you
overcome the problems ?
12. Let Q be a non empty queue and S be an empty stack. Write a C program to
reverse the order of items in Q.
13. Write an algorithm and a function in C for insertion of a node in a sorted linked
list given in ascending order.
14. What is a linked list?
15. Describe different types of linked lists.
16. Write a short note on applications of linked lists.
17. Describe the procedures for inserting and deleting nodes from a double linked list
with an example.
18. Differentiate between Circular and Doubly—linked lists.
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Unit-Ill
TREE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
So far in the text we have discussed linear data structures such as arrays, stacks,
queues and linked lists. Each element in these data structures is followed by one
next element. There is another type of data structure which is non-linear data
structure. In a non-linear data structure, each element may have more than one next
element. One such non-linear data structure is a tree.

5.2 GENERALTREES
A general tree T is a finite set of zero, one or more nodes (Jr elements} (E;, R2, Rn)
such that
(I) There is one specially designated node called the root ofthe tree. Let it be
denoted by Rl.
(ii) The remaining nodes R2, R3, R. are partitioned into m (m 2 0) disjoint subsets,
each of which is itself a tree. These trees may be denoted by T„ T2, T.
T„ T2, Tm are known as subtrees of tree T.

5.2.1 Empty Tree
A tree with no nodes is called an empty tree.
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Representation of Tree.
There are many ways to represent a tree structure. One of the simplest way of
drawing a tree in computer science is upside down so that the root of the tree is at
the top and the branches are in the downward direction as shown in figure,1.

Fig. \. A general tree.

Here the root of the tree is A. There are three subtrees of the root A, with roots B, D
and G. The root B has one subtree. The root C has empty.subtree. The root D and G
have two and three subtrees respectively. The nodes (except root) having no
subtrees are called leafs or terminal nodes. Any node (except the root and leafs) is
called non-terminal node.

5.2.2 Level of a Node T
The level of a node is equal to the length of the path from the root to the node.
The root of the tree has level - 0.
For example in figure 1 the levels are :
Level of A= 0
Level of B, D, G 1
Level of C, E, F, H, I, J = 2
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Degree of a Node
The degree of a node is the number of children it has. The degree of a leaf is 0. For
example, in figure 1 the degree of node G is 3.
Degree of a Tree
The degree of a tree is the maximum of its node degrees. The degree of tree in'
figure 1 is 3.
Height/Depth of a Tree
If level of the root is denoted by 0, then
Height/Depth of tree ; 1 + maximum {levels of all nodes in the tree}
The height/depth of tree given in figure 1 is 3 (as maximum level is 2).
Parent and Child Relationship
In figure 1, the node A is parent of B, D and G.
B, D and G are called children of A.
C is the child of B,
E and F are children of D.
H, I and J are children of G.
The children nodes of a given parent node are called siblings or brothers. There are
many applications of general trees. However, a special class of general trees is
binary tree, which is a very useful data structure.
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5.3 BINARY TREE
A tree is called a binary tree if it has a finite set of nodes that is either empty or
contains a single element called the root of the tree and all the other nodes are
partitioned into two disjoint subsets, each of which itself is a binary tree. The two
subsets are called the left subtree and the right subtree of the original tree. Let us
consider the binary tree shown in figure 2.

Fiy. 2. A Binary Tree.

Here, A is the root of the tree and the following two subtrees are :
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The left subtree of the original tree is B and it has no subtrees

The right subtree has root as C and two subtrees are D and E .
Binary trees are different from General trees. A binary tree has left and right
subtrees, whereas, in general trees there is no left or right subtree.

A
V

0
Fijj. 5.

In figure 5 (a) is having a left subtree and no right subtree. Figure 5 (b) has no
meaning and figure 5 (c) is having a right subtree.
In figure 5 (a) B is called the left child of A and in figure 5 (c) B is called the right child
of A.
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5.4 PROPERTIES OF BINARY TREES
Property 1. The drawing of every binary tree with n elements, n> 0, has exactly n-1
edges.
Proof : Every element in a binary tree (except the root) has exactly one parent.
There is exactly one edge between each child and its parent. So the number of
edges is exactly n-1.
Property 2. A binary tree of height h, h> 0, has at least h and at most 2h —1
elements in it.
Proof : Since there must be at least one element at each level, the number of
elements is at least h. As each element can have at most two children, the number
of elements at level i is at most 2", i > 0. For h = 0, the total number of elements is 0,
which equals For h > 0, the. number of elements cannot exceed,

Z2i-‘

=:

+ 2^'

2'“'+ 22'1 + 23_l +

1 + 2 + 22 +

-F2h_I

[v Sn =

1 (2-1)
2-1
2h-1.
Property 3.

The height of a binary tree that contains n, n > 0, elements is at MOS! n at least
[logg2(n + 1)J
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Proof : Since there must be at least one element at each level, the height cannot
exceed n. From Property 2, we know that a binary tree of height h can have no more
than T elements. So n < 2". Hence, h > log2 (n + 1). Since h is an integer, we have
h>[log2(n+1)].
A binary tree of height h that contains exactly 2" elements is called a full binary tree.
The binary tree or figure 6 (a) is a full binary tree of height 3. The binary trees of
figures 6 (b) and (c) are not full binary trees.

Figure 7 shows a full binary tree of height 4.

Fig. 60. Dinar)'.Trees.

Suppose we assign numbers to the elements of a full binary tree of height h using
the numbers 1 through 2h — 1. We begin at level 0. Within levels the elements are
numbered left to right. The elements of the full binary tree of figure 7 have been
numbered in this way. Now suppose we delete the k, k > 0, elements numbered 2h
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— i, 1 < i < k for any k. The resulting binary tree is called a complete binary tree.
Figure 8 illustrates some examples.

Fi". 7. Full binary tree ofheight 4.

I

Fig. 8. Complete binary trees.

Note that IOW binag tree is a special case of a complete binag tree. Also note that
the height of a complete binary tree that contains n elements is [log2 (n + 1)1.
There exists a nice relationship among the numbers assigned to an element and its
children in a complete binary tree, as given by Property 4.
Property 4. Let 1, 1 < i < n, be the number assigned to an element of complete
binary tree. The following are true:
1. If i = 1, then this element is the root of the binary tree. If i > 1, then the parent of
this element has been assigned the number [i/2]
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2. If2i> n, then this element has no left child. Otherwise, its left child has been
assigned the number 2i.
3. If2i + 1> n, then this element has no right child. Otherwise, its right child has been
assigned the number 2i + 1.
Proof : .Can be established by induction on i. It is left as an exercise for the readers.

5.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF BINARY TREES
Binary trees can be implemented by using an array or by using pointers.

5.5.1 Array Implementation of a Binary Tree
A binary tree can be stored as an array. A two dimensional array with three columns
and number of rows equal to number of nodes in the tree can be used to store a
binary tree. The first column store contents of data field of each node, second
column contains pointer to the left child of the node and the third column contains
pointer to the right child of the node. A dash '—' in second or third column represents
empty subtree.
Consider the binary tree given in figure 9(a), its array implementation is shown in
figure 9 (b).
For convenience, we assign numbers to nodes as they are inserted in the tree.
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Data

LPTR

RPTK

A

2

3

D

4

5
7

C

i

D

E
F
G

I

<b)

I

I

5.5.2 Linked Implementation of a Binary Tree
There is a limitation to the array implementation of a tree. The array size is fixed at
compile time. Therefore, the most suitable implementation is obtained by using
pointers which allows the tree to grow or shrink as per requirement during program
execution making it a dynamic data structure. It is also called as linked
implementation of a tree. In linked representation of the tree, each node has three
fields, i.e. *
• DATAfield or INFO field.
• LPTR field containing a pointer to the left: subtree.
• RPTR field containing a pointer to the right subtree.
For example, consider the binary tree shown in figure 10 :

;I
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J'i”. 10.

The binal’y tree of figure 10 can be shown using linked implementation as illustrated
in figure 11.
ROOT

I

A

0

NULl.

C

NULL

\

T.

\

NULL

ft

NULL

NULL

F

NULL

NULL

G

NULL •

Fij;. 11.

5.6 BINARY TREE TRAVERSALMETHODS
The traversal of a binary tree means visiting each node in the tree exactly once and
performing some operation on it. A full traversal gives a linear order of the
information in a tree. As mentioned earlier a binary tree is DEFINED as either an
empty tree or consists of a node called root and two subtrees, i.e., the left subtree
and the right subtree. Further, left subtree (or right subtree) is again a binary tree
which is either empty tree or consists of root and left subtree and right subtree. Thus
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we see that the definition of tree is recursive. Therefore, traversal of a tree can also
be done recursively, using recursive procedure.
There are 6 different ways of traversing a binary tree. These are given below :
(i) Visit root, traverse left subtree, traverse right subtree (called preorder)
(ii) Traverse left subtree, visit root, traverse right subtree (called inorder)
(iii) Traverse left subtree, traverse right subtree, visit root (called postorder)
(iv) Visit root, traverse right subtree, traverse left subtree
(v) Traverse right subtree, visit root, traverse left subtree
(vi) Traverse right subtree; traverse left subtree, visit root.
If convention is adopted then we traverse left before right then only first three
traverals remain, i.e., PREORDER, INORDER and POSTORDER. These names
have been assigned due to the fact that there is a natural correspondence between
these traversals and producing the PREFIX, IN’FD§ and POSTFDK forms of an
'expression. Here we will consider only first three of these. Suppose We want to print
data in each node of a binary tree. It can be done as given below :

5.6.1 Preorder Traversal
To traverse a non-empty binary tree in preorder we perform the following three
operations:
(i) Visit the root and perform the desired operation
(ii) Traverse the lefi subtree in preorder (iii) Traverse the right subtree in preorder.
For example, consider the binary tree given in figure 12 (a):
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• We first visit the root, i.e. A and print its contents.
• Then we traverse the left subtree of A which is shown below :

Fig. 12. (b)

The root of tree is B so its contents are printed.
.• Then we visit left subtree, which is only C Its contents are printed. It has no further
subtrees.
• Now we visit the right subtree of, B which is D and print its contents. D has no
further subtrees. Thus, traversal of the left subtree of is over.
• Next, we visit the right subtree of which is shown below
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The root of this tree is E so its contents are printed.
• Then we visit the left subtree of E which is only F. Its contents are printed. It has no
further subtrees.
• Now we visit the right subtree of E , which is G and print its contents. G has no
further subtrees. Thus, traversal of the right subtree of A is over.
Thus, traversal of this complete binary tree gives the following result:
A

B

C

D

E

F

G.

5.6.2 Algorithm for PREORDER Traversal in a Binary Tree
Procedure RPREORDER(T). Given a binary tree whose root node address is given
- by a pointer variable T and whose node structure is the same as previously
described, this algoritlmi traverses the tree in preorder in a recursive manner.
1. [Process the root node] LA
IFF NULL Then
Write(DATA(T))
else 7
WriteOEMPTY TREE1)
Return
2. [Process the left subtree]
If LPTR(T) NULL Then
Call ARPREORDER(LPTR(T))
3. [Process the right subtree]
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IfRPTR(T) NULL Then
Call RPREORDER(RPTR(T))
4. [Finished]
Return

516.3 Inorder Traversal
To traverse a non-empty binary tree in inorder we perform the following three
operations
(i) Traverse the left: subtree in inorder.
(ii) Visit the root and perform the desired operation.
(iii) Traverse the right subtree in inorder.
For example, consider, the binary tree given in figure 12 (a). The output of inorder
traversal of this tree is given below :
C

B

D

A

F

EG

5.6.4 Algorithm" for INORDER-Traversal in a Binary Tree
Procedure RINORDER(T). Given a binary tree whose root node address is given by
a pointer variable T and whose node structure is the same as previously described,
this algorithm traverses the tree in inorder, again in a recursive manner.
1. [Check for empty tree]
IfT =NULL Then
WritefEMPTY TREE')
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Return
2. [Process the left subtree]
IfLPTR(T)# NULL Then
Call RINORDER(LPTR(T))
3. [Process the root node]
Write(DATA(T)), .
4. [Process the right subtree]
IfRPTR(T) # NULL Then
Call RINORDER(RPTR(T))
5. [Finished]
Return

5.6.5 postered Traversal
To traverse a non-empty binary tree in postorder we perform the following three
operations:
(i) Traverse the left subtree in postorder
(ii) Traverse, the right subtree in postorder
(iii) Visit the root and perform the desired operation.
For example, consider the binary tree given in figure 12 (a). The output of postorder
traversal of this tree is given below:
C

D

B

F

G E

A
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5.6.6 Algorithm for POSTORDER Traversal in a Binary Tree
Procedure RPOSTORDER(T). Given a binary tree whose root node address is given
by a pointer variable T and whose node structure is the same as previously
described, this procedure traverses the tree in postorder, in a recursive manner.
1. [Check for empty tree]
lfT = NULL Then
WriteCEMPTY TREE')
Return .
2. [Process the leflt subtree]
IfLPTR(T) NULL Then
Call RPOSTORDER(LPTR(T)).
3. [Process the right subtree]
lfRPTR(T) N ULL Then
Call RPOSTORDER(RPTR(T)),
4. [Process the root node]
Write(DATA(T))
5. [Finished]
Return

Example : Consider the expression tree implemented as a binary tree in figure 13.
Give the output of preorder, inorder and postorder tree traversal of this tree. What do
these output represent ?
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I

I

Fis. 13.
I

Solution : Usingpreorder traversal method, we get
45, 15, +, 33,7

i

Here, commas are written for sake ofreadability.
It represents the expression in prefix notation.
i

Using inorder traversal method, we get,
45,-, 15, *, 33, +.7
i

which is an expression in infix notation.
Using postorder traversal method, we get,
45, 15,

33, 7, +,*

i

which is an expression in postfix notation.

5.7 BINARY TREE TRAVERSALALGORITHMS USING STACKS (i.e.,
ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS)
i

We can no fill in the details of the general algorithms given in the previous section for
the preorder, inorder, and postorder traversals of a binary tree. These algorithms are
written as procedures with one parameter. The only parameter required is a pointer
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variable which contains the address of the root of the tree. Although recursive
algorithms would probably be the simplest to write for the traversals of binary trees,
we will formulate algorithms which arc both iterative and recursive.
Let us consider the traversal of binary trees by iteration. Since in traversing a tree it
is required to descend and subsequently ascend parts of the tree, pointer information
which will permit movement up the tree must be temporarily stored. Observe that the
structural information that is already present in the tree permits the downward
movement from the root of the tree. Because movement up the tree must be made in
a reverse manner from that taken in descending a tree,' a stack is required to save
pointer variables as the tree is traversed.
5.7.1 Preorder Traversal I
A general algorithm for a preorder traversal ofa binary tree using iteration is now
given.
1. If the tree is empty A .
then write tree empty and return
else place the pointer to the root of the tree on the stack
2. Repeat step 3 while the stack is not empty .
3. Pop the top pointer off the stack
Repeat while the pointer value is not null I
Write the data associated with the node
If right subtree is not empty Then
Stack the pointer to the right subtree
Set pointer value to left subtree
We will now provide a procedure for traversing a tree in preorder,
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Procedure PREORDER(T). Given a binary tree whose root node address is given by
a pointer variable T and whose structure is the same as previously described, this
procedure traverses the tree in preorder, in an iterative manner. S and TOP denote
an auxiliary stack and its associated top index, respectively.
The pointer variable P denotes the current node in the tree.
1. [Initialize] A
IfT = NULL Then
WritefEMPTYTREE’) .
Return
Else
TOP —0
Call PUSH(S, TOP, T)
2. [Process each stacked branch address]
Repeat» step 3 While (TOP 0)
3. [Get stored address and branch left]
P POP(S, TOP)
Repeat while P at NULL
Write(DATA(P))
IfRPTR(P) NULL Then
Call PUSH(S, TOP, RPTR(P)) (store address ofnonempty right subtree)
P LPTR( 1 5), (branch left)
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4. [Finished]
Return
Step’ 1 checks for an empty tree/ and exits if T = NULL. Otherwise, it stacks the
address of the root node. Step 2 controls the processing of the tree. The addresses
of yet untraversed subtrees are kept on the stack. In the third step of the algorithm,
we visit and process a node. The address of the right branch of such a node, if it
exists, is stacked and a chain of left branches is followed until this chain ends. At this
point, we reenter step 3 and delete from the stack the address of the root node of the
most recently encountered right subtree and process it according to step 3. A trace
of the algorithm for the binary tree given in figure 14 appears in Table 1, where the
right-most element in the stack is considered to be its top element and the notation
"NE", for example, denotes the address of node E. The visit of a node in this case
merely involves the output of the label for that node.
An equivalent procedure for a recursive preorder traversal of a binary tree is easily
formulated. 7'
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T

A

C

B

{

F

E

D

G

Fig. 14. linked rcpitsaHolion ofa binary tree

Table 1. Trace of Procedure PREORDER for figure 14
Stock contents

P

Visit P

Output String

NA
NB
NC
NULL
ND
NE
NULL
NF
NULL
NG
NULL

A
B
C

A
AB
ABC

D
E

ABCD
ABODE

F

ABCDEF

G

ABCDEFG

NA
ND
ND
ND
NG
NG NF
NG
NG
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5.7.2 Monier Traversal
The inorder traversal algorithm also uses a variable pointer PTR, which will contain
the location of the node N currently being scanned, and an array STACK, which will
hold the addresses of nodes for future processing. In fact, with.this algorithm, a node
is processed only when it is popped from STACK.

Algorithm :
Initially push NULL onto STACK (for a sentinel) and then set T PTR ,= ROOT. Then
repeat the following steps until NULL is popped from STACK.
(a) Proceed down the left-most path rooted at PTR, pushing each node N onto
STACK and stopping when a node N with no left: child is pushed onto STACK.
(b) [Backtracking.] Pop and process the nodes on STACK. If NULL is popped, then
Exit. If a node N with a right child R(N) is processed, set PTR = R(N) (by assigning
PTR= RIGHT[PTR]) and return to Step (a).
We emphasize that a node N is processed only when it is popped from STACK.
Example : Consider the binary tree Tin figure 15. We simulate the above algorithm
with T, showing the contents of STACK.

Fiy; 18.
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1. Initially push NULL onto STACK :
STACK : NULL.
Then set PTR =A, the root of T. »
2. Proceed down the left-most path rooted at PTR =A, pushing the nodes A, B, D, G
and K onto STACK :
STACK : NULL, A, B, D, G, K
(No other node is pushed onto STACK, since K has no lefi; child.)
3. [Backtracking] The nodes K, G and D are popped and processed, leaving :
STACK : NULL, A, B.
(We stop the processing at D, since D has a right child.) Then set PTR= H, the right
child of D.
4. Proceed down the left-most path rooted at PTR= H, pushing the nodes H and L
onto STACK:
STACK : NULL, A, B, H, L.
(No other node is pushed onto STACK, since L has no left child.)
5. [Backtracking.] The nodes L and H are popped and processed, leaving :
STACK : NULL, A, B.
(We stop the processing at H, since H has a right child.) Then set PTR= M, the right
child of H.
• 6. Proceed down the left-most path" rooted at PTR = M, pushing node M on to
STACK : STACK : NULL, A, B, M.
(No other node is pushed onto STACK, since M has no left child.)
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7. [Backtracking.] The nodes M, B and A are popped and processed, leaving :
STACK : NULL.
(No other element of STACK is popped, since A does have a right child.) Set PTR=
C, the right child of A.
8. Proceed down the left-most path rooted at PTR = C, pushing the nodes C and E
onto STACK: L
STACK :NULL, C, E.
9. [Backtracking.] Node E is popped and processed. Since E has no right child, node
C is popped and processed. Since C has no right child, the next element, NULL, is
popped from STACK.
The algorithm is now finished, since NULL is popped from STACK. As seen from
Steps 3, 5, 7 and 9, the nodes are processed in the order K, G, D, L, H, M, B, A, E,
C. This is the required in order traversal of the binary tree T.
A formal presentation of our inorder traversal algorithm is given below :
Algorithm : INORD(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT)
A binary tree is in memory. This algorithm does an in order traversal of T, applying
an operation PROCESS to each of its V nodes. An array STACK is used to
temporarily hold the address of nodes.
1. [Push NULL onto STACK and initialize PTR.]
Set TOP = 1, STACK[1] =NULL and PTR = ROOT.
2. Repeat while PTR at NULL: [Pushes left-most path onto STACK.]
(a) Set TOP = TOP + 1 and STACKfTOP] = PTR. [Saves node.]
(b) Set PTR = LEFT[PTR]. [Updates PTR.]
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[End of loop.]
3. Set PTR = STACK[TOPj and TOP - TOP 1. [Pops node from STACK.1
4. ’Repeat Steps 5 to 7 while PTR. 0 NULL : [Backtracking.]
5. Apply PROCESS to INFO[PTR1.
6. [Right child?]
If RIGHTIPTR] # NULL,
Then
(a) Set PTR = RIGHTIPTR].
(b) Go to Step 2.
[End of If structure.]
7. Set PTR = STACK[TOP] and TOP =TOP— T. [Pops node.l
[End of Step 4 loop.]
8. Exit.

5.7.3. Postorder Traversal
A general algorithm for an iterative postorder traversal of a binary tree is now
presented.
1. If the tree is empty Then
Write empty tree and return
Else
Initialize the stack and initialize pointer value to root of tree
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2. Start an infinite loop to repeat upto step 5
3. Repeat while pointer value is not null
Stack current pointer value
Set pointer value to left subtree .
4. Repeat while top pointer on stack is negative
Pop pointer off stack
Write data associated with positive valve of this pointer
If stack is empty Then
return
5. Set pointer value to the right subtree of the value on top of the stack Stack the
negative value of the pointer to the right subtree
The following algorithm iteratively traverses a binary tree in postorder:

Procedure POSTORDER(T). The same node structure described previously is
assumed, and T is a variable which contains the address of the root of the tree. A
stack S is also required again, but this time each node will be stacked twice, once
when its left subtree is traversed and once when its right subtree is traversed. On
completion of these two traversals, the particular node is processed. Consequently,
we need two types of stack entries, the first indicating that a left subtree is being
traversed, and the second that a right subtree is being traversed. For convenience
we will use negative pointer values to indicate the S6601 d type of entry. This, of
course, assumes that valid pointer data are always nonzero and positive.
1.. [Initialize]
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IfT =NULL Then
- WriteCEMPTY TREE')
Return
Else
P

T

TOP E-0
2. [Treverse in postorder]
Repeat upto step 5 while true
3. [Descend left] Repeat
while P #1NULL
Call PUSH(S, TOP, P)
P pLPTR(P)
4. [Process a node whose left and right subtrees have been traversed]
Repeat while S [TOP] < 0
P POPS, TOP)
Write (DATA(P))
If TOP = 0 Then (Have all nodes been processed?)
Return
5. [Branch right and then mark node from which we branched]
PRPTR
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s[topi)i

_s[top]

The first step checks for an empty tree. In step 2 an infinite loop is initiated to ensure
that the entire tree is processed.
In the third step, a chain of left branches is followed and the address of each node
encountered is stacked. Step 4 . prints out the data associated with those nodes
whose right and left subtrees have been traversed, indicated by a negative pointer
value. In step 5, the right subtree of the node on top of the stack is placed in P to be
traversed in the next iteration of the loop. The address of this node is negated,
indicating that both left and right subtrees have been traversed and that its data may
be printed.

Example
1. For binary tree T, the preorder and inorder travel sequences are as given below :
Preorder. :A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I
Inorder :D, C, B, A, G, F, H, I, E
Construct the binary tree T.
Solution : The binary tree T is constructed as given below :
The first node in the preorder traversal is always the root node of the binary tree.
Thus the root node of the binary tree T is node A.
After finding the root node of the binary tree, our goal is to find the nodes that form
the left subtree and the right subtree of node A. We know that, inorder traversal is
traverse the left subtree, visit the root and finally traverse the right subtree. Thus . all
the nodes to the left; of node A in inorder traversal formats left subtree and all the
nodes to the right ofA in inorder traversal form its right subtree.
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From the above discussion we have :

B, C; D

Preorder

.

Loft subtree UA

Root

Right subtree RTA
G, F. 11.1,12

• D, C, B

Inorder

B, F, G, H, I

Left subtree LrA

Root

Right subtree Ru

Figure 16 shows the partial binary tree formed so far

A ) kooi

D

G F

C B

H 1 n
Fig. 16.

Similarly, we can form the left subtree LTA and right subtree R „
Let us first take the left subtree LTA. The reorder and inorder sequences of the left
subtree L, are given below :
Preorder B, C, D
Inorder D, C, B
From these traversal sequences we see that the root of the subtree is node B and its
left subtree consists of nodes D and C. So it has no right subtree.
From the above discussion we have.
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- Preorder

C, D
Root

Left subtree Lri,

Righl subtree RTB

Root

Right subtree RTB

D, C

Inorder

Left subtree L^
•V

Figure 17 shows the partial binary tree formed so far:

F»«. 17.

Now let us take the left subtree L.IB. The preorder and inorder sequences of the left
subtree LT, are given below :
Preorder C, D
Inorder D, C
From these traversal sequences we see that the root of the subtree is node C and its
left subtree consists of node D. So it has no right subtree.
From the above discussion we have :
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Preorder

D

Root

Tnorder

Left subtree Llf

Right subtree RTC

Root

Right subtree RTC

D
Left subtree LTC

Figure 18 shows the partial binary tree formed so far:

Fig. 18.

Thus we have formed the left subtree L„ of. node A, which is the root of the binary
tree.
Now let us take the right subtree RTA. The preorder and inorder traversal sequences
of RTA are given below :
Preorder E, F, G, H, I
Inorder G, F, H, I, E
From these traversal sequences we see that the root of the subtree RTA is node E
its left subtree consists of nodes F, G, H, I and.its right subtree is empty.
From the above discussion we have :
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Preorder

F,G,H,l
Root

Left subtree LTE

Left subtree L^

Root

Rigfit subtree RTE

Inorder
Right subtree

Figure 19 shows the partial binary tree formed so far:

Fig. t'A

Now let us take the left subtree LTh. The preorder and inorder traversal sequences
of LTE arc given below
Preorder F,
Inorder G, F,
From these traversal sequences we see that the root of the subtree LTE is node F.
its left subtree consists of node G and right subtree has nodes H, I.
From the above discussion we have,
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G

HJ

LcR subtree Lu-

RigliJ sublrcc Rir

Root

Right subtree Rir

Preordcr
Root
G

• Inorder
.

Left subtree 1^-

Figure 20 shows the partial binary tree formed so far:
T'NRoot
A L

E

R

F

C

K..

D

G

H.l

Fi”. 20.

Now Let us take the right subtree RTF. The preorder and inorder travel sequences of'
RTF are given below :,
Preorder H, I
Inorder H, I’
From these traversal sequences we see that the root of the subtree RTF, is node H,
its left subtree is empty and the right subtree has a single node I.
From the above discussion we have
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Prcordcr

©
Hooi

Left Militrce I.,.

©

Indrdcr
Left subtree- L,,,

MlltllOC ii,;,

I

Ha:!il strtilivc RIM

KiXH

Figure 21 shows the binary, tree after the above step and this is the required binary

5.3 BINARY SEARCH TREE
A special kind of binary tree is called a binary search tree. In a binary search tree,
the data value stored in any node is greater than the data value stored in its left child
node and less than the data value stored in its right child node, assuming that there
are no duplicate values.
The formal definition of a binary search tree is given below :
A binary search tree is a binary tree that may be empty. A nonempty binary search
tree satisfies the following properties :
1. Every element has a key (or value) and no two elements have the same key;
therefore, all keys are distinct.
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2. The keys (if any) in the left subtree of the root are smaller than the key in the root.
3. The keys (if any) in the right subtree of the root are larger than the key in the root.
4. The left and right subtrees of the root are also binary search trees.
There is some redundancy in this definition. Properties 2,3 and 4 together imply that
the keys must be distinct. Therefore, property I can be replaced by the following
property:
The root has a key.
For example, the tree shown in figure 22 is a binary search tree

K3". 22. A fflnaiy Search Tree

A Binary Search Tree Binary search tree is a very useful data structure. In system
software such as loaders, assemblers and compilers, we generally need to build
symbol tables of key words or reserved words. These tables are very often searched
for a specific key word. In that case, if symbol table is implemented by a binary
search tree then the number of Comparisons for searching a specific data value can
be reduced. The reason for this is that we can tell in which half (left or right) of the
tree, the data value may lie with only one comparison.
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For example, if we are searching for a right data value 45, we compare 45 with 40
and we find that 45 > 40 and therefore 45 must lie in the right subtree. Then, we
compare 45 with 50. Since 45 < 50, therefore 45 must lie in the left subtree. We go to
left side and compare it with the node and find it is-equal to 45. Thus, we need 3
comparisons to locate the data value 45.

NOET - Binary search tree is an application of a binary tree.
We can remove the requirement that all elements in a binary search tree are distinct.
Nov we replace smaller in property 2 by 3 and lame in property 3 by >; the resultint,
tree is called a binary search tree with duplicates.
An indexed binary search tree is derived from an ordinary binary search tree by
adding the field Left size to each tree node. This field czives the number of elements
in the node's left subtree plus one. Figure 23 shows two indexed binary search trees.

Fig. 23. indexed Binary Stwxdi Tins

The number inside a node is the element key, while that outside is the value of Ltft
size. Notice that Left size also gives the rank of an element with respect to the
elements in its subtree. For example, in the tree of figure 34 (a), the elements (in
sorted order) in the subtree with root 20 are 12, 15, IS, 20.25 and 30. The rank of the
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root is four (i.e., the element in the root is the fourth element in sorted order). In the
subtree with root 25. the element (in sorted order) arc 25 and 30, so the rank of25 is
one and its Left size value’ is 1.

5.8.1 Searching and Insertion in a Binary Search tree
The formal presentation of our search and insertion algorithm will use the following
procedure, which finds the locations of a given ITEM and its parent. The procedure
traverses down the tree using the pointer PTR and the pointer SAVE for the parent
node. This procedure will also be used in the next section, on deletion.
Procedure 1 : FIN D(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT. ROOT, ITEM, LOG, PAR)
A binary search tree T is in memory and an ITEM of information is given. This
procedure finds the location LOG of1TEN1 in 1' and also the location PAR of the
parent of ITEM. There are three special cases :
(i) LOG =NULL and PAR =NULL will indicate that the tree is empty.
<ii) LOG NULL and PAR =NULL will indicate that ITEM is the root oil'.
(iii) LOG =NULL and PAR c NULL will indicate that ITEM is not in I and can be added
to T as a child of the node N with location PAR.
1. [Tree empty’?]
lfROOT= NULL, then: Set LOG NULL and PAR = NULL, and Return.
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2. [ITEM at root'?]
lf1TEM=1NFO[ROOT], then: Set LOG = ROOT and
FAB =NULL, and Return.
3. [Initialize pointers PTR and SAVE.]
If [ITEM < IN FO[ROOT], then:
Set PTR = LEFT[ROOT1 and SAVE = ROOT.
Else: A
Set PTR = P.1G HT[ROOT1 and SAVE = ROOT.
[End of If structure.]
4. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 while PTR NULL:
5. [ITEM found?1
If ITEM = INFOIPTRI, then: Set LOG = PTR and PAR =
SAVE, and Return.
6. If ITEM < INFO[PTR], then:
Set SAVE = PTR and PTR = LEFT[PTR1.
Else:
Set SAVE = PTR and PTR = RIGHTIPTRl.
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[End of If structure]
[End of Step 4 loop.]
7. [Search unsuccessful! Set LOG = NULL and PAR = SAVE.
8. Exit.
Observe that, in Step 6, we move to the left child or the right child according to
whether ITEM < INFO[PTR] or ITEM > INFO[PTR].
The formal statement of our search and insertion algorithm follows.
Algorithm: IN SBST(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, AVAIL, ITEM, LOG)
A binary search tree T is in memory and an ITEM of information is given. This
algorithm finds the location LOG of ITEM in T or adds ITEM as a new node in Tat
location LOG.
1. Call FIND(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, ITEM, LOG, PAR).
[Procedure 1]
2. If LOG NULL, then Exit.
3. [Copy ITEM into new node in AVAIL list.]
(a) If AVAIL= NULL, then: Write: OVERFLOW, and Exit.
• <b) Set NEW =AVAIL, AVAIL LEFT[AVA ILl and
i INFO[NEW] = ITEM.
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(c) Set LOG = NEW, LEFT[NEWI = NULL and
RIGHTINEWI = NULL I
4. [Add ITEM to tree.]
If PAR =NULL, then:
Set ROOT —NEW.
Else If ITEM < INFO [PAR], then:
Set LEFT[PAR]; NEW.
Else:
Set RIGHTfPAR] =NEW.'
[End of If structure.]
5. Exit,
Observe that, in Step 4, there are three possibilities : (1) the tree is empty, (2) ITEM
is added as a left child and (3) ITEM is added as a right child.

5.8.2Deleting in a Binary Search Tree
Suppose T is a binary search tree, and suppose an ITEM of information is given.
This section gives an algorithm which deletes ITEM from the tree T.
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The deletion algorithm first uses searching procedure to find the location of the node
N which contains ITEM and also the location of the parent node P(N). The way N is
deleted from the tree depends primarily on the number of children of node N. There
are three cases :
Case 1. N has no children. Then N is deleted from T by simply replacing the location
of N in the parent node P(N) by the null pointer.
Case 2. N has exactly one child. Then N is deleted from T by simply replacing the
location of Nin P(N) by the location of the only child of N.
Case 3. N has two children. Let S(N) denote inorder successor of N. (The reader can
verify—that S(N) does not have a left child). Then N is deleted from T by first
deleting S(N) from T (by using Case 1 or Case 2) and then replacing node N in T by
the node S(N).
Observe that the third case is much more complicated than the first two cases. In all
three cases, the memory space of the deleted node N is' returned to the AVAIL list.
Our deletion algorithm will be stated in terms of Procedures given below. The first
procedure refers to Cases 1 and 2, where the deleted node N does not have two
children; and the second procedure refers to Case 3, where N does have two
children. There are many subcase which reflect the fact that N may be a left child, a
right child or the root. Also, in Case 2, N may have a left child or a right child.
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Second procedure treats the case that the deleted node N has two children. We note
that the inorder successor of N can be found by moving to the right child of N and
then moving repeatedly to the left until meeting a node with an empty left subtree.
Procedure 2 : CASEA(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, LOG, PAR)
This procedure deletes the node N at location LOG, where N does not have two
children. The pointer PAR gives the location of the parent of N, or else PAR = NULL
indicates that N is the root node. The pointer CHILD gives the location of the only
child of N, or else CHILD = NULL indicates N has no children.
I. [Initializes Cl IILD.]
lfLEFT[LOC] = NULL and RIG! H [LOG] NULL, then:
Set CHILD =NULL
Else if LEFT[LOC]#NULL, then:
Set CHILD = LEFT[LOC]
Else
Set CHILD = RIG HT[LOCI
[End of if structure.]
2. IfPAR. NULL, then:
If LOC = LEFT[PARI, then:
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Set LEFT '[PARI = CHILD. Else:
Set RIGHTIPAR] = CHILD.
[End of If structure.]
Else:
Set ROOT= CHILD.
3. Return
Procedure 3 : CASEB(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, LOC, PAR)
This procedure will delete the node N at location LOC, where N has two children.
The pointer PAR gives the location of the parent of N, or else PAR = NULL indicates'
that N is the root node. The pointer SUC gives the location of the inorder successor
of N, and PARSUC gives the location of the parent of the inorder successor.
1. [Find SUC and PARSUC.]
(a) Set i)TR=RIGHTILOC] and SAVE =LOC
(b) Rep-eat while LEFT[PTR] NULL:
Set SAVE = PTR'and PTR= LEFT[PTR].
[End of loop.]
(c) Sets SUC = PTR and PARSUC = SAVE.
2. [Delete inorder successor, using Procedure 2.]
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Call CASEA(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, SUC, PARSUC.)
3. [Replace node N by its inorder successor].
(a) If PAR OINULL, then:
If LOG = LEFT[PAR], then:
Set LEFT[PAR1 = SUC.
Else:
Set RIGHTIPARI = SUC.
[End of If structure.]
Else:
Set ROOT= SUC.
[End of If structured I
(b) Set LEFTISUCI = LEFT[LOCI and
RIGHT[SUC1= RIGHTILOC].
4. Return.
We can now formally state our deletion algorithm using above procedures as
building blocks
Algorithm : DEL(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, AVAIL, ITEM)
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A binary search tree T is in memory, and an ITEM of information is given. This
algorithm deletes ITEM from the tree.
1. [Find the locations of ITEM and its parent, using searching Procedure.]
Call FIND(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, ITEM, LOC, PAR).
2. [ITEM in tree?]
If LOC = NULL, then: Write: ITEM not in tree, and Exit.
3. [Delete node containing ITEM.]
If RIGHT[LOC] #NULL and LEFT[LOC] NULL, then:
Call CASEB(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, LOC, PAR). Else:
Call CASEA(INFO, LEFT, RIGHT, ROOT, LOC, PAR).
[End of If structure.]

4. [Return deleted node to the AVAIL list.]
Set LEFT[LOC I =AVAIL and AVAIL = LOC.
5. Exit.
Example : Make a binary search tree of values 80; 40, 150,100 and 30.
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Solution : The binary search tree is constructed as follows :
1. First set the ROOT of the binary tree as NULL, i.e., make an empty binary tree.

ROOT
NULL
Fig. 24. (a)
2. The first value to be stored is 80. We now search the tree and find, it is empty, so
a new node is allocated and 80 is stored in this node. Now it becomes the first node
and also the root node as shown below :

ROOT
NULL . 80

NULL (Node 1)

Fig. 24. (b)
3. The second value to be inserted is 40, the tree is searched and it is found that 40
must be inserted in left child and . the tree becomes as follows :
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1
(Node 2) NULL

80

z

40

ROOT
NULL (Node l)

NULL

Fi«>. 24. (c)

4. The next value to be inserted is 150. Again the tree is searched and it is known
that the number 150 must be inserted as a right child of Node 1. After insertion of
150 the tree becomes :

ROOT

/
/
NULL

40

NULL

80

\
NULL 150

NULL

24.^;

5. The next value to be inserted is 100. Which will be inserted as shown below after
searching its appropriate place :
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ROOT
(Node 1)

80

(Node 2) NULL

40

NULL 150 NULL (Node 3)

NULL

NULL

7

40

NULL (Node 4)

Fiji. 24. (c)

6. The next value to be inserted is 30, which will be inserted as shown below after
searching its appropriate place : ROOT

1

ROOT
(Node V)

80

(Node 2) ^

(Node 5) NULL

80

NULL

80

80

NULL

NULL

80

NULL (Node 3)

NULL (Node 4)

l'iH.24.0

• Tree is a Non-Linear data structure.
• A Tree is a data structure used to represent data containing a hierarchical relation
between its elements.
• Tree can be used to represent the Unix file system in which files and subdirectories
are stored under directories. Another example is to represent the records in a file in
which elementary items are stored under group items.
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• There are various types of trees such as Unbalanced Binary Tree and Balanced
Binary Tree.
• A Binary tree is a finite set of nodes that is either empty or consists of a root and
two disjoint binary trees called left and right subtrees.
• Traversal of a tree is to visit each node exactly once, for example searching the
particular nodes. Let T be a binary tree, there are different ways to proceed, and the '
• methods differ primarily in the order in which they visit the nodes.
• The tree traversal methods are preorder, inorder and postorder.
• Many algorithms that use binary trees proceed in two phases. The first phase
builds a binary tree and the second traverses the tree.

5.10 TEST YOURSELF
Answer the following questions :
1. For a binary tree T, the in-order and -post-order traversal sequences are as
follows:
In-order:

DBF

EAGCLJH

Post-order :DFEBGL

J

K

KHCA

Draw the binary tree T.
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2. For a binary tree T, the pre-order and in-order traversal sequences are as follows :
Pre-order

GBQACKFPD

In-order:

Q B

K

C

F

A

G

P

E

R

H

E D

H

R

(a) What is the height of the tree ?
(b) What are the internal nodes ?
(c) What is its post-order traversal sequence ?
3. What is the maximum number of nodes at kth level of a binary tree ?
4. Given the following binary tree. Answer the questions in the content of it.

(i) What is the root of this tree ?
(ii) What is the parent of D ?
(iii) What are the children of C ?
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(iv) What are the children of A?
(v) What are the siblings of E ?
(vi) What are the descendants of B ?
(vii) What are ancestors of H
(viii) What is the level of D ?
(ix) List the leaf nodes of the tree.
(x) List all integral nodes.
(xi) Draw subtrees of A and B.
(xii) Draw left subtrees of A and B respectively.
(xiii) Draw right subtrees of A and C.
(xiv) Give the output of preortler tree traversal of the above tree.
(xv) Give the output of in-order tree traversal of the above tree.
(xvi) Give the output of postorder tree traversal of the above tree.
5. For a binary tree T, the pre-order and in-order traversal sequences are as follows :
Pre-order:

ABDBGHCF

In-order:

DBGEHACF
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Unit-IV
SEARCHING AND SORTING

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Data stored in an organized manner requires to be accessed for processing.
Locating a particular data item in the memory involves' searching the data item.
Searching is a technique where the memory is scanned for the required data..
Computer systems are often used to store large amounts of data from which an
individual element or record must be retrieved according to some search
specification. Thus the efficient storage of data to facilitate fast searching is an
important issue.
Data can be represented in various formats with reference to the data structures they
are held in. Accessing data involves time and memory. Unorganized data takes
longer time to be accessed compared to -ordered data. Data can be ordered in
.various ways. Sorting is one of the, methods of ordering data which is done based
on various techniques.
Sorting refers to the operation of arranging data in some given order, such as
increasing or decreasing with numerical data or alphabetically, with character data.
This chapter deals with different searching techniques to find the required data and
an investigation regarding the performance of some searching algorithms and the
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data structures they use. This chapter also deals with various sorting techniques and
their algorithms.

6.2 SEARCHING
Searching in a one dimensional array can be done using any one of the two methods

(i) Linear Search
(ii) Binary Search.

(i) Linear Search
In this method, each element of the array is compared with the element to be
searched one by one. The searching ends on getting the first occurrence of the
element or when the entire array has been traversed. When the element is not found
in the array we say that the search is unsuccessful. Linear search can be applied in
any one of the two ways
(a) Linear Search in an unsorted array.
(b) Linear Search in a sorted array (say array given in ascending order).
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(a) Linear Search in an unsorted array
Consider the array given in figure 1 :

10

45
2

49
4

28

87
5

40

6

71
7

22

8

Array n[8]
Fig. 1.

In case we want to search 71, it is found at location number (position) 7. Search will
be unsuccessful for element 50.

6.2.1 Algorithm for Linear Search in an Unsorted Array
Let A be an array of size N. We are to search for the element DATA. 1 denotes the
array index. Assuming lower bound starts with 1.
1. Repeat for I = 1,2, N upto step 2
2. If (A[l] = DATA) Then
\

{
Write ("Successful search")
Write " found at position ", I)
goto step 4
}
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3. Writef'Unsuccessful search")
4. End.
On an average, linear search requires N/2 comparisons. In the worst case, N
comparisons are required. The following function in 'C illustrates the above concept:
/* function definition linear search () */
int linear search (float a ), int n, float data)
{
int i; /* local variable */
i=0; while (i<n)
{
if (a(i)==data)
return (I);
i++;
return (-1); I* when entire array has been exhauuted */
}

(b) Linear Search in a sorted array ( given in ascending order)
Consider the array given in figure 2 :
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2
i

/

3

!U

5
Army a(8]
4

45

69

6

*?

94

FI* 2.
In case we want to search 10, it is Iblind at location number (position) 5. Search wilt
be unsuccessful for element 4 and we terminate search on reaching the element 5
as remaining elements are bigger than the clement to be searched, i.e., 4.

6.2.2 Algorithm for Linear Search in a Sorted Array (Ascending Order)
Let A be a sorted array of size N (having elements in ascending order). We are to
search for the element DATA. I denotes array index. The non-existence of the
element in the array can be declared without searching the entire array.
Assuming lower bound starts with 1.
1. Repeat for 1 = 1,2........ ,N upto step 2
2. If (A[11= DATA) Then
{
Write ("Successful search")
Write (DATA," found at position ", I)
goto step 4
}
Else
{
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If (A[I]>DATA) Then

goto step 3
}
3. WritefUnsuccessful search")
4. End
The following function in C illustrates the above concept:
/* function definition linear searchQ Y
int linear search (float a [1, int n, float data)
{
int i=0; /* local variable */
/* searching */
while (i<n)
{
if (a [i]== data) /* when data is found */
return (i);.
if (a [i] >data) /* when array element bigger than data is found
break;
i++;
}
return (-1); /* when element is not found */
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•

}
Linear search is quite time consuming, if the element to be searched lies near the
last element, as many comparisons may be required. Binary search saves a lot of
time and lesser number of comparisons may be needed but the most iMportant
condition for applying it is that the array elements must be in sorted order (either
ascending or descending order).
(ii) Binary Search Binary search method requires much less number of comparisons
than linear search. It can be used only for sorted .arrays.
To search an element say DATA the approximate middle entry of the array is
located, and its value is checked. If its value is greater than DATA, the value of the
middle element of the first half is located and compared with DATA and the
procedure is repeated on the first half until the required value is found or the search
interval becomes empty. If the value in the middle position is smaller than DATA, the
value of the middle element of the second half is compared with DATA and the
procedure is repeated on the second half until the required value is found or the
search interval becomes empty.
As the length of the array to be searched is reduced by half at each step and the
array is divided into two equal parts, this method is known as binary search.
The .efficiency of this method can be imagined by the fact that only twenty steps will
be required in searching a value (element) in an array having more than million keys
(values).

6.2.3 Algorithm Binary Search on Array given in Ascending Order
Let A be an array of size N having elements in ascending order. Let DATA be the
element to be searched. LOW. HIGH and MID denote the lowest, highest and middle
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positions of a search interval. Search becomes unsuccessful when LOW > HIGH.
Assuming the index begins at 1. The algorithm is defined non recursively.
1.'II)W = 1
HIGH =N
•

2. Repeat while (LOW 3 HIGH) upto step 4
3. MID = Integral part of ((LOW ± HIGI 0/2)
4. lf(ALM!DI = DATA) Then
{
Write ("Successful search")

i i

Write (DATA," found at position
goto step 6
}
' Else
{
If (DATA>A [MID]) Then
LOW=MID+1 . i
Else
HIG1-NMID-1 }
5. Write ("Unsuccessful search")
6. End.
Let us apply the above algorithm to an example. Suppose array A contains elements
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5,17, 30, 52,66, 70, 83, 91 (N - 8)
And we wish to search for 66.

5

I7

30

52

1

2

3

4

t

70

«S3

91

6

7

8

5

t

LOW

HIGH
lTi£. 3. (a)

LOW=1andHIGH=N=8
Is (LOWs HIGH)? Yes
MID = Integral part of ((1 + 8)/2) = 4

5
1

17
2

30
3

52
4

66
5.

70
6

83
7

t

t

LOW

91
8

t

HIGH

MID
Fig. 3. (b)

Is (A[4J = 66) ? No
66 >A[4], repeat the steps with LOW = MID + 1= 4 + 1 =5 and HIGH = 8
Is (LOWs HIGH)? Yes
MID = Integral part of ((5 + 8)/2) = 6

17

30

52

66

12

3

4

5

70
6

t

t

5

LOW MID

83
7

91
8

t
HIGH

Fig. 3. (c)

Is (A[6] = 66) ?No
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66 <A[6], repeat the steps with LOW = 5 and HIGH = MID -1

61 =5

Is (LOW 3 HIGH) Yes
MID = Integral part of ((5 + 5)/2) = 5
5
1

17
2

30
3

52
4

(>6
5

70
6

S3
7

91
8

t

MID
LOW
HIGH
FIb.3. (d)

Is (A[5J = 66) ?Yes
\Nrite(66," found at position

5)

The above algorithm when applied on the array A for searching an element not
present in the array works as given below :
Let the array elements be 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, and we wish to search for 4.

2

6

7

2

3

8
4

9
5

t

HIGH

■ LOW

Fig. 4. (a)
LOW= 1 andH1GLI=N=5
Is (LOW £ HIGH) ? Yes
MID integral part Of ((1 + 5)/2) = 3
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2

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

t

t

t

LOW

HIGH

MID
Fig. 4. (b)

Is (A[3] = 4) ? NO
4 <A[3], repeat the steps with LOW i 1 and HIGH = MID— 1 = 3 — 1 = 2
Is (LOWs HIGH)? Yes
MID = Integral part of ((1 + 2)/2) = 1

2

6

7

1

2

3

t

t

8
4

9
5

LOW HIGH
MID

Fig. 4. (c)

Is (A[1]=4) ?No
4 >A[1], repeat the steps with LOW = MID + 1 = 1 + 1= 2 and HIGH = 2
Is (LOW 3 HIGH)? Yes A
MID = Integral part of ((2 + 2)/2) = 2
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2

6
12

7
3

8
4

9
5

A

MID
LOW
HIGH

Fig. 4. (d)
Is (A[2] =4) ?No
4 >A[2], repeat the steps with LOW = 2 and HIGH = MID — 1 =2— 1 = 1
Is (LOW <HIGH) ? No
Write ("Unsuccessful search")
The following function in C implements the above concept:
r function definition binary search */
Int binary_search (float a [) Jnt n, float data)
{
int low; high, mid;.
/* searching */
low=0;
high=n-1; g
while (low<=high)
{
mid= (low+high) /2;
if (a [mid] ==data) /* when element is found
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return (mid);
else
{
if (data>a [mid])
low=mid+l;
else
high=mid—I;
}
}
return (-1); i* when element is not found in array */
}

6.3 SORTING
Soiling means arranging the elements in some specific order i.e., either ascending or
descending order The various sorting techniques available are
(i) Insertion sort
(ii) Selection sort
(iii) Bubble sort or Exchange sort
(iv) Quick sort
(v) Merge sort
(vi) Radix sort
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(vii) Shell sort
(viii) Heap sort etc.
The sorting techniques are discussed below :

(1) Insertion Sort . Let A be an array having Ni elements A[1], A[2], A[N]. initially,
the first clement is assumed to be sorted. In . first pass, the second element i.e., A[2]
is inserted into its proper place in the sorted part of the array. Similarly, in the next
pass, the third element i.e., A[3] is placed. To make space for insertion, some of the
sorted elements must be moved down in the array. After each pass the subarray
becomes sorted from start to the element we are placing {say . CURRENT). The
array becomes sorted after applying N-1 passes. This algorithm is frequently used
when N is small. For example, consider the array A having 6 elements as shown in
figure 5.

i

42

1

29

I

2

29

I2

42

2 42

3

74

3

74

3

unsorted < 4
5

11

4

11

65

5

6

58

6

Original array A

l

11

1

li

1

11

2 29

2 29

2

29

74

3 42

3

42

3

42

4

11

4 74

4 65

4

58

65

5

65

5

5

5

65

58

6 .58

6

74

After first
pass

29

After second
pass

65

6 58
After third
pass

74

i After
6 58fourth
pass

After fifth
pass

Fig. 5. Jlhistralio/t ofInsertion Sort in ascending order.
For any pass we store the element to be placed in temporary variable CURRENT.
Start from first position and move downward till either the element found is greater
than CURRENT or we reach the position of the element to be placed. In case We
have reached the same location (i.e., the position of the element to be placed) then
the element lies properly otherwise move the elements downward from one position
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less than that of the element to be placed to the position we have located an element
greater than CURRENT. Now insert the element CURRENT here.

6.3.1 Algorithm Insertion Sort Let A be an array having N elements. We want to
sort the elements in ascending order. CURRENT denotes the value of the element to
be placed at proper position during a pass. POS is used for finding the appropriate
position of CURRENT among the elements above, it (if possible). I, J denote the
array indices. Assuming the array index begins at
1. Repeat for I =2, 3, ..., N upto step 5
2. CURRENT =AII]
3. POS = 1
4. Repeat while.((POS < I) and (A[POS] £ CURRENT))
POS = POS + 1
5. If (POSY 1) Then
{
Repeat for (J+1) = A [J]
}
A [POS] =CU"RRENT

6. End.
The following function in 'C illustrates this concept with array index beginning at 0
/* function definition insertion sort () */

.
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void insertion sort (float a Q , int n)
{
int i, j, current, pos; /* local variables */
/* sorting */
for (i=1; i<n; i++) {
current=a [i]; /* current denotes the element to be arranged */pos=0; N
/* pos increased till values in array are <= current */
while ((pos<i) && (a [pos]<=current))
pos++;
if (pos != i) /i if position of element is not appropriate */
{
/* shifting */
for (j=M; j>=pos; j-)
aG+11=a01;.
/* insertion at appropriate position */
a [pos =current;
}
}
}
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(ii) Selection Sort
In this method we perform a search in the array, starting from the first element, to
find ’the position of element with the smallest value. The element with the smallest
value (if found) is swapped (or interchanged) with the first element in the array. As a
result of this interchange, the smallest element is placed in the first position of-the
array. In the second pass or iteration we find the position of second smallest element
starting from the second element onwards.
If such an element exists we interchange this element with the second element in the
array. This process is repeated on the remaining array elements until we have
placed all the elements in the proper order.
N-1 passes are required in this sorting technique as each pass places one element
properly. For example, consider the following array A having 6 elements,
42

29

74

11

65

58

In first pass, the position of the smallest element 11 is located and it is interchanged
with the first element i.e., 42. Figure 6 shows the array after each pass or iteration.

1

11

1

ll

1

11

1

11

1

11

29

©

29

2

29

2

29

2

29

2

29

3

74

3

74

74 “1

3

42

3

42

3

42

©

11

4

42

© 42 J

©

74

4

58

4

58

5

65

5

65

5

65

5

65

©

65

5

65

i6

58

r6

58

▼6

58

•©

74

6

74

©

42

2

«-i

Original array A After pass 1

After pass 2

58 ■«-

After pass 3

i6

After pass 4

After pass 5
sorted array A

Fiy. 5. Illustration of Selection Sort in ascending order.
The encircled indices indicate the assumed position of the smallest element and
actual position of the smallest element during a pass. The downward arrow indicates,
the remaining portion of array which is to be searched for position of least element.
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6.3.2 Algorithm Selection Sort for Ascending Order
Let A be an array having N elements. We want to sort the array in ascending order.
PASS denotes the pass counter and MIN INDEX the position of the smallest element
during a pass. Variable TEMP is used for interchanging MIN_ INDEX two elements.
1 denotes array index. Assume the array index begins at I.
1. Repeat for PASS =1,2,3..... N-1
{
MIN INDEX=PASS
Repeat for l=PASS+1, PASS+2,.. ,N
{
If (A[l] <A [MIN INDEX]) Then
MIN INDEX=I
}
If (PASSMIN INDEX) Then
TEMP=A [PASS]
A [PASS] =A [MIN INDEX]
A [MIN INDEX] =TEMP }
}
}
2. End
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In general for the ith pass, N—i comparisons are made for searching smallest
element. The maximum number of interchanges required is N-1 as there is at most
one interchange during a pass. But, the actual number of interchanges may be less
than N-1 as the array elements may be in an order which may not require
interchange for each element (if placed properly).
The following function in, C implements the above concept:
/* function definition selection sort */ void selection sort (float a [1, intn)
{
float temp; /* temp is used here for swapping
*/ int i,pass,min_index;
/* min index denotes position of the . least element during a pass */

/* sorting */
for (pass=0 ; pass<n-1 ; pass++)
{
/* assume pass as the position of the least element */
min index=pass;
/*search for the position of the least elements among the remaining
elements of the array (if any ) */
for (i=pass+l; i<n; i++)
{
if (a [i] <a [min index])
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min index=i; ’
}
/* if assumption is not appropriate */
if (pass != minjndex) {
/* swap the elements */
i temp = a [pass ];
a [pass ] = a [minjndex];
a [min index] = temp;
}
}
}

(iii) Bubble Sort or Exchange Sort
In this method we pass through the array sequentially many times. Each pass places
the largest unsorted element in its *per position by comparing each element in the
array with its successor element and swapping the two elements if these are not in
proper order. The number of exchanges prior to each pass is initialized to 0 and
incremented if two elements are swapped. This procedure is repeated from start to
one position less than that of the last unsorted element (as the elements are
compared pairwise when we reach second last element in the unsorted array the last
element is also included).
The first pass places the largest clement in the array at the last location. If no
exchanges take place during any pass the next pass is not applied and the array
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becomes sorted resulting into algorithm termination, otherwise, we move one
position up after placing an element properly, this element is left out in the next pass.
Again exchanges are initialised to 0 and next pass is applied to place the largest
element left in the unsorted part of the array. An extra pass is applied after the array
becomes sorted for checking that no exchanges takes place in next pass. In the
worst case N-1 passes are applied for sorting N elements. Only one pass is needed
if the given array is already sorted. As lighter (smaller) elements move up in the
array during a pass and heavier (bigger) elements move down and finally each
element "bubbles" upto its exact location, this is why the method is known as bubble
sort.
For example, consider the array A having 6 elements as shown in figure 7 :
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42
29

J Compare
swap

42

3

74

3
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4
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29

1
j
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placed at bottom
. Aflcr 1st pass

I
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I
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42
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No change 4.
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3
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5

65

6
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5
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5
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5
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6
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6
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6
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‘

16 58
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t No change
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1

29

1

29

42
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42

74

3

74

2

42

2

42

2

3

74

3

74

3

4

11

4

11

4

If

4

11

5

65

•5

65

6

58

6

58

5

65

5

65

6

58

6

58

Array after 2nd pass

Array aflcr 3rd pass

Fig. 5. Illu.sirolion ofInsertion Sort in ascending order.

We may check that for the above data,
Number of exchanges in first pass = 4*
Number of exchanges in second pass = 2
Number of exchanges in third pass =1
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Sorted array after
4th pass

Number of exchanges in fourth pass = 0, so array becomes sorted after 4th pass.

6.3.3 Algorithm Bubble Sort for Ascending Order
Let A be an array having N elements. We want to sort the array in ascending order.
PASS denotes the pass counter and LAST the position of the last unsorted element
during a pass. EXCHS denote the number of exchanges during a pass. Variable
TEMP is used for swapping of elements. I denotes array index. Assume the array
index begins at 1..
1. LAST=N
2. Repeat for PASS =1,2,.... N-1 upto step 5
3. EXCHS = 0
4. Repeat for 1=1,2,.... LAST-1

C
If (A[I]>A[I+1]) Then
TEMP=A [I]
A[I]=A[I+1]
A [l+1]=TEMP
EXCHS=EXCHS+1
}
}
5. If (EXCHS = 0) Then

goto step 6
\
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Else
LAST=LAST-1
6. End
NOTE - It is better to use bubble sort when array elements are partially or fully
sorted. Only one pass is required when the given array is already sorted.
The following function in C implements the above concept with array index beginning
at 0 :
/* function definition bubble sort () */
void bubble sort (float a [], int n )
{
float temp; /* temp is used here for swapping */ int i.last.pass^xchs;
/*last denote.s the position of last unsorted element /
pass denotes pass counter
exchs denotes the number of exchanges during a pass sorting */
/* sorting */1
pass=0; last=n—1 ;
do
{
pass++;
exchs=0
for (i=0;i<last;i++)
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{
if (a [i]>a[i+1]
{
exchs++;
temp=a [;
a [i] =a [in_ ; /* swapping */
a [i+1] =temp;
}
}
last - -;
}
while ((exchs ! =0) && (pass ! =n-1));
printf (" \n\nNumber of pass (es) used for sorting = %d\n", pass);

(iv) Quick Sort
Given an array A of N elements. The quick sort method uses the divide-and-conquer
approach for sorting the elements. In this method the N elements to be sorted are
artitioned into three segments (or groups)—a left segment left a middle segment
middle, and a right segment right. The middle segment contains only one element;
no element in left has a value larger than the value of the element in middle; and no
element in right has a value that is smaller than that of the. middle element. As a
result, the elements in left and right can be sorted independently, and no merge is
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required after the sorting of left and right. The element in middle is called the pivot or
partitioning element. The sort method is explained more precisely as given below :
Suppose variables LB and UB represent the indices of the first and last elements of
the array respectively. IF(LB < UB) Then
{ Select an element from A[LB UB] for middle. This element is the pivot. Partition the
remaining elements into the segments left and right so that
no element in left has a value larger than that of the pivot and no element in right has
a value smaller than that of the pivot. Sort left using quick sort recursively. Sort right
using quick sort recursively.
The answer is left followed by middle followed by right.
We can improve the performance by appropriate selection of pivot. Let us consider
the case when the pivot is always the element at position LB. To begin with, assign
the index or position of the first element of the array to I variable, and index or
position of the last element of the array to J variable. Now perform the following
1. [Swap element 2 pivot on left side with elements <= pivot on right side]
(a) staring with the element with position 1+1, the array is scanned from left to right,
comparing each element in it with the element pivot, till element greater than or
equal to the "element pivot is found, taking into : consideration that I 3 UB.
(b) Starting with the element with position J, the array is scanned from right to left,
comparing each element in • it with the element pivot, till element smaller than or
equal to the element pivot is found, taking into consideration that J > LB.
2. [Check if swap pair found]
If (I 2 J) Then
goto step 4
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3. [Swap the elements]
Swap the elements A[1] and A[J]
goto step 1
4. [Place pivot at proper position]
Assign the value ofA[J] to A[L13], and store pivot in A[J]
As this procedure ends, the first element, pivot, of the original array will be lying at its
final position that is middle. The elements in left will be less than this element and
the elements in right will be greater than this element. The same procedure can be
now separately applied on left and right sub-arrays. For example, consider the array
A having 6 elements as shown below :

42

29

7*J

II

65

5S

A I]

A|2]
2

A|3]
3

AH)
4

MS)
' 5

m
6

i

m

LB
:
ri> <s. («)

Here UB > LB, the pivot clement is A[L13], that is 42. To begin with set I 1, J = .6
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A[6]
6

i

t

UB

LB
Fig. 8. (b)
Start scanning elements from left with position I + 1

•42

29

74

11

65

58

A[l]
1

A[2]
2

A[3]
3

A [4]
• 4

A[5J

A[6]
6

5

t

t

UB

LB
Fig. 8. (c)

Since A[2] <42, we increase the value of 1 by 1 to get

42
A[1L .
1

1

29

74

1!

65

58

. A[2]
2 •

A[3]
3

A [4]
4

A[5]
5

A[6]
6

t

LB

UB
Fig. 8. (<1)

Now; A[3] is not < 42, so start scanning the elements from right with position J = 6.
since A[6] > 42, we decrease the .value of variable J by 1 to get,
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42

29

74

11

65

58

All]
I

A[2]
2

Af3]
3

A[4J
4

A[5|

A[6]

5

6
!

?

L13

UB

Fig. 8. (c)

Since again A[5] > 42, we decrease the value ofj to get

42

29

74

A[l]
1

A[2]

A[3]
3

2

' 11

65

Af4]
4

58

. A[5]
5

t

A[6]
6

t

LB

UB

Fig. 8. (0
Now A[4] is not > 42 and at this stage I < J so swap the elements A[l] and A[J] to get

ll -

42

29

74

A(l]

Af2]
2

A[3]
3

1

A(4]
4

65

58

A15]

m
6

5

t

I

UB

LB

Now again start from left with position 1+ 1, i.e., 4

42

29

74

n

65

58

A[l]
1

A[2]
2

A[3)
3

A[4]
4

A[5]

A (6]

5

6

t

t

UB

LB
rig.«. (h)
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Since A[4] is not < 42, so start scanning from rigt with position J, i.e. 4. Since A[4] >
42, we decrease the value of J to get

42

29

74

11

65

58

A[l]
1

A[2]
2

A[3]
3

A[4J
4

A[5]
5

A[6]
6

I

t

UB

LB
Flu. 8.(i)

Since A[3] is not > 42 and at this tage 12 J, thus indicating that element 42 is to be
placed in its final position. Store the element A[J] in A[LB] and then place 42 in A[J]
to get the following and terminate the above procedure.

42

29

74

11

65

58

A[l]
1

A[2]
2

A{3]
3

A[4]
4

A[5]
5

A[6]
6

Fig. 8. 0)

So the original array A has been divided into three segments as shown

42

29

74

A[l]
I

A12)
2

A[3]
3

.

left

. 11
A[4]
4

middle
pivot

65

58

A[5]
5

m
6

right

rig. 8. (k)

As we can see, the elements in left segment are smaller than 42, and the elements
in right segment are greater than 42.
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6.3.4 Atgonthm Quicksort (A, LB, UB).
Given A an array having N elements. This algorithm sorts this array in ascending
order using quick sort method. LB and UB denote position of the first and last
elements respectively. I and J are array indices. PIVOT contains the element to be
placed in its final position within the sorted subtable. TEMP is used for swapping of
elements. FLAG is a logical variable which indicates the end of the process that
places the PIVOT in its final position. When FLAG becomes false, the given array
has been partitioned into three segments.
1.. [Initialize]
FLAG <— TRUE
2. [Perform sorting]
If (LB 2 UB) Then
goto step 8
3. i LB
J UB
PIVOT 4—A[LB]
4. F Repeat while (FLAG)
{
I+ 1
Repeat while (A [I] < PIVOT and I < UB)
14-1+1
Repeat while (A[J] > PIVOT and J > LB)
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AJ<—J-1 If (I > J) Then
Flag 4- false
Else
{
[Swap the elements]
TEMP 4- A[l].
A[l] +—A[J]
A[J] <- TEMP
}

5. [Place PIVOT at its prop
A[LB] <—A[J1
APK PIVOT
6. [Sort left segment]
CALL Quicksort (A, LB
7. [Sort right segment]
CALL Quicksort (A, J+ 1
8. End.
The above algorithm is used initially by the statement CALL Quicksort (A, 1, N). The
following program implements the above concept
/* quick sort for ascending order */
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#iffclude<stdio.h>
#define SIZE 20 .
Void main 0
{
void enter (float Q ; int); /* function
void display (float Q , int) L _
void quick sort (float [], int, in
float a [SIZE]
int n;
clrscr ();
printf ("Enter number of element.
scanf ("%d"> &n);.
printf ("\nEnter %cl elements \n\n.
enter (a, n); /* function call */ /*
echo the data */
printf ("riGiven array is \n\n");
display (a, n); /* function call
/* sorting */
quick sort (a, 0, n—I); /* function
printf (,,\n\nSorted array is\n\n"
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display (a, n); /* function call *
getch ; /* freeze the monitor *
}
/*function definition enterfi) ?/
void enter (float a []; int n) {
{
int i; /* local variable */
fol (i=0 ; i<n; i++)
scanf C/of", &a [i]);
}
/‘function definition display () */
-void displaylflOat a [], int n)
{
int i; /* local variable */
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
printf(,,%8.2f,,a[i]);
}
/* recursive function definition quick sort () */
void quick sort (float arr Q , int lb, int ub).
{
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int i, j; /* local variables */
float pivotvalue, temp;
if (lb>=ub) /* base case for.recursive function ‘/return;
Mb; /* i is used as left to right cursor */
j=ub; /* j is used as right to left cursor */
pivot;value=arr[lb];
/‘swap elements >= pivot value on left side
with elements <= pivot_value on right side */
while <1)
{
do
{
/* find >= element on left side */
1++;
} while (arr [i] <pivot value && i<=ub);
while (arr [j ]>pivotvalue && j>lb)
{
/* find <= element on right side */
j--;7
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if (i>=j) /* when swap pair not found */
break;
/* swapping of elements using variable temp */
temp = arr [i];
'arr [i] = arr[j];
arr [j ] = temp;
}
/* place pivOt value at middle position that is j */
arr [lb] = arr [j ] ; •
arr 0 ] = pivot value;
/* sort left segment */
quick_sort (am lb, j-1);
I* recursive call to function /* sort right segment */
quick sort (arrj+1,ub); /* recursive call to function
}
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PROGRAM 1
The output of program 1 will be :
Enter number of elements <= 20
6
Enter 6 elements
42

29

74

11

65 58

Given array is
42.00

29.00

74.00

11.00

65.00

58.00

42.00

58.00

65.00

74.00

Sorted array is
11.00

29.00

In the above program first of all the number of elements are entered and then the
elements using the function enterQ having arguments-the array and the number of
elements The entered array is echoed using the function display0 having arguments
the array and the number of elements. Function quick_sort() is called with
arguments—the array, lower-bound upper bound of the array indices. Function
quick_sort0 sorts the elements in ascending order by calling itself repeatedly, that is,
using recursion. The control is returned to mainQ and the sorted array is shown
Using function display0.

(v) Merge Sort
Merge sort algorithm uses the divide-and-conquer method for sorting purpose. Given
an array A having N elements, with LB and UB denoting the lower and upper bound
of array indices. We want to arrange the elements in ascending order. This algorithm
has the following general structure:
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If N is one, terminate; otherwise partition the collection of elements into two halves or
collections, sort each; combine (merge) the sorted halves or collections into a single
sorted collection. It is a recursive method with the base case—the number of
elements in the array are not more than one.
We can define the merge sort algorithm recursively as given below :
If (LB < UB) Then
{
Divide the array A into two halves
Mergesort the left half
Mergesort the right half
Merge the two-sorted halves into one sorted array
}
For example, Consider the array A having ( elements, that is N

42
t

29

74

It

65

58

3

4

5

6

t
U?

t
■UB

9* (h) Original array A.
As LB so first divide the array A into two sub arrays at position MIDDLE where
MIDDLE = integral part of ((LB + UB)/2) = Integral part of ((1+6)/2) = 3
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42

2!>

74

1

i!

65

SK

4

5

6

Kiyhl Sub Array

LcO sub Anav

V'iji. 9. (b) Original unay .4 diwind into fuv hahvs.
and first take the (eft subarray. It is again divided into two sub arrays at MIDDLE =
/

Integral part of (1 +3/2) — 2 as shown below

42

29

74

1

2

3

-'V"'

■Left Sub Array

Right Sub Array’

Kig. 9. (c) Left sub-army of original array A divided into two halves.
Now for left sub array, we again use the same method, dividing it again into sub
arrays of one clement each at MIDDLE = integral part of ((1 +2)/2) =1

42

29

1

2

lalcft subarray Riylu Subarray

Fig.’ 9. (it) Left subarray shown in Jiy 9 (c) further divided. .
Subarrays of size one as mentioned'earlier, require no sorting. So the right subarray
of the left subarray of original array A does not require further division.
The subarrays shciwn in Fig. 8 (d) merge to result into the sorted array and
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29

42
2

Imjj. 9. (c) Mergings ofsubarmys in Jig. (V) (if).

the tight sub array in Fig. 9 (c) on merging with the just sorted array gives the
following sorted array.

29

42

74

2

3

Fi«. 9- (J) Mergings ofsubarrays shown infig. 9 (e) andfig. 9 (c).
Now the left half of the given array is sorted, we apply the same method on the right
sub arrays of the original array. First we divide it into two sub arrays at MIDDLE '=
Integral part of ((4+6)/2) := 5 as shown below

H

65

58

4

5

6

Left Sub Array

Right Sub Array

.Kig. 9. (g) Right subarray of original array A divided into l\vo halves.

Now for left sub 'array, we again use the same method, dividing it again into
subarrays of one element each at MIDDLE = Integral part of ((4+5)/2) = 4

• i

li

65

4

5

laleft subarray Right Subnrray
Fig. 9. (h) Left suhnrray shown in ftg 9 (g) further divided.
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As the right subarray in fig is of size one, so it requires no sorting. The suoarrays in
Fig. 9 (h) on merging result into the sorted array and the right subarray

n

65

4

5

Fig. 9. (i) Merging ofsubarmyx shown in fig. 9 (h).

in fig 9 (g) on merging with the just sorted array gives the following sorted array

65

58

11

Fig. 9; (j) Merging ofsubarrays shown infig. 9 (i) andfig 9 (g).
Finally, the two sorted sub arrays of size three each shown in fig. 9 (f) and fig. 9 (j)
are merged to give the sorted array

11

29

42

58

65

74

1

2

3

' 4

5

6

Fig. 9. (k) Resultant array A having elements in ascending order.
The algorithm for merging is given below :

6.3.5 Algorithm Merge (A, Low, Mid, High)
Given two ordered (ascending order) subarrays stored in an array A with LOW, MID
and. HIGH as array indices; where the LOW through the MID elements and the Ml
ID+ 1 through the 111G11 elements represent to the left and right sorted subarrays
respectively. TEMPA RR is a temporary array used in the merging process which is
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of the same size as that of array A. The variables I and J denote the index (cursor)
associated with the first and second subarrays respectively. K is an index variable
associated with the array TEMPARR.
1. [Initialize]
I— LOW
J--MID+ 1
K— LOW
2. [Compare the corresponding elements and store the smallest]
Repeat while (IS MID and Je HIGH) V
{
If (A [I] S A [J]) Then
{
TEMPARR IK]—A[l}
I—1+1
}
ELSE
{
TEMPARR [K]—A [J]
J—J+1
}
Ke—K+1
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}
3. [Copy the remaining elements)
If (13 MID) Then
{
Repeat while (1 S MID)
{
TEMPARR (K) [ I) I 4- I 4 3 K 4— K +
)

else
{
Repeat while (J S HIGH)
TEMPARR[K] A [J]
J+1 K
K-1-1
}
}
4. [Copy elements from TEMPARR to original array A]
Repeat for 1= LOW, LOW +1,

HIGH

All) TEMPARRD)
5. End V D
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Note that the timing performance of this algorithm is 0(n) where n denotes the sum of
the sizes of the two subtables to -be merged.
Given an array having N elements. Let us consider this array to be a set of N arrays,
each of which contains a single element. Obviously, an array which contains a single
element is sorted. The following algorithm perform a merge sort

6.3.6 Algorithm mergesort (A, 1 B, UB)
Given an array A, it is required _to sort recursively its elements between positions LB
and UB (both inclusive). MIDDLE denotes the position of the middle element of the
current subarray.
1. (Test base condition for subarray of size one]
If (LB < UB) Then
{
[Calculate mid-point position of current subarray]
MIDDLE Integral part of ((LB + UB) 12)
[Recursively sort first subarray]
CALL MERGESORTU-A, LB, MIDDLE)
[Recursively sort second subarray]
CALL MERGESORT (A, MIDDLE+I, UB)
[Merge two ordered subarrays)
CALL MERGE (A, LB, MIDDLE, UB)
}
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2. End
The algorithm MERGESORT is initially called (invoked) as given below :
CALL MERGESORT (A, 1, N)
where N denotes the number of elements (that is, SIZE) of the original array to be
sorted.
The following function in ’C’ implement the above concept:
/* recursive function definition merge_sort *A
void merge_sort (float a [1 , int lb, int ub)
{
void merge (float □ , int, int, int); function prototype */
int middle; /* local variable 7 1
if (-lb<ub)
{
middle= (Ib+ub) /2; /* divide the array into two halves 7
merge sort (a, lb, middle); /* function call for left half 7
merge sort (a, middle+1, ub); /* function call for right half 7

r

merge (a, lb, middle; ub); /* function call merge() 7
}
}
^function definition merge() 7
void merge (float a Q , int low, int mid, int high)
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■i

{
float temparr [SIZE]; /* local variable deaclared */
int ij.k';
i- low; /* i is cursor for first segment */
j=mid+1;/* j is cursor for second segment */
k=low; /r k is cursor for resultant segment */
while (i<=rhid && j<=high)
{
if(a[i]<=a[j1)
{
temparr [k] =a [i];
i++;
}
else
{
temparr k [j ];

j++;
}
k++;
}
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if (i<=mid) /* if elements in first segment are left */
{
for(;i<=mid;i++)
{
temparr [k] =a [i];
k++;
}
}
else /* if elements is second segment are left */:
{
for (ij<=high; j++)"

{
temparr [k] =a [j];
k++ ;

}
}
/* copy the elements from array temparr [ ] to array a H */
for (Mow; i<=high; i++)
a [1] =temparr;
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(vi) Radix Sort
Given an array A having N positive integers. We want to sort the integers in
ascending order. As the base or radix of decimai number system is 10, we require
ten pockets (buckets). In general, integers consisting of more than one digit are
sorted. In such a case, an ascending-order sort can be done by performing several
individual digit sorts in order. That is, each column is sorted in turn starting with the
lowest-order (right-most) column and proceeding through the other columns from
right to left, that is, first on unit place digit, then on tens place digit, then on
hundredth place digit, and so on. For example, consider the following! array A having
7 elements:

342

129

740

211

965

658

472 .

’All]

A[2]

A [3]

A[4]

A[5]

A [6]

A [7]

Fig, 10. (a) Array a having 7 elements.
After the first pass on the unit digit position of each number we have the pockets :
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:

740

211

472
342

0

1

2

965
4

5

6

658

129

8

9

7

Fig. 10. (b) Sialtis ofpockets after pass I.

Now by collecting the integers from pockets into array A we have :

740

211

342

472

965

658

129

A[l]

A [2]

A[3]

A[4]

A[5]

A[6]

A[7]

Fig. 10. (c) Array A after pass I sorted on unit digit.
After the second pass on the tens digit position of each number we have the pockets

0

211

129

1

2

3

342
740

658

965

472

4

5

6

7

Fig. 10. (d) Status ofpockets after pass 2.

Now by collecting the integers from pockets into array A we have :
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8

9

211

129

740

342

658

965

472

A[l]

A[2]

A[3]

A [4]

A[5]

A[6]

A[7]

Fig. 10. (c) Array A after pass 2 sorted on tens digit.
After the third pass on the hundredth digit position of each number we have the.
pockets

0

*

129

211

342

An

1

-2

3

4

658
5

6

965

740
' 7

8

9

Fiy. 10. (f) Status ofpockets after pass 3.
Now by the collecting the integers from pockets into array A we have:

129

211

.342

472

658

740

965

A[l]

A[2]

A[3]

A [4]

A[5J

A[6]

A[7]

Fig. 10. (g) Array A after pass 3 sorted on hundredth digit.

As the maximum number of digits in the given integers is 3 so no further pass is
required. Therefore, the sorted array is
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129

211

342

472

658

740

965

A(l]

A[2]

A[3]

A [4]

A[5]

A[6]

A[7]

Fig. 10. {U) Sorted array A.

The algorithm for Radix sort is given below :
Given an array A having 'N positive integers with index beginning at 1. We are to
arrange the integers in ascending order. BIGGEST denotes the largest integer in the
given array. The variable MAXDIGITS is used to store the number of digits in the
largest number in order to perform the maximum number of passes. DIVISOR is
used for dividing given integers and R for storing remainder. PASS denotes the pass
counter. I, J and K denote array indices. POCKET is a two dimensional array of size
10 by N used for storing integers during passes. COUNT is a one dimensional array
of size 10 used for storing the numbers of integers, that is, count in different pockets.
Indices of 'POCKET and COUNT array start at 0,0 and 0 respectively.
1. [Initialise]
BIGGEST <~A[1]
2. [Find the largest integer among array elements]
Repeat for I = 2, 3, ,N
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If {Ail} > BIGGEST; Then
BIGGEST An- :1

}
3. MAXDIGITS E-0
4. [Find number of digits in largest number]
Repeat while(B1GGEST > 0)
{
MAXDIGITS MAXDIGITS + 1
BIGGEST E— Integral part of (BIGGEST/10)
}
5. [Initialise divisiorfor least significant digit of integers]
DIVISOR E-1
6.. [Perform passes] Repeat for PASS =1,2, .MAXDIGITS
{
[Initialise count for all pockets]
Repeat for 1=0, 1,2..., 9
count [I]
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I

[Put integers in pockets according to current significant digit]
Repeat for 1 = 1,2, ...,N

{
[Find remainder, here MOD used for finding remainder on integer division]

r

_ (integral value of (A [I] /DIVISOR)) MOD 10

POCKETIR, comrrlnll — All]
courrrlnl COUNT [R] + 1

}
[Collect integers from buckets into array A]
K~1
Repeat for I = ,1,2, ...,9
{
Repeat for J = 0,1, 2,.... COUNT [I] — 1
{
A [K] 4— POCKET [I, J]
KK+ 1
}
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DIVISOR 4— DIVISOR x 10
7. End

The following function in C implements the above concept:
/* function definition radix sort */
void radix sort (int a [], int n)

{
int pocket [10] [SIZE}, count [10]; /* local variables */
int1 i, j, k, r, pass, biggest, divisor;maxdigits=0;
/* find the biggest number among integers
biggest=a [0];
for (i=1; i<n; i++)
if(a[i]>biggest)
biggest=a[i];
}
/* find the number of digits in the biggest number */:
while (biggest>0)
}
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maxdigits++; biggest /-= 10;
}
/* sorting */
divisior=1; /* divisor for least significant digit of integers */
for (pass=1 ;pass<=maxdigits; pass++)
{
/* initialise count for all pockets */
for (i-,0;1<10;i++)
count [1] =0
/* put integers in pockets according to current significant digit */
for (1=0; i<n; i++)
{
r = (a[i] / divisor) % 10;
pocket [r] [count [r]++] = a[l];
}
/* collect integers from pockets into array 'a' *1»
k=0; - D
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for (i=0; i<10; i++)

{
for fl=0; j<count [i]; j ++)
a [k++] =pocket [i] 0 ;
}
printf ("\n\nArray after pass %d is \n\n", pass);
display (a, n); /* function call */
divisor *= 10; /* for next significant digit of integers */
}
}

(vii) Shell Sort
Shell sort or diminishing increment sort is named after its developer Donald Shell. It
is more significant improvement on simple insertion sort. This method sorts seperate
subfiles of the original (given) file. These subfiles have every Kth, element of the
original file. The value of K is called an increment. For example, if K is 5,' the subfile
having elements A[1], A[6], A[11], is just stored. Five subfiles each having one fifth of
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the elements of the original file are sorted in this manner. These subfiles are given
below (reading across):
Subfile 1

A[1]

A[1]

A[1]

Subfile 2

A[1]

A[1]

A[1]

Subfile 3

A[1]

A[1]

A[1]

Subfile 4

A[1]

A[1]

A[1]

Subfiles---------A[1]

A[1]

A[1]

The K subfiles are divided in such a way, so that the ith element of the jth subfile is
given by A[(i-1) x k+ j —1] These K subfiles are sorted usually by simple insertion
sort. Now the value of K is decremented and the file is again partitioned into a new
set of subfiles. These larger subfiles are sorted and this process is applied again with
an even smaller value of K Finally, the value of K is set of 1 so that the subfile having
the entire file is sorted. A decreasing .sequence of increments is fixed in the
beginning of the entire process. The last value in the sequence must be 1. For
example, consider the file having 6 elements and we want to sort the elements in
ascending order (Note that the output of one pass becomes the input of the next
pass.
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42
2

29

3

74

4

11

5

65

6

58

Fiy. 11. (:i) Originalfile having 6 dements.

Pass 1 : Starting with increment = 4

42

I

42

1

42

29

2

29

2

29

3

74

3

74

3

74

4

11

4.

li

4

il

L-♦ 5

65

5

65

5

65

6

58

'—*■ 6

58

6

58

Fiji. 11, (Ij) File (tfivr action of Pass J.

Pass 2 : Starting with increment =1
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exchs = 0

I

42

I

29

i

29

1

29

I

29

I

29

2

29

r*2

42

2

42

2

42

2

42

2

42

3

74

3

74

3

74

r+3

74

3

74

3

74

.

4

II

4

Jl

4

II

4

I)

r*4

Jl

4

II

. .

5

65

5

65

5

65

5

65

L-*. 5

65

5

65

:

6

58

6

58

6

58

6

58

6

58

6

58

Fig. II. (c)

As.the number of exchs = 4 so repeat this process

c; c:
c c:
c:
29

•

-

I

29

I

29

I

29

t

29

J

29

42

42

2

42

2

42

2

42

2

42

II

II

II

3

II

3

II

3

n

65

6$

4

6$

4

65

5S

5S

5

58

74

74

6

74

4

65

4

6$

5

58

5

SS

5

58

6

74

6

74

6

74

swap

:

6

swap

FfcMUdl

As the number of exchs = 2 so repeat this process
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cxchs® 2
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As the number of exchs = 0
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exchs - 0

so file is sorted now. We must note that if a file is partially sorted using an increment
K and is subsequently partially sorted using an increment j, the file remains partially
sorted on the increment K. That is, subsequent partial sorts so do not disturb earlier
ones.
Several studies have been made of Shell sort, but no one has been able to prove
that any choice of increments is greatly superior to all others. However, we must
avoid choosing increments as powers of 2, such as 8, 4, 2 and 1 etc., as the same
keys compared in one pass would be compared in next one. If we select the
increments which one relatively prime (that is, have no common divisors other than
1) then this guarantees that successive iterations intermingle (mix) subfiles so that
the entire file is indeed almost sorted when increment equals 1 on the last
iteration..In general the shell sort is recommended for moderately sized files of
several hundred elements.
The algorithm for shell sort is given below:
Given an array A having N elements. We want to arrange the elements in ascending
order. I, J denote array indices. INCREMENT denotes the number of increment
(gap) between the elements sorted which finally reduces to 1, to ensure that the
array is completely sorted. Variables EXCHS and TEMP are used for storing the.
number of exchange during a pass and swapping the elements. PASS denotes the
pass counter (Note INCREMENT depends on the user's choice)
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1.PASS —0
INCREMENT-- 1
2. Repeat while (INCREMENT S N)

INCREMENT 6- INCREMENT x 3 + 1
3. PASS<- PASS + 1
INCREMENT 6- Integral part of(INCREMENT/3).
4. EXCI-IS— 0
5. Repeat for I =1, 2, 3, , N-INCREMENT
{
If (A[l] > A [l+INCREMENT]) Then
{
EXCHS EXCHS + 1
TEMP E— A [I] A [1 ] E—
A [l+INCREMENT]
A [l+INCREMENT] E— TEMP
}
6. If (EXCHS #0) Then
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goto step 4
7. If (INCREMENT 1: 1)Then
goto step
8. End
The following function in C implements the above concept:
/‘function definition shell sort () 7
void shell sort (int arrQ , int n)
{
.int, i, j, increment, exchs, temp, pass=0; /* local variables 7increment=1;
/* choose sequence of increments 7
while (increment<=n)
increment = increments + 1;
do
{
pass++; increment /-= 3;
printf ("Iteration %d An",pass);
do
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{
exchs=0 ;
for (i=0 ; i<n-increment; i++)
{
if (arr [1] >arrfi+increment])

{
exchs++; /* increment number of exchanges */
/* swapping */
temp = arr [i];
arr [i] = arr [i.+increment];
arr [i-Fincrement] = temp;
}
for(j=0;j<n;j++)
printf ("%d ", arr [j);
printf ("exchs = %d\n,,1 exchs);
}while (exchs);
}while (increment 1=1);
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(viii) Heap Sort
Let us discuss same basic concepts which are essential for understanding heap sort.
6.3.7.Delmitions
A max tree (min tree) is a tree in which the value in each node is greater (less) than
or equal to those in its children (if any). Some max trees are shown in figure 12, and
some min trees are shown in figure 13.

nB. 12. Max trees.

Fig. li. Afirt trees.

Note that max trees and min trees are binary trees, it is not necessary for a maxtree
or mintree to be binary. Nodes of a max or min tree may contain more than two
children.
Amax heap (min heap) of size N is a max (min) tree that is an almost complete
binary tree of N nodes. A max heap is also called a descending heap or a
descending partially ordered tree.
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Generally a max heap represented by an array A of size N satisfies the property A[J]
< A[l] for 2 _< J < N and I = Integral part of(J/2) assuming that array starts with index

1.
It is clear from this definition of a max heap that the root of the tree (or the first
clement of the array) contains the largest element in the heap. Also note that any
path from the root to a leaf (or indeed, any path in the tree that includes no more
than one node at any level) is an ordered list in descending order. Similarly we can
define an ascending heap (or a min heap) as an almost complete binary tree such
that the content of each node is greater than or equal to the content of its father.
The max tree of figure 12 (b) is not a max heap. The other two max trees are max
heaps. The min tree of figure 13 (b) is not a min heap. The other two are.
Since a heap is an almost complete binary tree, it can be efficiently represented in
memory using one dimensional .array. Here, we will be discussing max heaps.
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6.3.8 Insertion into a Max Meap
Figure 15 (a) shows a max heap with five elements. When an element is added to
this heap, the resulting six-element heap must have the structure shown in figure 15
(b).
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15. Jnscnioi: into a nniS heap.

Because a heap is an almost complete binary tree. If we want to insert 10, it may be
inserted as the left child of 12. If instead, the value of the new element is 28, the
element cannot be inserted as the left child of 12 (as in this case, we will violate the
max tree property). Therefore, the element 12 is moved down to its left child (see
Figure 15(0)) and we check whether placing 28 at the old position of 12 results in a
max heap. Since the parent element (30) is at least as large as the element 28 being
inserted, we can insert the new element at the position shown in figure.
Next suppose that the new clement has value 33 rather than 28. In this case the
element 12 moves down to its left child as shown in figure 15 0. The element 33
cannot be inserted into the old position of element 30 is moved down to its right child
and the element 33 inserted in the root of the heap (figure 15 (d)).
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This method of insertion just explained above makes a single pass from a leaf
towards the root. At each level we do 0(1) work, so we should be able to implement
this method to have complexity O(height) = 0(log n).

6.3.9 Deletion from a Max Heap
When an element is to be deleted from a max heap, it is taken from the root of the
heap. For example, a deletion from the max heap of figure 16 (a) results,

Fig. 1(5. Deletion fivm a max heap
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I

in the removal of element 12. Since the resulting max heap has only five elements,
the binary tree of figure 16 (a) needs to be readjusted to give a complete binary tree
with five elements. For this readjusting, we remove the element in position six, that
is, the element 4. Now we have the structure shown in figure 16 (b), but the root is
vacant and the element 4 is not in the heap. If the element 4 is inserted into the root
the resulting binary tree is not a-max tree. The element at the root should be the
largest from among the element 4 and the elements in the left and right children of
the root. This element is 10. It is moved into the root there by creating a vacancy in
position two. The element at position two should be the largest from among the
element 4 and the elements in the left and right children at position four and five.
This element is 6 (see figure 16 (c)). It is moved into position two, and the element 4
is inserted into position five. The resulting heap is shown in figure 16 (d)..
The deletion method explained above makes a single pass from the heap root down
towards a leaf. At each level 0(1) work is done, so the time complexity of these
operations is O(height) = 0(log n).

6.3.10 Sorting using a Heap an Example
Let Abe an array having N elements. Assume that N =11 and the values of the
elements in A[1:11] are { 12, 2, 16, 30, 8, 28, 4, 10, 20, 6, 181. We want to arrange
the elements in ascending order using heap sort method.' Figure 17 illustrates the
creation of a heap of size 11 from the original array A. Here index variable K denotes
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the number of insertions-which is to be performed. The dotted lines in that figure
indicate an element being shifted down the tree.
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Fig. 17. Creating a heap ofsize //.

’ -u

Fig. 18. Adjusting a heapp.

all the heap-elements are processed. K denotes the pass index. Note that after an
element has been "deleted" from the heap, it remains in the array, it is merely
ignored in the subsequent processing.

6.3.11 Algorithm Create heap (A, N)
This algorithm produces as output a max heap. Initially the heap has one element.
Now elements are inserted into the existing heap such that a new max heap is
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formed after insertion. This procedure is repeated until all elements in the given array
form a max heap.
The general approach of create heap is as follows :
1.. Repeat while there still is another element to be placed in the max heap upto step
5
2. Take element to be placed at leaf level
3. Find position of parent for this element Self-lnstr
4. Repeat while the element has a parent and the element is greater than its parent
Move parent down to position of element
Find position of new parent for the element
5. Insert element into its proper place (position)
The algorithm CREATE HEAP is given below :
Given an unsorted array A having IT elements. This algorithm creates a max heap.
The index variable K denotes the number of insertions which is to be performed. The
integer variable J denotes the index of the parent of element A[1]. Variable VALUE
stores the element being inserted into an existing heap.
1. [Build max heap]
Repeat for K = 2, 3, N up to step
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2. [Initialize] A.
I-—K
VALUE <—A [K1
3.. [Find position of parent of new element]
J Integral value of(1/2)
4. [Place the new clement in existing max heap]
Repeat while (1> 1 and VALUE >A[J])
{
[Interchange elements]
A[I14—A[J1
[Find position of next parent]
I <~ J
J <= Integral value of (I/2)
If (J < 1) Then
J<-1
}
5. [Place the new element into its proper position]
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A[1] VALUE
6. End

6.3.12 Algorithm Heap Sort (A, N)
This algorithm takes as input a maxheap stored in array A having N elements. The
element with the largest key is currently in A[1] and it can be written out directly. This
is done by interchanging All] and A[N], and then it restructures a new max heap
having only N-1 elements. This is done in the same way as in algorithm CREATE
HEAP. Again the restructural max heap stores the second largest element in A[1].
This element can now be exchanged (swapped) with element A[N-1]. A new max
heap is then restructured for N-2 elements. By repeated application of these steps,
the given array can be sorted. The general approach for heap sort is as follows :
1. Create the initial max heap.
2. Repeat for N-1 times up to step 5
3. Swap (exchange) first element with last unsorted element
4. Find position (index) of the largest child of the new element
5. Repeat for the unsorted element in the maxheap and while the current element
greater than the first element
{
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Interchange elements and find the next left child
Find position of the next largest child
Place the element into its proper position
}
The algorithm HEAP SORT is given below :
Given an array A having N elements and the algorithm CREATE HEAP which has
been previously described, this algorithm sorts the array into ascending order. The
variable K denotes the pass number. Variables I and J denote the 'array indices
where J is the index of the left child of I. Variable TEMP is used for swapping and
VALUE is used for storing the element being swapped at each pass.
1. [Create the initial max heap]
CALL CREATE HEAP(A, N)
2; [Sorting]
Repeat for K = N, N —1, .,2 upto step 6
3. Exchange [elements] 1
TEMP <—A[K]
A[K] <->A[11
All] TEMP
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4. [Initialize the pass]

VALUE - A[11
J—2
.5. [Find position of the largest child of new element]
If (J+1 <K) Then
{
If (A [J + 1 >A[ J]) Then
J— J+1
}
6. [Now reconstruct the new max heap]
Repeat while (J 3 K-1 andA[J] > VALUE)
{
A[l] 4—A[J1
[Obtain the next left child]
I— JO
J— I X 2
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[Obtain the position of next largest child]
If (J+1 < K) Then
{
If (A [J + 11 > A[J1)Then
J-— J+1
Else

}
If (J > N) Then
J—N

}
}
[Copy the element in its proper position]
A [|] E— VALUE
7. End.
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6.4 SUMMARY OF SORTING METHODS
Some of the sorting methods discussed here are summarized in Table 1 Note that
the entries in the table are "approximate. The-parameter in denotes the number of
digits in a key. It is used in the radix sort.
Table 1. Comparison of Sorting Methods
(entries are approximate)

Average

Worst Case

Space Usage

n:/4

n:/4

In place

BUBBLE SORT

nV2

272

In place

MERGE SORT

O(nlog.n)

O(nlog.ii)

Extra n entries.

' QUICK SORT

n72

»72

Extra log2n entries

HEAP SORT

0(n!og;n)

O(nlog.n)

In place

0(ni+n)

0(m+n)

Extra space for Jinks

Algorithm
. SELECTION

.

RADIX SORT

It is difficult to assert that a particular sorting technique is always superior to other
methods for every key set. Certain properties of a given key set play an important
role in the determination of which sorting technique should be preferred. Properties
such as the number, size, distribution, and orneriness of keys often dictate which
method should be used. The amount of memory available in performing the sort may
also be an important factor.
In summary, the selection or bubble sorts can be used if the number of records in th«
table is small. If n is large and the keys are short, the radix sort can perform well.
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With a large n and long keys, quick, sort, heap sort, or a merge sort can be used. If
the table is, initially, almost sorted, then quick sort should be avoided.

6.5 SUMMARY

• The searching techniques arc Binary Search and Sequential Search.
• A method which traverses data sequentially to locate item is called Linear or
Sequential Search
• Binary search technique can be applied only oh the sorted data.
• Searching an ordered array is called Interpolation Search.
• Bubble sort is a sort that exchanges the neighbor elements i and i+ 1 of a
sequence starting from left going to right.
• Quick sort is the best sorting algorithm when one does not have infinite memory
space Quick sort originally, proposed by C.A.R. Hoare, Computer Journal, April
1962.
• A selection sort is one in which successive elements are selected in order and
placed into their proper sorted positions..
• The most coimnon algorithm used in an external sorting, that is for the problem in
which data is stored in disks or magnetic tapes, merge sort is an excellent sorting
method.
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6.6 TEST YOURSELF
Answer the following questions :
1. Explain the algorithm for selection sort and give a suitable example.
2. Explain the algorithm for exchange sort with a suitable example.
3. Write an algorithm to 'sort the N elements of an array in ascending order using
Bubble Sortteclmique.
4. Write C procedure to implement:

(a) Shell Sort
' (b) Radix sort
Each phase of the above algorithms for the input data set in the sequence :
F= {42, 23, 74, 11, 66, 57, 94, 36, 99, 87, 70, 81,611
5. Which of the sorting algorithm has best performance in terms of storage and tim
complexity ? Justify your answer.
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